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must transcend his belief that he is immortal merely be- . 
. r,. 
cause .. he. can ·endur~ and must ·accept the fact that he has' a ·: _- -~--------=-- ~-
- - -- -- . 
"·' .: soul capable of love and selflessness.· In ··this thesis -I 
f, 
§ttempt to show that Ja.son Compson, the comic-villain of. - - ----- -- -- --' 
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The Soynd and th§ .Furx, endures by believing in himself and --
in his ability ta obtain material wealth. But he does not 
prevail. Jason is· a selfish man who trie.s to live by reason 
~lone, denying· love and· fellowship and sympathy. Isolating 
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, himself in., his egotism, he endures· his self-induced hard-
ships with a ·humor of exasperation that is attractlve to 
the reader. .However, Jason is an inse,nsitive, mean man who 
prides himself on his ability to live sanely. He is a 
South, t·raditionless. and 
... 
materialist, living in and for the p~esent--a society that 
thrives on lovelessness an4 se.lf-suff iciency. 
~_examine Jason's character by looking at raulkner's 
use of the soliloquy technique in J·ason' s sect ion, . a tech-
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n ique which all'ows Faulkne~ to present Jaso~·-~--~-~-a-~~~-~!_r ;J 
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: ..... __ , __ .:__ __ _ _ terist ics as. they appear in his concept of time .as a commo-
dity, in his ego-~.i.st ical self-i~olat ion from. his family Jnd· 
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, ___ .'inter'pretations of Jason's role 
~- _ .. -. - --- in. the novel. 
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that--Jason, by attempting to - impose_ a rational order on 
' 
-his, life . and on the-lives .of thqse around him, seems to-·-------~:------
. . -i· ! •.. 
dominate the other ~haracters. But because of his lack of 
-- -- . ------ ---.------· - -- ·-·· ··-· 
- - I 
sp.ititual depth Jason cannot prevail. He stands alone_, . 
6pposin~ the irrational ~ forces of love and emotion.and defy-
i:ng· whc~re--·-11e -cannot -urider stand.- - - -Believing in himself and 
---- --- - -
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in material. goo·ds, he ·survives even the hated power of 
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I de·cl ine to accept the end of man. It , is 
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easy enough to say that man is immortal simply 
l-,.., 
-because -he will .endure; that when the last· d-ing-
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be one mo.re sound: that of his puny inexh_austible 
. .... '. ... 
voice, still talking.· I ~eftlse to accept this. 
... ~ .. I bel.ieve that man will not . merely endure: he will 
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·,· pre v a i 1. He is immot;ta1,-'·not because he alone 
"!, 
Q 
' . among creatures has an ine~haustibie voice; but be-· 
; ' 
' .. 
cause. he has a soul, a spirit capable o~f compass ion 
' 1 - J 
----------------·-------_ ---:--------:---. --- aria sacrifice and endura.nce •. ' 
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/ From th is address we see that the act of pre1iling · is a ·. • ' -. ' 
. " r ' . 
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spiritual act based· on the fact that man has a soul. More~ 
- _'._. -- --~-- -· - •.. ;... -
over, the act of. preva i-ling entails an understanding of the 
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'°such a man · 1$ Jason. ' 
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----.,.--------,--.. ----· C9mpson, the comic-villain of.· Faulkner's· ·The Sound and the F-ury--< -___ . · -·· t· 
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When The .S.ound and the Fury was.first published_,._~h ~---
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showed an author. of promise.. However, critical oPtnion has I 
.. 
changed and the work is now recognized as a masterpiece ·of 
. ·· technique and characteriz.ation. Although -much recent er~-.' 
· ticism deals wit·h Faulkner's technique, we find several in-
teresting interpretations of Jason's character. Jason has 
been interpreted as a representat iv~. of t.he New South, the 
money-oriented society that denies love. and fellowship in ~ 
2 
.. favor of a selfish materialism. Jason·• s drive for ~at ional 
· order and control has led some .critics to interpret him as 
3 
an extreme rationalistic component of the composite man, 
4 . 
. . ~.. . 
as the psychological, order~imposing super~ego. Another 
and 
interpret-.at ion finds _certain parallels. between the activities.. · 
' 
· of Jason's section, dated "April Sixth 1928," ·and Christ's .. 
I • 5 
activities on Gbod Friday& 
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· In the following pages we· will examine Jason's character .. 
. . 
· by looking at.the special technique that Faulkner uses to 
~xpose Jason's consciousness, by studying Jason's charac-


























t~.r ist ics, and by ;eviewing the in~erp~·~~-~~-tQi,.~ concerning _ .... -~--f~--.-.-----.--~~-~-------
.. Jason's. ·role in The -Squn,q anr;! .. _ tp~ ;F~ry. we-shall discover 
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····--·-·--· ____ r_eaders the inost difficulty--is ~~~1.1~~ of ~~~ ~~r~~~:.~-~-= --~----~~:-----·-J 
_··········· collsci~usness form with ar heavy reliance on interior mono- - ··•···· _ . · · L 
.• '\ . I 
' i logues. The term "stream-Of-consciousness" is ainbi~\lo\l_s __ a~d_. ___ · _______ - _. ___ I __  
is used interchangeably with t!'e term ''interior mo·nologuerr 
by many critics. 
between the two. 
-, 
However,~ should make a distinction " 
""'-.. ··· .. 
"Stream-of-consciousness" generally refers 
. .. 
C 
a ·~ f ·~· .' 
of a character. In a stream-o_f-consciousness novel, however., ... 
seve'ral techniques are employed: the s·tream~of-consciousness 
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fJ 
· techn·ique, In this paper we are concerned with the third 'fdfX -.- . -{.;:ts,\.·, -- - - - -#-
:~if/:t;-.: .. 
ilt\( ' 
ltf._ technique, the soliloquy. 
. . 
~-----· ---·. -- ·- . -- -
. - - ~ . . 
"· . . 
Robert Humphrey gives us --t-his----de-f·i·n-it-ion- ofc. -t-he----s-ol-1----·-:_ ____ ----··-----. ....,.-. -
I 
"loquy technique: "Soliloquy in the streame,of-consciousness··· ~-----------
. 
.. . .. , 
novel may be defined as the technique of represen-ting the · 
_.,,.,,, ---· .-\ 
., 
. psychic. content and pro·ces-ses of a character directly from , . I 
.. ; ----·-- character to reader without the presence of an author but· - : · ········ I 
.. " .. 
' \ I -C. I ' • i~ 
· ·-···: -----·:·.: _· --------.- technique, quite evidently and appropriately,· . ~s used· in .. 
the third section of the· novel, the,s~ction dated "April ( .. 
' \, ... 
. . . 
. ' ,-:;::,, .. ·. S bs:th 1928," commonly ref erred to as Ja~_()Jl' s · sect ion. ---_./-,-·.,.:,-.,----------~,-:-'--_ ...... ~,.~···· __--.-·-· ... -.. , ··· l 
' 1, ~ : •• :. _·_\:~.-- ~.-.• ' . ·,. 
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' ' As Mary ... Cooper -Robb p_oints· out, Faulkner uses the 
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~------- ~----~~---~=~--~~:~~- -- ;·~=..:_:-_y.1;1f 'old himself to US_ S"--1-owly-· as peop--le: _do ·J.rt-~~~-al- li·fe~_ -. =:~~--_-·::-~-----------~~---- ... __ ,_-- -
-·--·--·-:· ·!)·-.-· ---··------·--· ·····-:--·- ---·--· .··· 
~-
' ' ~. Jason°s section, as mentioned previously, is told from 
" . .. 
;.,.. ,,-,~· 
.. Jason-• s po.int o_f view. Thus, Jason himself reveals his.--------------
. 
. . ,. . 
. . 
-- '- - - ~--- --- _...__ __ -
'. 
character· to ·us:,, ·At the same time,. he finds his self-
• , - _j • ·····-
--· -
. . 
-~··---·-"-··-------- ' -------pity and self-justification by complain-ing to .. ·hims,e~f. . 
..-.----·---------~ ___ ., . 
. . 
. . 
' Th·e effect of this self-revelation is. very much like a long 
' . . ' 9 . 
,• . 
. 
.aside in an Elizabethan play.~ Jason reveals his· mo:tiv.es, 
' 
. ~.·,-....._ --- - --- reacti_ons, and feelings, and we come to know him as he really 
is. 
' - - -- . - -
.. 
What· f.irst strikes us about Jason's presentation of 
,. . 
himself is his language. - "Once .a Batch Always a Bitch, what ·. lo - . \., . . I' 
_I· say" -presents Jason--' s comment on the history of man, 
Southern honor,- and the tr-a~it ·ion of Southern womanhood. 
-- ------- .... ~----------------- ----------- . ----------------------- ---------------- --------------------------------------
.. ----------------------- -------- --------------------------------- - - -------------------------· ------------ . . ' ' 
. 
This opening comment s·ets the tone of_ the section as wE!ll. . 
0, 
'-We know,· for instance, that Jason is ~ardonic, skeptical, an_d_ 
antagonistic toward the (as.y~t) unnamed female.· We also 
·--- -- , . 
-- 11 _ - ----- --~. --- ---- (-· know thatJason is an opinion~ted man, use~ cliches·, and : 
12 1 
--has the egotistical h~bit of quoting himself o A look at , ! 
! 
' i more of this passage is enlighten.ing: "Once A Bitch Always , 1 ·- --- !___ - . 
t 
a Bitch, what ~ say •. I -says you' re - [Mother J 1'1cky if her . ! 
i . ' ' i·; __ ~=;----~~~--.. :_.__ __ [Quent in' s ] pl.iying out __ of school is all that worries you"---~~ =- - -· 






-.> C .-·-" ---•-, [my ..... italics] (p. 223). Here, as in the rest of the section, 
, , ri I , .. 
Ja~on uses verbs 'that are. str i1k_,,i:n.1gly present . tense even 
·. , 13 - , I 
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Ja:son thinks in the present and reacts to the present. As 
., 
·~ I 
~----,,:-;--.---'--· ___;· ·,_. -'--i----l----,i~'--E-de-1-po-ints--,,ut~ ,~;Ja-son-* kn·ows . o~ly the .. pre sent . and 1 ives 
-15 - . - . . 
______ --~--c_~-----~---_:_·_· ·~ · in it. &JHe lives from moment to il\oment, · att-empt:ing to , '-i:~----~-'-_ -
~- ;:. 
. . 
1 . ,, 
·.·· ."• .... .,...... ... .. 
_,_ . 
.... ,r 
- control hls life step by step. In order to maintain this 
I 11 -16 _ ------- ------ ---------------- -
control, Jason has broken from the past --.from al-1 the 
~ ~ 
meaningless, irrational, romantic traditions: "J·asori· is 
. . 17 0 
scornful of tradtition, of principles and honor." He.--tries 
\to live logically', rationally, and emotionlessly. He be--
·~ 
. 
lieves in only the CQi,crete _ objects he -can. hold in his· ·· 
. 
. . 
pockets and .. cares little for the emotional needs of ·others • 
.. Therefore, he locks his stolen money in a box in h.is closet, 
where ·he can lay his hands on it at will, and also-drives 
Miss Quentin to· sexual promiscutty through his emotional 
indifference. 
., 
Having endured Jason's harrassment for a 
t., 
'. I 
. . - : i 
- . ' I 
IJ~---~----_greater __ part __ 9f ___ the ___ day, __ Quent in __ f __ in_cal_ly _ 1:?~~~k-~-- 4Pwri_; ___ ' ' '_It __ , s _____ _ 
.. 
his fault,' she says, · •He won~t let ·me alone and I have 
to ••• " (p. 323). Jason attempts to control. Quentin's 
life by forcing her int_o his own logical pattern. Pressed 
by his drive· to· control, Jason does not le~ emotions stand- -i-n 
his way. 
Jas·-on' s world is based on the order of his l 1ogic. To 
maintain the order of .this world, Jason! __ --must control the . 
. i 
i.: I 
'.1 I t 
'1 
~---- ------•--
----:----------=---- ___ _j 




• effe·ct of an act before-it is enacted. Thus, Jason will if• 
. not let Miss Quentin alone--he needs to- control ·her; -he 
. ' . . .. ' 
.. 
·-· --~,.-~-- ---- needs -to maintain a logica~ caus,e-and-ef feet relationship. ·t - ---------.· ------·--_ 
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As Oigia Vickery Points Out, Faulkn~r both mirrors ··· · ·. ·· 
'.-- ' 
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: a~d mocks ;J™11;+s- re ltance--on4og!e~by~~pr~sen~ing-J-aS;~S · · . 
, , . . • •' . , ., . . - • . . • , • I , , - ' . • , 18 . , -i· l 
. , . . . . . I 
:·==~~~--.. -----~~~--- -t-hotights and actions in a cause-and-effect relationship.· _________ · · ___ - · ~------~-J 
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. · · , .. Jason creates ··his own logical pattern. ''The ·steps in his . ~ . \ ·. 
·:· .... :..:.:::... ·--
· reasoning f b11ow one another naturally: sinCe· it was be-callse 
~----,----,--,----------------------------·----------·--------------.. ·-·-----·-·--------·· .... - -· - ' . , . 













-- -- but of his promised job, his recompense must come from Caddy; 
• 
.. . 
and s.ince M-iss Quent in ivas the actual cause of Herbert's 
displeasure, it is through her that he simultaneously gains-
20 
-
his wealth and his revenge.'' _ Throughout his section Jason. 
------------- ---7"""' 
'·I • 
S'1pplies his audience with similar logical explanations con .. 
~ 
cerning the cause and effect of his actions: 
. 
''I .. thouglt I told you to put that tire on the· ... , 
back of the car, " I says • 




1 I aint·-~. had t_ime," Luster says··.~-: ---t1A-tnt- nob-ody·_---
.. 
- -- - -- --- - . --- . . .,.._ --- .. - ··- - . - -
~ 





"Yes," I says, "I feed a who le damn kitchen 
. full of~ niggers to follow around after him, but if· 
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- I .. went on l;>ac.k- .to the garage. There_ was "the tir~, '\ 
· leaning against the wall,· but be damned if I was __ :~~ - -. -- -· 1" 
• <l ' 
9¢- ' i •• 
--- '·-·":- , ...... :~----~---:._--~---~--:-~-~~~~:_~--;;~~------~---- .. ·------going to put· it on. · ._ --.--- --· ··-----.:-· ------- · ____ ----- -
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· . · ·As in the abovt eXample, Jason-' s thinking is often. lOgical .· ·: · · 
., .·. ' 
• I' . 
. but erroneous. -He· has a reason not· tQ_put_t'be_ti...._....r~e~ .. ____!!i~n~--=t::.-=.,h=ee.__----,---#·_· ---------ii 
. ----. ----------- - . ,. . . . - . - • • ' ------- --------- ----- - -- • 
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~ . . . . -~- . - . . . • ,, . I·· . I 
j' . - .., . . ' - . . • . . . ; • . 
·J:_ __ c_:s·~:==-~:~~.-:~::_----:-----~==-.~----~-:c·ar-, -but-~-~h-e---punishes~-only -Jzt.imself by not doing -i.~.. After -- : ~:-~-~~ ··--:;==~===-·--::::·:~~ 
;~ ' ·_ . . . . . - - - . . - . ' \·,: . . . . ---------- ------ . . . . .... ___ ----~--:·· 
unsuccessfully chasing Miss Quentin:through the countryside, -~-~-::·=--~--_.-=- __ ~ 
,. . 
Ja$on returns ·to his car and finds a flat -tire: ·~I-just stood------
. f ' 
_... . -· - "'----~--. - ~-
- c· - --.- ---- r --- _----... -.--
there· for a-while, thinking about that kitchen full of· .n-iggers·.i 










a.nd not one of them had time to lif~ a tire onto the rack and 
/f',,.,, c~ t f -':;~-tfi·.-,..)) 
screw up a couple of bolts'' (p. 302). Ironically, Jason-has 
enough ·time but refuses to do it. _ He- is too proud_ to perfo.rm 
. ~ 
a·menial task and he suffers for his pride • 
. co 
- . 
Jason suffei;-s for his pride in several ways. For all 
-his logical thinking, he cannot help being duped by women 
- -2-1· 
and New York Jews, in particular, and society in general. 
Jason· struts and frets, fuming and ranting about the injus~ 
tices committed against him. But he is too concerned with 
- . 
public opinion to r·ant aloud. In effect, the use of the .. 
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person who he believes-will be sympathetic--himself • 
Priding himself on his self~sufficiency and trusting no ~. 
·" ,', ' ',] 
·.·: 
-
~···- ........... I 
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one but himself, Jason seeks to justify his·actions to·him-
s·elf. He is 1 ike the driver of a car who knows that he .is 
~peeding .and_ mentally presents his defense to an imaginary, 
- .. -.-
. . ' 
··. _ .. apprehending policeman, then congratulates himself fo_r talking, 
-· 
- ~ . ' 
.,' . . 
,.. ... ', . 
... his way out of a ticket •. The effect is highly humo~QtiS-"". / 
the humc;,r of one who is doing wrong continually and thinks 




·-himself ,shrewder than . he--·is •. However,. Jasqn fools_- o~ly. h_imsel·f .- - ---_;---
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of in:jus-tice by. blaming his_ misfort~nes on Fate and ne .. · , - ·· -------~--~--~---~~~.--=--~~~~~-~- -~i 
., ~ I 
' . - ' . . !/ 
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-glect ing. the.: ___ fact . that he himself .. has -- c·aus·ed· -h-is·:-~own--aown~ -·- ---- -~- . ~-. ~----------- ~r 
. -- -- --- -- . ·__ -- -~-- - .. -- - . . -T 





---------~dmond. Volpe point-s out that Jason•s-·m·otTvati-ori , ''se-1f~ ·· 
---------.- ----- ----- -------· -----------------------·--···--------------------- - - ----------·---------- -----·-------- ... , ...... -------------- ' . ' -
. , 
... 
. . \ . 
. . 
l·Qve, achieving its reductio ad ab ..s~~~um, becomes s·eJ.f .. · ·. 




--·--·--· .. destructiveo" ·By using the soliloquy technique, Faulkner I 
-- -- ---- - -r 
• • ! ,. 
• ·i. :.. ~ • 
. . 
~----·-------~ ~-------
allows Jason to attempt to vindicate himself to the·reader· 
. ·and to himself. But Jason's self-love becomes evident and. 
·, 
destroys his self-def~ns~~ We are able to see him as he 
23 c 
r~ally is, a hypocrite.. Speaking about rttoney·:. Jason says: .. 
. .. -
"After all, like I ~ay--tnoney- has-· no-va-1ue; ·it's just the way 
you spend it. It don't belong to anybody, so· why try to 
hoard it.. It just belongs to the man that can get · it and 
kee·p i.t'"· (p. 241). Not: only does the last sentence contra-
diet the rest of thi:s s~atement, but the words take on added 
significance when we learn that Jason is the man who hoards -~--- . 
.. 







I mon·ey. Moreover, the money he hoards is stolen from the · 
, .. ,.,. 
. ·. .. I 
chec:ks that Caddy sends to support. Qµentin. - . - -' -· ... - ·--- - - - -- .. - ·-1 
. . 
By,. looking closely at the language of Jason's· sect ion, 
24 · 25 · .. . 
· __ :_~-~--- '---;-- _ -~------~-:--i-we see that his two key words a~e "money" · and "'bitch." 
__ l..... ' 
- ,, .. ,. .... ····-:--.--· .,----, 
.... --·' 
. ,In. other. words, he is obsessed with .his pursuit .of the golden 
· 26 
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''Qit-c·hn is representative_ f'of Jason's natural.istic philosophy·· --',-
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of. life: he ··cunside·rs the whole human race no better ·than. 
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. 27 himself fr·Offl any· connection with them.ff In \;he ''Appelldix" 
. ~. ··. ·. - and the world and the I;tuman race too except hitn_self were 
- ------ -
-------·----- --




.. -~-~- .-_-~:.:··-·.·:: _____ . -Compsons, inexplicable yet quite predictabl~_:ln that they ' '. . . ·.· 
{-· 
.. , - ~ - . - ,, 
' 
- --· -- ----- ---
--- - - - --- --- ---
/'. 
' " 
were in no sense ·whatever to be trusted" (p. 421). -· Jason 
trusts no one but ·himself and· deit'ls with peop·le, in a truly 
~ 
materialistic .fashio.n, as commodities. People are meaning-· 
- ·ful to Jason--as are Caddy and· Quentin-~only when they can 
bring him money, for ''money" determines the value of a 
commodity for Jason: .... 
"You'd better take tha.t"'good one [h.ame string],"' 
1,1 
~.-------'C...---~-· 
· I [Jason] ·says. ~'How do you fellows ever expect to 
get ahead,· trying to work with cheap equipment ? 1' 
"If this one a int· any good," he [ a custome~] says, 
•••. --· •• .!"~ 
··uiwhy have you got-it on sale?" 
6, 


















"How do you know it's not," he says •. "You eve.r ---~-'7.· ____ c_ __________ t 
~ 
·----~-----~---~----~ ----------- ---- - --- --·---. 
.. lb ' 
use airy one of them?" 
"Because they do.nt ask thirty-five cents for it," 
---~--------.... ~-----·-- -
















. J . . l£onicaily, · JasoJl.,-who. determines. a thing's yalue by tts-: ·c--~-. -~-·--·· ·7'"·· · --1· -- . . '. .... . 
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· ····· · . · ·. · .. · · cost--spends so much time chasing Quentin, the "bitch, 11 that .· · ·~· ·· · · 1 
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that Caddy sends: for Quent 1-n •·s support.· 
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.- --=-~:~._-. _ . 2 8 
--~---· ---· ·--- ----·----------·---- -
: ----- ... ,-- Ja~on' s harsh, sar_donic wit. 
-
humor "in the rich sarcasm -that flows naturally l:111d easily_- __ -----.-'--~; __ ..:... __ ...., __ · 
- , 
out of Jason's permanent discontent,· for he is. both the· 
-- -- -------- - -
. 
. <P 
make·r arid the butt of the satire. As his own anger, frus-· 
tration, and frantic activity rise-- in tone and tempo, the 0 
comedy moves swiftly to its climax. When Jason finally 
~ 
-fails in his pursuit .of his money, earned as well as stole.n, · 
29 
~ the comedy· is complete.''· · But th is climax does not occur 
until the fourth section of,' the novel. In his section we 
see that Jason's "thoughts and speech are. invariably ironic,· 
· . 
.. · 30 
expressing his bitter humor and frustrat·ion •••• " 
' 
Jason feels himse,lf a victim of ·Fate and -reacts in the only 
~ way he knows how, with self~pity, ·which he shows in his 
·--·--·-·· --· - ·····-·--·- ·-
ironic .attacks on everyone and everything, even himself: · · ____ ----------· · -~-
------
-------- ' 
-~-.----------· ···-----·-- ------,---·-----····-··-------------·····----------------- --· .. ----, .. ··- ... - - --- .... -·-. -- .. - . . -- -- ----·-· -·-···---- j. 
.. ·-· . .-





-··------ -----. ·--Well, Jason ·likes work.·· I says no I never had 
.. ·..,... ~. 
-,,,... 
university advantages because at Harvard they teach 
you how to go for a swim at night without knowing 
. 
_, ------- ------·--- -- ..... 
,•. 
. 
-- - -- --·-·-~--·~ -- . -.--.. how to swim and at Se~anee they dont even teach you,·· 
, 
what water is. I says you might send me to the 
-- ----- ----
st ate. University; maybe I' 11 lea·rn how to stop my. 
,/ 
'-
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- - ·-· •- __________ . __ __... ________ . 
~-· ____ - -./_. _: _____ ,:.~------·-~=,-~.-,.·.~=--c---~-r-----"---~-Quent in home .for me to feed too I says I·· guess.:-~----~~---:·~--,-~._-.. ~~---;---~- :· __ 
0 . Ii ' 
-
'· 
____ ,, _______ ·-····- ___ .... _ _.,..~~_, --- --·:··------:-·-~ .. -·:,:··-~--:.~:·~----_----_· ~~-that ' S_ . righ~-88-l~- instead of me, -h~vi.ng · to go way · -- · --- _:-_c::,-:_--·:.,=-=-=:.:...:- .. ,,c..c . .:..,_-,_,_ -
/ 
. - ' 
... -,-- . 
' 
:r 
up nor_t_h ___ for _____ a: __ j_ob __ they --se-n-t--- the--j-eb--\\.down -her to· 
. -- -- --, . . ' ,/ . -
- - - .. ·------·· ' -·· 
-- -- me· •• -: ' 
• • ' \ (p. 243) . 
" 
--- ··- ···- -- . - - - ... ---• 
------------ _ --=, -_~]-h,1ch of what Jason. ~implies is true: Q\J.ellt ii( does waste his 
_, - - ·. -- - •--- ------ --
--·--
- ~ -., .... 
. '-:.. ~----
. ~ .. 
.. 
. 
·- -----~ .~ -------- ----------··--- ------year at Harvard by drowning himself; the Compso~s cannot 
afford tri send Jason to Harvard; Benjy is castr~ted; and 
~addy does send Miss Quentin home to be cared for. However, 
v 
,. 
seen through: ·Jas·orf' s ·eyes, ---e-11e·-·trut·h~-becomes-··-p-ersonal an-d 
distorted. ,, . 
' In Jason's section we are· given a third version of the 
\ q 
story that has already been ·t-old in· the two previous sec-
. 31 . 
tions of the novel. His version is aa incomplete and dis-
torted as the first two. Like one angle pf a haberdashery 
. , · 32 
mirror, Jason's sec;:tion- reflects only part of the truth. 
' 
" 
Moreover, since this .third-version is told by Jason, who -r 
takes part in the _action, we become aware of certain aspects· 
-~\, 
of Jason's character·. "Jason--·ta-lks---as he thin~ks, in terms -.of 
·cl iches by, which a sma lltown shQP-kee~~----~i i ve~. He_ always . · __ --~-~-----~- . ______ ,-
.J' . 
. 
·-> has the last word, the sardonic cheap j-ake-,--the s~eering 
33 . . -




.- Co·mpson says_,-- "'.1'! wish you'd take some a.spirin,'·'' to which 
. 
-Jas_on replies_,. "'l<eep on' ·wis.hing it •••• It, wont hurt you'" 
- .· 
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/ 
Jasori' s sarcas·t ic wit and .. salty language hold 
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"'. our ·attention and entertain us. At· the same time· they help. Q 
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-Jason's section is so fittingly effective .that ·it approaches 
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_ the poetry of perfect expression. As Brooks points out, 
"One might e.laim, to be sure, that· Jason's sectio~ does in 
fact attain t;o poetry, since perfect expression is in itself 
l\ 
t 
- --· -· "• -- ... 
' 
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• c . of vulgarity and b1tre1entless~expos:ur~ Of~bi.s esse116ia-1- . -~,~--- ·. i 




·viciousness do carry prose~-though ordinary and unpreten-
34 \ 
. tious--to the. very brink of poetry." Faulkner prnents 
Jason's character through a perfect express ion that approaches 
p~etry_, an express ion made_ possible by. his use of the soli-
-~ ··- --
loquy which allows the reader to watch Jason's self-exposure. l, 
Swiggart points out that ·11the advantage Faulkner gains 
. by first-person narration is the opportunity to contrast a 
. , .. , ... 
strong dramatic action to the mental reactions through 
which the ,action .is filtered, without a corresponding differ-
. 35 
-
ence of tone." Moreover, by using the soliloquy technique, 
. ' . 
-Faulkner can both present and dramatize Jason's charac·ter 
at the· same time. The -result is tha.t Jason becomes "an 
. . 36 
authe-nt ic, original, and memorable character." And, al-




rea_der give any particular- attention to this fact [that J~son'_s_~_. ~ 
section· "is presented in: a si·mplif ied version of the streal,11-
.'.: __ ~.-~-----:---~-~,-----'~--- of-cqns·ciousness technique"] in order to undet!Stand the.·· . · ,' ·. :· . · , 37 · · 
· -. --- -~ : - · se~tion," we realize that unde.rstanding Fa:ulkner 's use of 
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r. 
, 
characteristic language adds 
"~ur appreciation of his portrayal of Jason's character. 
,, 
adjust.ed the with Hoffman that 
. . . - - . -- - . - -· . .. 
has Faulkner 
·-----~We ___ _e_an _____ agre_e 
• ... ] .. - - ·- ' 
"l O -. -,----- ., 
-- ·- - -·-·-~-,,:~~.....:., .• -...c·, .. - -
style and • imagery of Jason's section to f.it his characte_rs. 
·--- ' --·------... ~----- ------~- - -
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- - -- ·In- the first·. section. we-. saw that -through -the soliloquy 
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/ . We saw that Jason is a proud, self-centered man . ' 
. ·' 
----------------- ---·· ~wlio- tr:i.es to live an emotionless existence by relying on a. --·--·-----, 
_, . ' Is'~ . 
wo r 1 d ru 1 e-d ---by------the---o rd er-of----h-i-s--log-f·c-.--We-----s-aw·--a.-1-sa---t-hat· 
Jason has two obsess ions: his quest for the golden fleece ___ 
, - - . . 
) 
(money), and his hatred for Caddy and Miss Quentin. There~ 
¢ , • 
-
----------.. --~~-
fore, we -are not ~urpr; ised to find that Jason is ___ alway_s __ on ____ ------~---~-~----
------ ------- .. --- ----- . .. - ---- --"·- -- - --- -- --- ----
l \· ........... . 
-~the move, running from place to place either in quest of 
_ money or in harassment of Miss Quent in. However, be never 
'· 
( 
' ' \ .. ,. 
seems able to fulfill either obsession because Time de-
39 
feats his purposes. .. 
Appropriately, for Jason time is money. 
40 
As Hornback 
state~, "it Time is a manipulable commodity to be used 
------ - -- -- --- - - -~-- - - ----- - - - -- ---- -- --- - -- - - - --- ---- --------
. .... 
for profit •••• T.ime is a CQmmodity, not a condition. It 
. . 
---------·----- ~ is l:o be used: saved, not wasted; -expended in a calculated 
• 
fash~on, like money or. goods~ Unlike Quen-tin, Jason. feels 
I 
no need to escape time. He·rather feels the frustration of 
--
-- --- -- - --- . ---
---- - -·--- - - - " .__. ... "-' 
one who must be .constantly on his guard lest he should fail 
J,' ,, 
· to get the mo~t.for his effort ·and money,out of timeo" 41 
. .. .. - ··; ·- '- •--'-·-· _, __ --~---- . ' -
_Appropri,ately, it is Jason's misuse.of t.ime· that defeats,him.\ 1 · --
-42-.. 
He is so busy trying to save time that he never-has enough. . I 
.·-.... ' ". -·· ' . . 
·~ -~ ' -
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~- -'. I 
with the man in the red tie, Jason._. wastes a g~eater p·art: of. - ---· . ·--:·. . ·-;.·· '; : ··.· .. 
·1 
' -- --- - ----·---- --·· ·--. "···---· -· 
the afternoon chas ~~_g ____ ~i_t~~~-- ~h~~-! ________ ~µ~--h~-----~x~~y-~----~-~~-tye s_ .. ------_-----_--_· ----+i 
----------- ------------ 4 3 --·-· ,.-- ----.----- .---- - · - . · ! 
·-r--~~--
... (. too late.. While---walking--t·h~ou-g-h~--woods and brier patche-s - ·· --- --- ... ~--- ._ .. _____ - .. 1 
. . .. -. --- --·· - --1 
-- ··········-·------- . ____ ' __ - . 
. -
_ . , . --~---_t-rying to find them, Jason makes-.:.a large .ie:·ircle: 
-------'----- -·----~-_ __,-:-:-.!.:-~_--::: . - . 
.. ' . -. c- l 
' '.... . . - J 
___ ---~~~-~--:·~ith :the-:s-un-----and~---a-l-1------in--my-~--eye-s--and-~-my blood - .• r 
-·- - ··-. ·---- --
--·· -I 
l 
~~-------~-:,~-.---=--~--~---=-~=~~~~-~~:_-_--- ,going so I kept thinking eve-ry time.my .. head .wou.ld . . I - - . -·· - ·- ------ - -~~-----: ........ - .. ·------l 
. --- --- -- . --1 
. ... r, . 
"' 
- - - --- - ---- ------ - . - -- ---
-----
-~· ... _. . . ----------· --- go on and burst and get it over with, with briers " 
-----_ -· ' . ----------··~--------------··---------·--,----------------
~-.. ~nd things grabbing at me, t·hen I· came onto ehe ' f· k ,. 
':':(• 
,,_;· 
1.· ---·--- ·----- --- - -------~--- -··---:··· • ~--~ ~~ ~- • ' __ .__ ,Q } , __;--- · · · · sand ditch where they· had been and I recognized 
---- .. . 
the tree where the car was, and jus~ as I got out· 
-·-··- . - -- -·- - - - --~ - - . ·- . ·- -· - . -





of -the -d--itch and started running I heard the car 
~ 
start • • • • I got to the road just -in time to 
see it go out of sight. [my "italic$.] (p. 301) 
:.Jason has arrived too late to catch his t'iece. His attempts 
. . 
. 
to harass Miss Quent in have cost him time, and, as we learn. 
later, money. \,Jhen Jason re.turns to town after pumping up 
. . 
~his flat tire, he finds that he. has been so!d · out of the . 
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- . ~-. -- ~-- --~-- --· ,-- -
-:- ··------ .. 
. ·--~-------·---------·····-----~----- -··- ------ ------- . - •....•. ,. --------··--····-~-----------·-·--·-··· -
I stopped and retu.rned. Russell's pump and di::ove -
-
on to town. I went to the dr~gstore and got a coca-
cola and :.then I went to the. tele office. It [the 
' . I 
:::!}~:·. . .. 
'i~# · , . --~-, : .. -~ .. ; ..:, ___ ~------.- cotton qiarket] had· closed -"at 1.2. 21, forty· points 
0 . 
;::r: [i- . , · --:-.. - .. _.; --~_ _ ~- down. Forty .ti.mes· five dollars; bu}' something ~ith ____ :: _ 
r·'· l • - • ill _ cc.~"~=~~--.~•. - · t1:J,t-_if you can, and she~ll [Miss Quentin] s~y, . 
4 
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. ·-· ... ; .. ·· .. ·, 1 'v~ got_ to have it I've .. just go~ to. and I' 1:1 
---·~ 
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.. . ./' 
- . r ; . 
' ' .,· •' '• 
' ,, 
. . - .•. ·- __ __,___ ·-·. ..,,_.,,._. __ ..._ __ ----· .. 
. . ' . . 
_ say that's -too,bad you'll have to try somebody else,· 
----,---.:.--~-~-----~-------------------------------------------. --------------------------- ------------------------------------ ----·-----------·---------------------------------------------------------------------·--------------------------------------'---
,· . . ..•.,··' . I 
----·~'-------·-:·ccc:··~"-~-~-~--~-=:··-.1~-have=n'·t got any money; I've been too busy to mB:~e- --~-_: ____ -:_-__ __ :.-._, · ..•. ·ry 0 i 
. . . •· .• - i 
, .• ,- • I 
~ . -· I ----- .. ----------·------- ·-- ·--- -· ~ -~--- ---- ,. ' ,-·- any·. (pp. 303-304) 
./' 
•. /~·, 
'{ ' .. 
_';.•-·-~---------..... ---·-·- ... ..; . .-:.... .---~ - . ·:-::: .. · .. -··· ··--· - - .. --·· . --- . - -- .. --··--------- ·------ .. ··--------···-, . . - - ... c--:ra-s_on~Ei's been too··ous·y ·to nra-k~----·-any---money, - too busy wasting · , 
i 
time. When ihe te legraph---operiltor-tcel-ls- ,Jas-on that he tr i--e-#-1-d~ -... --·-_-_---_--_.;-----'-j - "' - •• ' •• r . ---- ---- ·--- -·----· 
1 
-- . -·-- ------·--
1-- . -
~-'---------'-----------'--............,..-d.e-l-i¥er-----the--hro-ke r-s---~- ... me-ss.a-ge- -but---l>ha-t----0 Jas-on -could not . !. , ·1 -C · ·, t . 
l 
~:r··:.-·-· ... . l . 
\!{_:' 
,- . 





. ' 1, 
(p.· 304·). Jason refuses to admit that he has wasted his 





- - L , 
----- -~~ . ·-- - -- ---- - t··- .--. 
Moreoyer, he tries to relegate the blame for his financial 1----
loSses to his .brokers and pr,epares a sardonic reply to their - - --- -· r 
. 
" 
·._ telegram. But he is even too· late to receive that satisfac_- " : 
.. ,. . 
The telegrapl) operator tells him, "'Market closed an 
hour ago'~ (p. 305-)·. Again, Jason.·has arrived too late. 
-44 
As Lowrey points out, Jason's lateness is self-induced; 
\,,' 
-- · ·-·---~~: ~--~~-----~--i-t -is the result of. Jason's masochism. Jason wants to feel 
. ' 
wo~ld around him and enduring •. And Jason does endure, as his ,.,;: 
-- ·-- -----·--·------· 
. -- . -· ·. ___ ' - . ' 
concept of time indirectly shows. Moving me~hanically from 
-- -, 
"1-. ·--· 
·' t·ime • • • ; , he· always knows that . 8 it's only a quest ion of . ' 
. . ._,, __ ' ,-.,..... . 
- -~. --- . / -,- . --- - ... ·- .. ·: 
time,' or he •knew all the 
------- --- 45- :~ - ---
. ' 
. --:-c--~--~c:--··. -,--.-----'--ha pp~n O tf -- .. . .:When Something 
time' that something wa~ going ·to , --.- -
. 
• • ' •_ ' •• 
I -- • . - ····- • __ --- __ • __ _;~ _ __2_..__,__ __  
: .. ~- . ) -· ... ·:- . 
does happen- and he f ·inds himself - -- -- - -- -- -
' -~ . 
,.. . 
short of time,. Jason endu~es. He explodes with.in himself, 
---:7" ; 
•'. II, • -
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• ,..._ •.... ~l't 
. imagin.es harsh .verbal and .physical rejoinders, ,then returns . ~ 
. 
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J_ ----------~ ... ·_. -~:-"- - · .. to his mec.hanical, m_i~~t_e-t~-min~te ____ tiy_~ng_; ________ _ 
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Y_or _ _!<. ___ j~w _;_~- _c!_Qyi~e me what it'~ going to do. 
__ ___:_ _ ~_.........,__-,------c---
I 
. . . ·---- ·-- ·- .. - -·--· 
- . --
~----~ . 
_ :dont want to make a killing; save that to suck in 
- - -- I ~ 
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- . - ---·•-l-----+--------- --- ______________ 1....__ .. ~ . 
· to get my money back. And once I've -done that they 
. •. 
. 
can b~ing al-1 Beale· Str·eet and all bedlam in here arid 
A 
1 




~ 1 two of them can '~·sleep in my bed and anoth~-~ one can -- ----<- ~----- _ ~--. 1-h=~~--'----· - ·~--------------------:--,~=-=-·==------------ -··-· ·-··--·--···-
~] 
•. 
have my place at the· table too. (p. 329) 
----·--·------··· . ---·-··---·-----·~ 
Ha~ing lost both in the stock market and in his battle 
1 
·-·-~--with Quentin, Jason endures by continui.ng ~·to believe that .-
.. - ... 
it is only a matter of time_ before he will make the bi.g "kill." 
Obsessed as he is with money, Jason- "has a tendency to 
measure time in terms of the first and last of the.month;. the 
--------- -· 4 6 
times when,bill$ come due and money comes in." 
_ Receiving 
· _the monthly check for Quentin's support fr.om Caddy,· Jason 
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·--·--- - -~----·~--·- -- -·- ·--··-
-~~~~------~--. . .. -·---··-- ----------------------....---------- ' . ··- - ·- -. -·' ·- . f. . 
· I- -opened her· tetter -first and took the check out. l ,· . I .· \ -- . 
. 
. \ ' \Just __ . like a woman. Six days late. 
. ' ~-- .. ·. . \ 
Yet they·try to 
,·.-
I l 
l ; I , 
~== ............... ~=-=""""""<· =· ·_. """=_.:·. -;,==-·-=·-:.-:...:-C.,.-.•.-·-.-·-····----·--·-. .--•--·----······· - - ··- ,. ·=· -····-·-- .. ,· 
._. 
. _ make men believe that they're ·capable of conduc·ting 
----- · .. ··: - ,, ---. 
.. 




· ____ ~--~~----·:=·.-;..'.---~=:~ .. __ :_,;_--~~~- =~:--~-: -=---:::.=@ · bus in~ s ~ • · . How l.ong would a ~m:a.n that · thought · the . 
' . 
. .- ; 
. , ... ' 
,. 
. . -· ·-· - - - ·-··- ---~ .. '(l 
~---~-----_- , ·sir.sh of t-he.mo,:ith came on th-e sixth· last in ·bus-iness. · ! 
·, 
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,,and like as not, when .they sent th_e bank st·atE!'ment 
I r ~, 
-,-~,,., ..... 
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-~ ' . ' 
:c-•···-~"=.c-,.:c:~"'--- ----__ --_ .. ····· .. _·_···_·'··-· .. ··ti'·,_ - ..... ~-· ------,··-_ -, ... never deppsited my· sala):'y until the sixth. - Things~-_--::~::~:=-~-- - --: ___ / 
• .:...· 'J 
-
··-------·· ---------- --_ ~--'.---------~ 



















.is, and r he _ refuses to ac_~_e_I?:_ ___ a~~o-~e' s -~~v_i~~---~--~--------~--------=·-----'----· {! 




It•·s a curious thing how no _matter what •s. wrong 
with you,·a man'll tell you to have your teeth 
. . .. .- "' 
~-~-~-__ ~-------~~-~---'-'.c-~~.~rr-· ~·:~----~exam i_ned ___ an.d a __ woman __ ! _ Ll_ te_t_l _ to-u t Q ___ get~_ mar_r_.ie.d. 
. . 
·, ,• ... ·~ 
It always takes a man that never made much at any 
thing to tell you how to run your business, though. 
Like those col-lege professors without· a_, whole pair of 
socks to their name, telling you how t-o make a million 
.in ten year, and a woman that couldn't.·even get a hus-
band can always tell you -to -~_@_ise a family. (pp. 310-311) 
. Humorously astute, Jason uses his ~nsight .into human nature as 
i."0 ... 
·. ,the basis for _his_ distrust of other peopl~. ·Moreover,. being . 
_ so wasteful of time and energy himself, ·he suspects·th~t every-
. • I 47 ' "' ' 
·----"----~---_---_---_-----:~--~ ~· _-_o~.n.e ___ e 1 se_ is __ was_t_e fu 1 too. _ . He _accuses __ J_o_b -O-f · sne~k ing off to ----- -
.. 
the.show (p. 309) and Dilsey of holding up the lunch (ppo 271-, . 
... 275), although Jason -himself is·, the only1 one gui)lty of having . 
-~····-·----·· ------- -.. ----·'-•--, -· -




. - •..... ·---~--· .... -.. -·--'· .--- --- -. - -- ------. - ---
- -----_------------~-:to allow· human. reactions or emotions to interfere with hts 
!I ·- ' 
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"'-·· -· , . "" 
' life. ·He· tries, at· all t.imes, to act -logi·cally. 
·, I 
1 , ,. 
,', '" . ., •, 
'· . 
' 
., · . · .. .··· , ·.- · ~·- .. · -· · ~··· ..• '.. ;· As ··. L()Wrey. PC>lnts · · otft, ·1t:ra~iort• S Vii; ·15£ ·. tlme~t~ ~~tlSf.$.;,~r.~~-.cc .. : ==-~~~ ..... 
. _--:_'._::.:;·::-.~.:;--~-~=----·:..-::._- ::_-~- __ -.:- ,. --------· -- ----
'· ~- i .. 
-tent wi.th his general mental attitude. His dominant faculty ____ ,, ________ / __ 
- I 
' 
' ·11 . ., 
' ·.• / . .. \ 
::~~-~~----: _____________ -_, _______ ·~---. ____ · ___ ·i$ __ reason, but because his reason is n~.'!~-~-----~_empe~~-g _____ J:,y senaa-·. ____ ccr.c· :.·_ .! 
-- -.-- - · _:_ -- --- · · -_--- -___ .. - _, ---- - --- - - --- -- - - ---- -- -- 4 8 --- - -- ----- ---- ·-~, 









This statement is also trl).e with regard ~o Jason's attitude 
. . . 
• .. . 
--------·----------------~-------· --··- ------ ·- -




toward people. Dev~id of any positive emotion, Jason iso-
' ' 
·lates himself in a world of egotism and self-sufficiency. 
Ja~on takes great pride in his self-sufficiency. Fre-
. . 
... ___ ·______ When ·his boss , ____ Ea_r_l_,_~ offer_s_ . ..t0- pay--for-~--tiis. lu~-h-- at Rogers', 
, 4 
«;· 
' . . 
' 
r . 
Jason- apswers, "' I can st ill manage. to feed myself, I reckon'" 
_ ·(p. 268'). Actu·ally, however, Jason 1 ive.s on Caddy's checks, 
is tricked by his seventeen-year-old niece, and falls prey 
. . . 
to his own greed--being sold out by the' New York.jews. Threugh 
~ ~ ~ 
his greed and his interest in material:_t-hings Jason isolates 
· · 49 · -
hims~e1f· in his ·own emotionless world. . "Always boasting of 
. . . ~- - ' ' -· . ' - - - . - - - ·'y -· - - -- --
' . . 
.. 
•· 
the fact that he is 'ma~ enough to keep that flour barrel -· 
50 
. . .. . full,' Jason is a man who lives 9by bread alone.'ff He ---------·---- -- -·-··- ----------; ·- - -
' \ . 
. - - ~ 
' ' 1~ -- ., 
-underst'and·ing of the spir tt··-or~--~st,ul ~ · :tacking ·una·er:standing·, 
-~~: .. __ he looks·.upon the spirit\1,~l par~.of·man as irrational • 
. .. 
' . . . . - . 
--·- ---· -- --- ----. -------------··- --------------------- - ·- ··- Jason f ~' reliance on -his ability to stand on his' owri'~-~fe~.t 1· 
,,. 
' • • •.. I/• 
. - .. ·-··· - .. _. ______ ,.i ___ ·-------------- ~-
· ti· is an egotistical attelllpt to control everything in his world. 
, .. >._..,:,As we saw in se.ct·ion' I of this. paper, Jason is a cause-and-
1. ...• " •• 
.. 
' . 
. ., . . .... ~ 
' • I ""h 
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/J 
-
...... ---~~~-----~\ :_··-----order poses a threat to t'he -e~istence· of his world. Th . ----~ --··--·- . _,___ . ----. -=-· _ _:_ __ us·-,---· 
-·····---·-
~- --·- ------·-·~_::__~ __ · __ ' ·- -·--- -·--·-- •· - • 
. J 
- . - - .. 
- .. __ · Caddy (who love·s others), Miss Quentin (who acts. on womanly 





· · ..... _ ... -.-- ....... __ __ lmpulses) and a rrian in a. red tie ( who· symbolizes irrationa~- · --~~-:-=~----_----__ -_-_ .-~------, 
0 
\ ~ ' ; ~ lity by his unconventional dress.) threaten to throw Jason's 
u 51 . 
world in.to chaos. In Jas.on' s_wor,ld positive emotions do·. ,. . 
--- --- -- . -·-•_.#,_ 
....... _ .... ~ 
-- --- ---· --- - . ---·--· ----------·--Tt:_~-ex-is-·c-~~~tne'y·-re p re-~e1-ic··--·fn_e ____ ir-r-ati-ona1--e 1-ement - in 1 if e and . ( - , 
. ' 
therefore are to be avoided. Negative e;motions (hatred, ange-r,. 
frustration, etc.), alehough · irrational el~ments, exist only 
' 













· result of Jason's over reliance on ~eason. 
. . 
In the "Appendix" Faulkner described Jason as "~he f'irst 
.- --
sane Compson since before Culloden and (a childless bachelor) 
hence the last" ( p. 420). This descr.ipt ion might-- appea·r 
inaccurate at fir.sto ,rBu.t sanity as Jason exemplifies it 
. C;; 5 2 
is something inhuman." It is a condition devoid oflove. As 
. 
---------.--·Brooks points out, "Jason does not 1-ove even-h~s mother, 
. . 
--------·------~--------------- - -·-··--···- --
v~ ' ~ ; ~ ~ Faulkner tells us, for he is 'a sane man always, ' and love 
always involves . a:-·-~,·contradict ion of such sanity. 
. 
. 
To be truly 





... ~-~----: __ ~: ________ human one mus)t transcend one's mere int_ellect with some over-
-·---·-·-------·--~ 
. -· - ··--·- - · · 5 3 · ,·" 
.. ~flow · of generosity and· love o" Jason not only denie~ love 
:· . ,, 
. ~ 
.·· .. :. but. actually seeks. the condi.tion of lovelessness that causes 
. , 54 ·. 
.. _- __ · ----~_l ___ --the downfall of the Compson family •.. Since Jason.busies 
0 
··········--·-· - __ _:_ __ . =-~~...--~ . himself with meaningl~ ss .. ;~t ivlt ies while f 8iling to A'i;erfOrm, 
. 
. ~ 
' ' - ·- . ~ -- -,• --- . 
. 
. 
· · --~~~-any---.positive--creative or c·ot:tstructive--act.ion~ he is' a 
;•, 
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.. ··-·· .. ., ... -,. ·-~,---··'"' .. ---- -e·-··-~······---, 
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,; ' 
.· sl6thful i·.man,. an· !J~mpty vacuum," and is spiritually dead.~ 
' ' 
. Instead of loving--a positiv~ action-~Jason's only activity-
28 
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(: •• ·1 
: ... 
- -- -- ... - -- - . ; . 
_· : --------~-·.__ _____ .is , "the passive, selfish, .destruct0 ive act.iv·ity of drawing --------~. -~----------
-- -- · . · . . 5 6 . \. : '.: -
. th-ings into, [himself-]." _By draw_ing eyerything into himself· _ - . --:;·~:----
---------. -----·----- 1,.____ .. ,I - . --· - • ti"' ___ ' . " ~' - - ~----_:___----~·-··-··-·-----·-- -, ''·~ 
"' ..,. ' 
< • 
·-------------- ·-·and givi11g nothing in re.turn, Jason isolates him,self from . __ . -·-
-------·----- -------·------- .. . . -- ·- --·--"---------5-7--~--- ... _ -- _ --~-~-,,,,,_·-~....,..----_--· --=-== 
the other members of his family and! from his society o · ____ _ 
i;·, 
\·-a• 
_..II -- • • !.: .. :,.: 
. --: - . -~ ~- ·-. ·. 
-Jason's isolation is- the res.ult of h'is sel~_Jishness and .. , }}1 
-- ---- -·-· - .. ------~- -~- ~ -· ----- --· . !;~:~ 
,. -
I----;,----'--~--- I • ,. 
ego fs m--;--;-~H·e-~-1·0:01c·s -upo_n-1,·r-s·---f am.iry-;; -e spec. i at-ry- ·-nt s------·i d 'to1:·-- -- --,--- · - ?·:ii ;,;·.;.; ___ -4, f_);?i 
_________________________ · __ p_~~ther Benjy -~and his iile-gitimate niece Quentin--as burd 
" 
- --- - -_.that he must bear. While·eat~ng ,his lunch, Jason thinks of -------·--·--- [;\!i 
t= .... --=·-,--.. ~·-~--~-___ .=------~-----=-"'- -~ .. ~-----~B_en~j_)!_~ __ an_d ___ Quen_t in ____ aS: ___ e_x_t_r a ___ _moutb_~ _____ t_o _____ f ee_d_;_ --~~-l ____ ~ __ QU_lg ___ JJ~~t-- -~ e._n_-_-_, ·-"'------_ .. -~---'--· 
-1n the kitc_hen~'\where Luster· was ·fe·ed·ing 'him. Like I sax, ·· 
P' • 
,,.. 
if we've got to f~ed another mouth _[Miss Quentin'sJ and she, 
- -
-
_____ ---------.. :.-------~--- (M~s. Compson/'J wont ·take that money ·[Caddy's .. monthly checks~_), 
· why-· not send him down to Jackson'' (p •. 276). Unable to feel 
compass ion f.or .Benjy, Jason wants to send him to the· state 
, 
asylum so that he will not have t-o ~eed him. Jason feels -
r. ·~ 
. ' 





. . '•-' 
' . . 
' 
--,-- ·-~----- ·-
'-· confinement by _inverting it, ·by imprisoning, as it were, hi~--
58 1 
. -·- --- --·· .... --·--·---·--- -·· . -
. ·. -:··:·, • ..:..1 . " 
;;- - --- -- - .----_ --c---_--- - ··- J-aw -er s • · Festering under a distorted sense· of injustice, , -' """':,, ·-
' -- .- -----·------~- -
... - . he attacks the me.mbers of his family. physically, verbally, 
.... ·.: "~-·----: __ -- ·-- -- .· - .··· - -,----------·---·- . . 
- --- - -- ------.-- -------- ----- --- -- --------- -
. . .., . 
· and mentally; and fails to. sympathize with them at all. 
!· .. "·•·- " 
. -
. . -· - -·------ ----·----' ---------·---·-----------·---.-·.:_: --- -, 
Jason thinks .of his· f,ather 's alcoholism as an indirect attack· .. · 
' 
~--._____..agains-t-,-~h-im. th-a-t-~ha·s ·depr--ived h-im of his---due:---111----,i-ee-kon the-· ---
- . ' -
. 
. ' 
reason· all _the Compsons, gave out before it got to. me lijte . r •• ·::-·· .. · 
Motp.er says, is that he· drank it up. · At least I 'never heard .... -· 
- . . .. _\· ' --
. - . --- ---- ···-··-··-·-·-,-------···-·······-·------··---··· 
-··-· ·--~··:r-;"··-·-""'.. " 
--·---·. ~---------··-. 
: .... ~;.. . .-./ - ··-~,--~-~:-·~_--:- ...... -···. ······.' .-.;, .. -- .. --····· 
r . 
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' 
. --- ----.-- ..... -... -.. --.-... _,.,. .. -·-··------·--·- ---- ......... , -·-·--- ···-······ 
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C . '- { of hilll offering to sell anything to send· me to Harvard" ~j 
' .. ,.' 




. -- ·.---~'-·-?·-~----"~:--·-· Quentin had 9 Jason scorns his fatherq-s weal<:neSSo Moreover, .. 
1',·-, 
c. \ 
- .,~--- -- - - -----. -----,--•-- -- 'i:l ~f 
:. · · 'i}A 
. .f}~ 
·-----··--·----·-·- ···, ________ ______: __ ----- -- - -
' . ~~~ ~ -.~ ............. -- ... -- --- - - - - - -
··-··- ----
0 
- ·------------ ... -- -- - ·- - ·_·he blames Quent in for having wasted the ·opportun~ity that he, __ -_-_ 
-- . - ---····--··---· ···-···-------·-/_ ..•. 
Jason,'d never had. 
-- - -·--
" 
' . - - -, ... -. - . ·-- -· -· • •• • • • - - •• C ·----· 




·-·---~-,---------~-- · ___ -------!-
I. - '- < •. • -




-----·-·------ -- -- -------·------ ---···- - ---------
---- ---- -· -· - . -- -- - -
- - - - -- -- -- - --
• - --- . -- --- - ------ - -- - --- - - -- -
!l 
·_~. · .. sy·mbo.lized some possibility of f'ineness in the family tradi ... _ -· 
. . 
59 
---------~-----__________ · __ tion, too shy and fragile for maturing,'' 
· · · ~ 60 
nor do_es he ntry 
---to forget Quentin's death " Instea·d., Jason refers . • • • • 
~ {J 
·~-----.--· -· --_-_------..
.....!C---.• Lo.~-Que.ntin __ ! s _ death. __ wit_h: __ b_itti"r __ sa_rca.sm _a_s ____ Jln~ ____ Qf __ - ~he--· _a·dvan~--·--
•• ,t / 
; . . ' ~:? 
tages of a Harvard education, learning ''how to go for a swim 
,, ' 
at night without knowing how to swim. 
f 
" • • 
(p~ 243). Jason 
·------- ------~~----· ___ g~els cheated that Mr. and Mrs. Compson have, s~ld -~~-~j_y __ '~--
... -
pasture to- send Quentin to Harvar~ but have made no provision\ · · 
for his schooling. As Faulkner tells us in,•-s-.the ' 91Appendix, '' I. t 
- -- - -- ,--






--- - . - . r 
" ' . 
, 
· as a store clerk to send himself to a Memphis· school • • .• '' 
'., 
' ) . . . ~ . 
~--~~------- --~~p-. ---4-2-1- --.--- -'-Thus-,- Jason is jealous of· Q_ uent i~ for the advari- · · · ~ 
' 
)l 
_ tage h~ had a:'1d despises him for the opportunity he threw 
~- ----·----~-------- ---
.. ._ ___ ·-+ --~ ----:-;· ; - . 
. 
~ 
_ away.· Moteover, Quent in •·s life is filled with a sense of 
-- -·-· 
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0 th . - 'i. -n e · -- -. -- ------- -----------------f~-
. . ~ )k 
ii 
.other hand, Jasori (as we saw in section I) is a materiali.!~,~=---~-- ~ ~Jl 
c--living in .and f9r.the present. Unable. to reconcile the-
. -
.. 
· ··. trag~dies of hi-s life to his abstract code .of honor~ .Quentin 
, . - ~.-·- -' - . .. ~ ., -; - --·, «-; 
commits 'suicide·.11 But Jason endures--his belief is stronger. 
. ' . 
. 
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. ' ' A "sane man always.," Jason d_oes not· allow emotion~··to inter .. 
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I 
\ fere with ~is.logic •. To.Jason, Quentin's s·uicide is illo-' l 
' • it• 
- . __ : . . ...... - J •• , .c •. -- t~ 
-- . 
--··------------~-· ---- - t ~ ~:=~---:-~~~---~:----~-~~- -----~~~--~:-··g i ca 1 .and , · he nc':_?. ________ ~-!!..~.?.-~.P~~-h~.!!-~--~1?._l~-.!---·-+~JJ.n.abl_e. __ . t_ri_under.st.and--~--------~---"'~-.. · --·· ·. :t · · ! •.-----___,.... . 
..._. _______ .. _ ................. _ ........ ~ ... -....... ·--·---- .... :-------
.. . ..... : .. .. ..... _ .. -------.. -. ·- -· ·.. r ' ........... ·-· :·':· .... · .. -,...................................... . 
- ... - .. ' 
I • 
_· • ... - .................. t 
. -·-· _____ -----~=~--- . : Quent ir,i ~ _s fee 1 ings, Jason feels nothing but -seo-r-n f or--"~-hi.~--.. -·.- · · - · t 
- - . 
y 
• j 
- --.-,-·-· ···---------~~---------.. ·-~:,-brother's foolishness. 
· · ' 
_ ·-~---------~---~~•·=r-,-- .. -···,~·· -· _....__ _ ___._.-----:----- ---· ....... '--------· _--_.-_.-......... ' ....... -, ,...._· . ------~=-~----~----------~--b--~-------- -- -·· _J n:,------------ I 
-- With his idiot brother Benjy Jason is no·t merely un~ 
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··-· --·- --- ----- -- -- __ _____:_ __ ,::,--····---·-- -·--,---·- ---------~-----·---fl ;:. • I 
Lat~r,·· it 11 
!,\ 
·s. - r . 
·~: . . 
up Benjy's paper dolls out dof"· meanness (p. 79). 




is implied that Jason· indirectly, but- purpose .. ly~ causes. 





............ ·- .. ~~~ •· ....... ··---·------;~-··;.;.;;;;,.-=·--=-·-=---;;;;.;_;·---:;;;..;...- ..;,..;;:· -~----=-"~---· ~-~----···--~--. -~·---~ -- .. ----- --·· . . .. ···~~-· . -
' How did he ge·t out,- ·Father. said. D'id you· -leave 
-····---·~·------~-~--
- - - - -·-·- - -
--~--~--------
- -
th·e gat·e unlatched ,wh~n YQ
1
U came in, Jason. 
ef CQurse nQtrL-J,,a~OJ1 saido,, Dont#, .. YOU know I've 
wanted ap:ything like this to h8:gpen. 
- - - - - -- - -·-··· . - . -- -- -( 
I ,;~_ckon you' 11 send him to Jackson,' 
--now.· If Mrs. Burgess dont shoot him first. (p. qJ) 
., 
•• "• 
I J!enjy had broken out of· the ya~d ·and ch@.~'#4· afte.r the young __ -----~~-=-- _ 
-·-_;_., __ '._·· ...... -,---.• __ :_--··-- .... ,._. -- ··- ___ ._,,.:: ....... :--._-- -
- - ··-----------'-··-····· ·-.-----·--. -- __ .. 
·. Burge.ss girl and her friends. 
~--·::. --··--·~-----~-----~--·--·---·-.--·-----· ·-- ~--· ---· .. 
----·- ·----·-- --- -----·---------· - .. -· -·-
\ 
· _________ · _____ believe that Benjy's escape· from th~ yard was accidental. 
' ... • .. ...... _ .. ----- .... ,· .. _& ·-··--· 
I • 
i 
.. --- .· ... ~i_· ____ .: As B0wli1:1g1 points out, "t~e · italicized conversation between 
. 
·:-;-.·~Mr. CompSon and Jason suggests that the latter lei;t the ga;e 
· ·, unlatched tvith. the intention of provok·ing the incident and 
.. : .... :,f~i· ..... ,.'··7· .... - .. :.:.:·::.·· 
.. ., . 
.. ··-, . -···-~-. - . - ·_ .. ···- ··-~~-· 
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. ' • • J, .. 
asylum a~t Jackson. · But the· .. actual result is Be.njy '.s cas-






- -- .' j... ___ •• -
'J 
. ' 't. " . J 
-... tra1.on. ··· .. ason, 
- -· .... '···-··--,-:, .. ·.----- .. -·--· . 
' 
' 
does' not -unders.ta.nd that 
. 
like the o.ther members of the community,··· l 1, 
I t 
. 
. /~---~- - -. -. I 
Benjy, who. ~.11Jas B:l:?1~ _ te> __ cqmmunicaf ~ --~---~-~-- ., · .' · --_ ( 
• ' •• 
• 
• 
• • ••-- , •• - - "
T • ••••-· • • •. -'.+ 
, ...... 
.. ' . --' -------.,----- .. ·
----·····--····-······--··- ---,--..-----------~ -··-- -~-~--- --· 
----- . with Caddy only, ----s·~--es-----the 1-i.ttie gir-·ls---~-as·----·-a-:----pos:s_ible· oojec-t·=-=~ · ----.--·- ' -----,---,--\ 
' 1 
~ ~-r- -='----:_.:.: __ -'-----~With which tO :commun1cate~~--,·--3ifson Chtnk-s· that Benjy was . ·-- ··---~----------------·--····· ___ j ,, I . ' l ! 
' 1 
------·-- --·-·- ·--- ------ . -
. . - . . - ... ·-·- ··- - -
-- -· - - . 
> 




_looks upon Benjy '·s "trying to say" as a.n excu.se to increase ,: 
T" 
-




Benjy.• s isolation by castration, and· isolat ioh that Jason · 
.completes when he has Benjy committed to the-. asylum at Jackson 
(p. 410). Feeling as he does that Benjy _is one of the ·burdens 
',,.. 
.. =- ,,.,~ .. ·-'--· • .;. .• .,: _ _.___ . 
~....__~----~"----;;;.;....--...,_;;.._-~_imp~_~s:!?_n_i_~-~--~ i-~-'---~-~~-~~ ho~=-~- ~?- -~urn the tables on Fate and 








to attain his freedom by s)mbolically 'selling his brother 
into Egypt.' And Benjy, having neither understanding nor I 
belief, is no match for the unsympathetic Jason., Since Jason 
believes in his ability to continue alone against all obstacles, 
he··therefore denies the virtue of love and the feeling of sym-
pathy that ~would 1 ink him with others. 
· Melvin Backman points out that "hate is,-/the chief 
63 
··--source of Ja~on 9 s energy." This fact is mostevi·dentin----
his attitude toward women. ~--F.ar __ f.rom the_ chivalr_ie__ __ c_o~ af· _______ r ____ _ 
) ' 
·--·-·----•----·-~~---------· ~- ------~~- --- ·--·-- -





------------~-~---.:__--~--"---- - -, - .. ,, -- .
 ' 
. ), . 
·_ --~ _ women: "l never promise. a woman anything rior let her know 
-· --- ----·-------- -------~
.:.. .. ______ -····· . 
. . 
- . 
- ·--·-· •- - ..... ·--
' 
' ·,"-
what I'm going to g~ve her. That's the only way to manage 
I. 
J ·•' 
--- them. · '.Always_ keep_ the.m guessing. If yo_u_ c_a_nt think of -~ny~~- -~ 




,other way to surprise.them, give,th\em a bust in the jaw" 
I, 
. ···-···· 
(p •. 240,)., Far fr_om ,ele.vattng women to a .Pedestal of }Jonor, ',-. 
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.:' Jason ,~onsiders them the_ toWf!st_ and stupidest c~eatures ima-
i· 
., . 
- . . . 
---------·------.--------· 
. . -.---·- . --·- ·- - . 
. _ .. ---~- i ............... ·-·---·-· ....... -
'< 
ginabte·. As we saw .in sect ion ·1, · Jason ·frequently uses "the ....... : · . -- "~'· ... . -• 
. < . 




term "bitch" to .describe a woman. ·His hat.red' and cont.emp~- ____ ·----------~-- ·: 
. ---~-:_-_-_=J-----.. ~- ----- -~~-- ----· for . women reach int-o·-·ev~rr--his r-el"at~i'onship · with -his· mothl~r ~ -· 
/ .... ·------···-. _.__. . . . . - .. . .. 
\ 
. --··· ----- . . -- -· 
- - .:.~ ._·:~_-_--·. -_ :· . .-': · .. ····- -... _.. ··-· f: 
J.·,.· 
- ' 
• • l 
) : We find an element of.poetic justice in Jason's attitude 
- -~----·- ·toward ___ h~~=~miithe_r_. ___ ~ __ H'iv.ing married £{)[~alth -anc1. prestige, 





her family "~n, self is~ness and ego- ' 
. t ts-rrt--r~-t-he-r-·-ttra-n-----1·ov-e-;-·11-··------- ·-----se1:n-g --·t ot-a-tt·y-·--s·e···t·f--:6-e-ntered · -t-o~~-----t---h--e-·· ----:..C....-- [ . <a 
po int of paranoia and hypocJ,ond.r ia, she · acts negatively 
-··. .~ -- . ' --- . 
... 






- --. ---- ----------~-- . t 
il 
11 





~ . tionships. ·She· is, in effect, ,rthe cancer of. th~ Compson 
-_
0 





8~ . -- --
- - - - - - - - - - ---- - - _--.J 
family, Mrs. Compson creates a loveless situation. ( 
---------- - ~--~--: .. 




- -- --- -- - ------ -- .. !. ·--
has. a p~tlhet ic allegiance to the idea~ of womanhood as she 
has _conceived it by romantic illusion about the 'Old South.• 
-. · .---F'--or her, to be· a !.lady,' to wear femininity as an ornam:ent,. 
. ~ . 67 
is an e·nd in itself." D~voted -as she is to a·ppearances, she 
_!{ -------. -'----- ·- .. --·---- ---- . .---- - -
]. I • • 
,': .. 
~ . _____________ .believes that she has been an ideal mother simply because 
68 




. · ·- · · 
1 realizes that she should take an active part in the develop-































i ~ ... .....-- -· ------ ---- ----- ~ 
ment of--· -t-he ·· family:-... ---In-----f-act--,---t·he- only ·-child- she sho,vs ··any·-- ·---- · --,--. ---1 
--- - - ------·------ --- ·-----'------ ----. 
I 
. 
. -----------·· -··· ,. 
.... -·-·· ... ·---·r .......,... .- - -
,\'.. .... : -'··· .. 
0 
'b, :- . ' 
, C-:.,-·:·>1 ·. , , . 
af feet ion for is Jason, as th·ts example from Quent in' s section. 
I 
shows:· ''I~ll take Jason and go where nobddy knows us so he'll 
••:'I -~--- ~~ 
. . 
·have a chance to grow up and .forget.·a1·1_this the others dont 
) 
· love me .. they have never loved· anything with. that streak of 
,, . . ' 
" 
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l, 
. _ , _Compson selfishness· and false i,ride Jason ·was the only one 
. . 
.. 
. ;..; .. ' 
· JllY heart· went out. to without dread" (p~ ·126). Not on.ly ~oe·s 
' ........ : ... _, __ .. _ ...... '. ...• ·--·---··-------- - --·--~---·-
-~ ---,~-~=-~--. · ... ·• ~-~--·- ,--cc=-,M-rs-~ ·comps on ·attribute· h-~~--~PWJl_ fault .. s .... to the other/ members of 
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. . _______ .. __ ~ 
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. - . - .... -- - - -- ----··--··· 
. ~-------the- family, but also she t-:_liooses to shower her afr·ections on .J.' -- ---------··· . . 




..... ,.: .. , ... ~: ............. ~he ~,rong_c~ild.·: ... ·•·Although it may seem t~at Jason .. is_~~~p_!_Y_~ 
-------- --~- ---- -- ------- - ------- -- --- ---- ---- - - -- - --- --- - - - . __ --·-···-------· -· ----··------ - ---- ·---------- - ---------------------- - ----··-------- . . . 
I - -
.. . attached·· t·o his, motherr=c:,deferring t_o her wishes,. depositing' 
~ 
~.,_..,,'-"' -
his monthly paychecks in her ba~k acco~~t, and not sending 
-· .... ,. . . • I 
- - -- -~ ------- - _.!...., 
-· -- - -----·----·-----------------'-----------------------·--------------------· 
. ' 
Banjy to.the state.asi~um--Jason actually uses his ~~the~ J,.·.--:.. ___ ..,... 
.for his own purposes. - He needs her to sign Caddy's che,cks . -· 
.. t 
.,. 
-·, · - - ··-·- ____ ,._each -mon.th. But. Jason's attachment to his mother is -dee·per 
. ,~· 
~i ._.,..·_· -=--~....,...1• --~=-==than---tha-t--.-··--· A~p~·edue-t--· <lE--~he---love-le-ss- ·situation- --that- --his 
....... -· ... --·-· ~-
' I 
- - - - ·-- -- -- .. . --- - -
- - ·----- -- - --··· . -- -- -- -------- --- ----- - - -
- - --- ---- ------
mother has created, Jason embo·dies the same characteristic·s 
of ,rsel_f ishness'' and "false pride" and helps·· to perpetuate 
this state· of lovelessness. ~- Appropriat_e.iy, Ja.son ls the only 
. 
. . 
. . . Child WhO USeS and abuses. his motherr--and She doesn It realize ~ ----~-~- _-- ---------- ... .. - -· 7 (j - -- -







and use the money that she gives him to enter Earl's business-
,f 
-~ 








------ -- - . 
to buy himself a_ ~ar, 'but he a~tacks and c1buses her. witho.ut 
her real~~ing it: 
- .. - . -,.·- ·--- ________ . ____ . __ _ 
~ 
' . , I · "How do you tMrs. Compson] know she's [Quent 1n l , 
'!,I . .,_ .,-
- -··--------·--- -
! . -- . . 
-
.. --,·- - ~~---·~----' . . 
~ . -_ :_ ···------ ---- ---·-,-~---------·- ·-
--- ··---------·--·""·------·--







I . ' 
'!I dont know what else ·she'd do . in there a·lone '' 
. . ' . 
. 
- - ----- . -
.. ' 
- ' : -- ... ~ - - -- . - . 
. • 
she. says. "She never did re~&d any.'' I ..... 
---------~- . -~- -----.. - ---- ·-
-- . ~~-------------·--
' : ·· ·
1'No," I say~,. "Yo.u wouldn't ki;tow.: ·And y~u can.· · . -- - --- . '---- --- ------ ~ 
' ' '' . , r ,., 
-· -···:···:·:e-~~·:==~~~~:·~-:~-·~----~:·--::=-~=~~-~~-~-~-.-:~hank your stars for that»'' I says. 
. ·•· - . -· -- ··---, -······ t---. (;,;. ---- ---· -
,,, ~ 
----------- - - -· Onl,y ~hat would. ~-. , ....... ,,~.--,--. 
\ 
-
~ .. . " 
,,1 .• ."' 
_,be the use ·. in sarin.g it aloud·.' It WO\lld just have ·· · .- . 
. . -' _- : . -
.,. . .. \ . . ·--. 
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- . ·- .......... \ ... . ..... ·-" ··'··-- ------- ··" .-. ..',, . 
· .. ·· .. ··---·- - ·.---·· __________ ·."··------·--------·--·· ·/·-_·r":",:_'_. ____ 1._, ____ .. ·." -----. -~---- ........... .-. __ : ___ ) ..... - ............ -. -·--~ 
' . 
. . . . . - -- . 
' . - ' 
' ~ • J • 
' ' 
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·her crying on me again. ( p. 328) 
or 
. ' ' 
' 
'.' 
'(I ________ ........ - .. , .. 
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- - -- - - - - - -- - ---- - - -- - -- - ...____ -~-- - ------------ ----'----
-· - __ ·;:_,·_:_--_-_ - '. .. ·- .--· _. ·-- ... . . . .. ·---.-·-·:------~_-----··.- -- -
'I, 
~ ---- ·-·----··.------------ --····· .~-V • • ' o ___ .. . . ------------~~-------------- --- - ------------, --·--- . - -----·-- -
. _ ~~ ~~- -~·--- --:'--~--~~~~---- ::·,.~--------- ---~---a reproach · to · me __ f Mo ther-J. " · . . . ' •···---------·-------····---·-----·· ··--·---'I.--··--· -------· 
1 
-· --·-. ··- - --_ -- . . ~ - -- --,----=-,..---,- == '':Sur~, fl. I says , " I never· had -- time· to be. -"1---:--~0 ----'--~-:·:~ ~~----J 
• • ~ 1 
' 
. ~ 
- ·------ - - -·- --·-- -~---·-·-· ~ "·-- ,--. . .,..: ·.· .. ·_. -·-· -··· --- -- .. --~ ·- - -- ----- --- --·--· ---.- .. . f.; 





··~ever· had time to go to Harvard 1 i_ke ·Quen 
,t: ... 
/ 
·drink myself into the ground like- Father. I had----- ~· 
-- -- . - ----~- ----- --·-·" - --
. f. 
··-----···-·--------·-·--- .. 
'(!;) . . to work · • • • • ''-- \. · 
. - . 
. ' 
-----; ·- ----, -- -
-·------···-·-----·-----------·-------------··--·---------,.....--- ----·- -- -- -- - --· "I know I Im just a trouble . and . a burden to. you, .. " \ . . \ 








she .says, crying on the pillow.· 
' 
. ·me that for thirty years ••• - ·" (p. 224) 
In both examples Ja,on sarcastically attacks his mother--
once menfally, once .·verbally. · But in neither .case does 
.. 
Mrs. Compson show any reaction.other than to feed Jason's 
, 
self =pity. Having :neither belief in man nor an understanding· 





;,.,..~-.-·~-·--:--.----.=--~---. ------·-sane world; she merely strengthens· his belief in· himself. But 
- I 
- the oondit ion of lovelessness that she has created does produce 
.I 
· Jason's two adversaries in the Compson family, his -s istet Ca~dy 
---- - --c ~- ' -~ --~ -.,~ - ·--~---
,------·-------·-··---·-----·-------·--- ---·-- ------- --- ·" 
... 
Jlnd his niece Quent in. - . \ 
. . '--~ - . 
( . '-
·In an interview with Cynthia Grent·er, Faulkner said that .'. ·· , _: ~: 
. '· '- . '-··' 
.- . · ··,· The Sound and the Fury is "the· tragedy _of two lost wom~n: Caddy -· '\ -· 
. - )-,c, 71 
. I .· .. ' . , l . , .\· .. \.,, 
· and he_r daughter." In a. later ... interview. Faulkner st-ated that · · 
--·-··------·-------·----------·------------~-----· - . -- . -· -- . - ·-- . . ' . ' ....... ·--···----- -·-·"·• -· 
The· . Sound and -the. ·Fur;x _ ..... 
- - -- -,----------~---:---------·------·-··· -·--·-· 
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~-- .. --- - . - ...... -- - -·-- -· .. - .... ----· .. -- ----
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I . 
. .· J···-·\.-- ·;-~·-\·'.-------• ... - . 
. began with the ·pictU.re of the little gttrS, muddy .•• ' · · 
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•.·; 
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"'! • ' ' 
. ' . 1, 
'/ . .'.1:~j: .. ~--~r.'('•{,i,.;i:\.(' dr.awers cliinbing that' tree to look in ·the parlor 
.... ... ,. . 
' ... 
.. . . ' ' 
wi-ndow with her.brothers that.t;3i~tt't have th1~~,£purage 
···-·-···· ......... ,-,-~--·-····----- • -- ---~---- --- ·-··--.-·-··-·-~T·--·--··---·•• -
,1 ,,, ',,: '·. 
. ! 
I ... 
., l · _ ---=-=- ~ ~:;___ .:::.:::=~~~ t:o climb the tree w~i ting to see what she saw. And ---=- ___:_.::::=~ l 
i -··- . ' - . j 
q . . . • , I 
······ .·· ._·· ·.· · ... ····, :: __ .:: ~~~-'-~~c:~~~-.c--~c:.~-~ :,-_ -·. ·-. __ - .r·. tr.ie d . first to tell .. it __ with. ~one ..... b rot-he.r ...... -a.riii __ t.nat-~~~-~~~::=-~ .. ~ _:=:•~=·=~= .. ~--LL 
. .. .. ""C'' .... -- ...... _ - ·- ·-·--· "-'-;-- .. . . . ' . • . ; .. . . .. . " . ' . ' . . ...... . .... - ." . .. . - ! 
__ ,t_._ 
- ---- - . 
r 
~wasri·(·t·,·::enough. That· was Sec·cion One ... · I t-r-ied with 
~-,·-·--·"'"··"""·'· ·-.·-· .- ···--···'-' ...... ,.-. - - --·--- ..---,.---.-··· 
... ·. ·- .. -· ..... . . ., •...... ._ ····· . -···. - . . ... . - - ·- ·- ·- .... , .. --· .. 
. ' r. 
~----· ---~--.. -----------··. 
. . -
. · . ., ,.:another brother, and that wasn '·t ·enough~ 
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,Section Two. I trie_d the third brothe'r, becatis~ 
Ca-cray. was st iI 1··-·eo-···me .. ·--·co·o -~be-aut·tfu·1-a-n·d .... ·to·o-·--·m0Ving· 
to reduce her to telling what was goint on, that it 
would be more passi_onate to see her through somebody 
_ _ 72 
------~,-<- els,:t!_s ___ _e_y_es_, I ~tl1ough_~. 
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--4Ine·· reason-tna:e--·-Fau·tkne·r ·c·on·s-t·dered Caddy w-roo· .. be·aut·ifu·1-and--·--- -·---- .. --_ . · 
too moving'' to tell the story is that she, as Catherine Baum 
73 
·points out, is the only Compson who- really loves, · an-d the 
orie, therefore, who suffers the most tragic' fate, accepting . ·.. . ,_ ...... 
I, 
· the condition of lovelessness that is contrary to her being. . . -· - .. . - 1 . / 
---------~In the '1Appendix" Faulkner says that Caddy, "doomed, a_nd knew_· ____ _ 
it, accepted ihe doom~without either s~eking or fleeing it" 
' . . - -
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.. - - \ (p. 412)-. This acceptance, then, is her tragedy'. And a 
/ 
, major ·reason for her acceptance is Jason's antagonism. 
iJ. 
~- ·-,-- ~, ·· · Even as children Jason and Caddy do not get alo~g. 
. 
- . Ja.son·, a tattle~tale, shows early the blackmailing. t-raits 
·_ ~ 
that will later cause Caddy's submission. When Caddy gets 
her drawers wet, .. playing in the branch with· the other children, 
' I • • 
. 
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.:"Maybe we' 1~ be dry by the· time we get to. the· 
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____ ·, ; ;; do g~t whipped.'' She pul her dress on and~Versh ·---~~:~"'":~. l 
;l 
,1:: 
"They wont knowvyou got wet." Versh said. 
" ....... - . 
• I 
. . • ·-·-----·------------------- .---- i 1 ·
/ 
• . . . . ,•. ·,!;....:······ ..•. - .... _ ... _. ·--=:::::- -c-.....:.. . - • :· - -· -- _____ ·_ -----
' 
"It. ' 












-. -- •... - .v-•·--·-···-···-··· ·-r··· .. ···-·-·---· ·-- ·- .. ·- .. -···-- ........... ·- -······ -· -···· ··"-··----· ····-· 
. . 
-
;· dont .. show on,.· ___ you. a Less me and Jason -tells.-" -
" 
. .'.) 
_. ,-.-j . 
... - N', ·---- ------
. I 
---nA-re--you -go·ing- -t·o- ·· t·e1-1-,· --j·a··st,rr. ·"~-ecrd·dy-satd • · 
"Tell on who.'! Jason said. 










-. -. l 
i \ ! 
''He wont tell.'' Quent in said. .. "Wi.ii Y.ou, Jas~~ •• ~ . ········ ·---· . ··1 _· -----'--------.------------ __ _...__ .. - ---- --
' . , 
. ' 
------- --·---------- - ------ - --·--------------·-~--·------···•---------·-- ---·----· - - - ·• -~--------- -- --
' . 
- - ·----- -""YT----·· - ~-------···-- -• -- -·- -- ---
__ _________.____, ___ ~--~- - ... ·------------ --
-~----- ---------- ----------- - ---- - -,- - -- -- --- •··- ·---·-·- - -- - - . - . - ---- - --~~~--- -- ---- - -·- ~ ---- ------·-- ----- - - --· 
' 
. _IJ_, ·"He cant tell her." Quentirt said. "She's sick • 
I) . 
- . 
If we walk slow it' l.l be too dark for them to see." 
' 
"l dont care whether they see or not.'! Caddy said-~- -
. . ··-' --· 
-·· -···--- ----- ---·--·----·. 
. ' 
. . 
"I'm going to tell, myself. You carry hi·m [Ben·jyJ up 
' ' . ; 
... 
the hill, Versh. "· . ' 
. . .,,., 
' \, 
"Jason wont tell." Quentin, sa,id. "You remember 
~~-





















---- --.,~ - . that bow and arrow I made you, Jason." 
--- - .. - -1 . I 
' 
-~------~---------..!'_:;:.__,_· "It's broke now." Jason said. 
.. 
"Let him tell." Caddy Said. _ ''I dont give a cuss . • 
r ----(pp.-· 22-23) -~--------~- - ·---- --- -
.. 
' 
, r'I ' ,. 
' ' 
-. 
'.,,- ,__ - -
. . ·' ... 
·-·~--
". Although J·ason never really says that. he will ~ell, on Caddy,·· 
' . ',_' ·. ••, ·--· 
his speech· implies that he is· blackmailing her. . ' - _ ... ..:;_;_,, .. _;--:-·,·- . ~- -· .. . 
" • • • • 
bow and arrow that Quentin made for him are no longer suf.f icient. 
) . - . 
----to buy his silenc~; they are broken and therefore ,valueless 
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I to him. But Caddy, the only one w:i.th any degree 'of couf age, 
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- -- -- --------- -------------·- - r 
. -· · =;:=:::: ,C ,.. · ·.· quen ce s Of ... her -act i oris .... cltj_(f ·1:0 ;aeJ1~-.:r~_S..Qn!~- ~.Yt:n ~1:- __ tJ.1l$_ ~-arly~~-. -<~---=4 






-~-----_____ -___ ____ _ _ age __ ;_Ca_d_dy ac.cept.s .. hU-~f ate--.and-~-r-e-fuses----t-o~ buy- Jason-'- s -- silence·: - -- ---. ---1 -~------------------'--,,------------· --- - -
.,;··· 
- - - ------·· 
- t -·-.: -~~--:_ -= ------- ·--- --· - - ---
~ ··1-~ 
·- --··, -- - -
' 
·
1 To Jason, Caddy· is th~ mearis to material gain; she is __ , ---~-~-=-- 1 
- , -- --.; 4- - -
- - - ---










. '' i He opposes her_ at every opport·unity. and tries to take advan- I 
of.positive embtions and th~refore poses a threat to his world. 
' 
' ! tage. of ·her. He looks upon her .promiscuity as a "chance to ! ~------- - - - - - - -- - - - -75 - ,- - - --- ----- -- - - -------· .... ·-r-
- __ \___ turn a-ri~at financial profit." · After her marriage to ··· ! ~- - . I 
., I 




- ----- -- ------ --- - --1 
---~~---- ------=---c-~-_-_ :~~----~e~c!_Q~~~-- Q~-n.k ____ cgng _t.he_r_e_·~ ·to_~~-ma.ke~-~~liis·~~-~f_()r-Eune .•.. -.wh.en- Ca.d.dy -iS--- -------------~~_:__ ______ I_ 
, ... ~ .... 
/ turned out by Head and Quentin come·s t .. o live at the Compson 
-res iden~e., Jason reacts selfishly. He abhors Caddy's forni-
,.~ ........... ,,,,,-, 
















--- -- - ---- ---- --- , , 
I 
· because its consequenc-es f inall_y deprived him of the promised I ~ . , . 76 I po~ition at her husba;nd's ban:i< in Indiana." Meeting Caddy_ ! 
. 
-l 









- -------- l 
______________ . ______ ; _____ wouldn't put anything past you. You dont mind anybody. You 1 




" r ,_ 
:t 
---- .. -r~---·• • dont gi-ve---a--d-amn about any·body-, -, " ·t-o·-·whic_h Caddy answers, -"-
'\ 
' 
"'Oh, •• ~. ·that job •.••. -. 11,,'m sorry about that, Jason'''· 
-·--·-~--- --·- ---·---------> 
-------~-~~ 
~ ~ - ---- - ,-(p. 251). Jason se~s Caddy's fornication as a pe,rsonal attaCk _- ____ . I I------'----~·~---- t 
--·:...··.J· 










-~ When Caddy offers to pay Jason one hundred dollars in_ .. ____ __ . · -Ii, 
~ t ~ 11 
n 
-- I ···-• • • •.. --- --.---·-·-,:' --~----··-·---•·-··· - -
" ' •- . 
- - ' 
- -~------------- - :-:r o]:•ae~:co-see QUE!iifin.--:-£or- 0 a ITl_~riUte," Jason acce{>ts the money, , . j 
i~! 
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. ··~-· · then· fulfills their· agr.eeinent _to ·th~ ~e~ter--he holds Miss 
e . . . 
Quentin up to·; the· ~ari:·iage window ·so ·that Caddy ca11-· see he~· 
' . . 
" . '. . 
d • ' 
'· . 
- .. .. ., 
' -- \. . 
.. -
to get around· Jason by~ g'oing tC\· Dilsey, Jason threatens that __ .. ;_: ... ___ ... 
I •••-· • ·--···-··-,·- -·- •··•. ·····-··- .. _.:__ - -;--···-- ···---·---•--·--·•-·" 
~--~----·-···-· .. -·-·· 
--"--·-~-- ------=-'-~· ., ·---~-----
' .. 
* 
,. ·-. . 
··· .· ... · _: . --· · /,/ . "if _she. tried·~ ·D·t-ts~-r~-a:g·a .. in~,~""~-~Mcfther wa.s going 
~ , .. , .,.,r . 
,· ' • . / ·.. . . . ··-··------.. ·-- .......... _ ....... -.. -~-·,·It-·:·-_:---- .. ·----·-· . . • . . . 
to fire Dilsey 
,.. /' .... 
: ·., ,,-~_ ;:..'."• .. ····:·::··'>·~~-..:": :•~-"-·~_,-,~ .. --•• t' ·. -.· .·· - ' \. 




.......... ·~/-~·~ __ ~:Face.d·with the .. de'cis,ion either to submit to.Jason or.e.lse to 
I 
/ I .. 
/ 
/ 
. ,; I 
, ' 
-chance·----the·--·-if1ss0Iut-i·oii--~or·-tne···· family~, Caddy submits. She 
. .. 
accepts Jason's conditions. Later; in a highly emotional 
C • • . 
! 
-~-------· ----------· -
-~ -- - ·- --- ·--
state,· Caddy of .. fers J·a,s~on a thousand dollars if he will get 
... . 
j 
. ~ I 
.. _______ ·....... Ql~LI-e~n-t.__.i ...... n,_....,..  ..-.b_a_ck -for her. -Jason.-anawers_-her-Wi.th -.,h~tJ.ng.sar..c:asm: ---~~ ----- 1 
-- . ------ ---- _,. - 1 
....... ''And I know how you ,-1·1--···get---~--1·t-;-·•1 · I say·s, "You' 1-1-:. - ----1 
. .. 
·------ ·-·--_- ---· -~ ·-- ' -·--... - ---· .. -··-------·- ' -:_"-----··---------~ --··-·--- _.. -·-. 
... 
- --·- ... _______ , __ ,.,, .. -- - -· -
get it --the same. way you got her. And when she.gets 
. · 1 
! 
' 
big enough--'' Then I thought she really was going· 
. . \. 
.. 
. - - - ··- to hit at me, and then I didn't know what she was 






of toy tha,t' s· wounti up· too ti'ght and. about to burst . .. . I 
,. 
111 
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"Oh, . I'm craz:y," she says, "l 'm insane. I can't 
take her. Kee_p her. What am I thi~ki·ng 'of. Jason," 
~ . 
_she says, grabbing my arm. . Her hands were hot as 
-f-eve-r.- · "You'll. have to pr·omise · t·otake·c·ar·e -of---l1er, 
,.,:.- .. 
·~ . .....;..~--~· --
____ .-- _ to--She's kin to yo~; your o~ flesti and blood. 
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pleading. Knowing that the- life she leads as a mistress and 
I . 
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.. ·- prostitute wou-ld be harmful for Quentin ·and fearing that __ ·· · .· -_ · .. · i 
-- - -- -. -·-=• =-,=•- - -- - • ' . . • -- • - . •. . 
- . . - _,L,~~~ · .. ---~C,- -----;-t 
__ . _ _ _____ · _· - -· Jason 9 S ~~---!."~---;-~h~~--~~- .. ,.W.;l_l_:J:.>._e ___ J.US_t _a.s.~ __ h_ar_mf-U-1--,---She---.-Can O~ty . _ --~~-- =::~= ,_- __ . · 1 
.. , 
-·---··-- --- 11;~~--~h-:-t Jas~n will ti:eat Quentin as an uncle Should his - : ~-~~=~~~-r: , 
• . 
! .. '...... • ', 
-·----·· -·· 
. j 
. --- -- , ------ •- --
I 
. . t 
-- J 
.n·iece. ·· Caddy submits· to Jason, accepts her fate and its - __ : ___ , ,------!-





- - - -·-··-··-· 
' 
- - ;· -, -, ; - .. !-
circumstances, and leaves. But Jason has not beaten her; _he ·\ . 
' 
. -
, merely has forced her to acknowledge her fate. . \ Believing. 
,r 
that she is doomed, Caddy submits to Jason's c~ondit.ion_s; bu-~~~~ 
since she does be 1 ieve that love and goodne_s s ex_i_s_t--,--------;---e_v_e_n_----=--_·· ~· --=-=-_=-: .....:":-= ... _::--: __ . __---:--__ r::-1 
though it is not h,er fate to enjoy them•-and since she is:· able - --- ·---·--· ------- - -
-
- ~ . 
. 
. ~ \ 
' 
. 
-~~----_--_--_-~-.....,-t---=o~. Love ____ _o_t_her.s ____ w.Lthou-t---be-i.ng--l-ovea----i-n--re-e-tt-rn,---Ga-ddy·•-·s----b--e-1-i-e-f-
' . 
/ 
.of the qualities-,of t-he soul that Jason's belief lacks. She 
too endures, and ·by enduring, adds the th~eat of imminent 








esaaBes with Jaso~'s savings.· 
, ! 
I 
~ ) . The lost job at. Herbert's -bank that serves as an excuse---------·--~ ! ---- ·------------- .,~-- ··- ... 
--·--~---i -. 
, 
. -· ~- -· -- - - .. 















• I gets his revenge for ·his· having to work in a small-town store--~ ! __ 
$ 
~ 
;'f tristead _of in a bank1 ·"by making life intolerable to his niece.. i 
- ·- ---···· -------·-·--------- -- ----- -•-··- i'.·-··-. 
-·--·-- -----~---~--- ----·--·---·---- ··-
:i . . . 
. ·'. . Miss Quentin • • • , e~bezzling the money which ·her mother 
~r 
' -· .. . - .. -
. ' · .. ·sends her, and· finally driving her to runaway _y1ith? man 
. 77. . 
,_from a traveling show.'' · Jason,1.has chosen t-o ignore. Caddy's 
\ . 
plea that he treat Quentin -kindly. ·As Long~ey puts it, "to.· 
' 
/ 
.. -------· ~ 
· ·--···-. -· --c:--------:-------~lason·,. Quentin isbot"tt the outward proof of. Caddy's· shame and. 
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---- ---- -- -- •- . - ---- - ,- - ---_- --
· away at night with the man in the red tie, · ta.ki~g w_ith her · 
the seven thousand dollars that Jas~on had locked ·in his ,.._ 
. ·: ·-·· ____ ,,_ .. ,._.,_ -· 
.. . . '• 
. 
.. 
' - ~· 
i closet. While Jason pursues Quentin and his stolen ·money, 
__ b __ --- -
. Faulkner tells us that "of his niece he did not thirtk at 
. . ,,_· . ... . ·-·- - .. ""' - .- - . ... . . 
'"''. . ' 
- ------ -I --
all, nor of the arbitrary valua~ion of the money. Neit'her 
, 
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,,~-~-~-,o--f--t-he-m--·-h-ad---h-a-d-en-t-i-t-y---o-r-----in-di-v-i:-duai-ity--f-o-r--:-~h-im -f-o-r--te n 
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' 1 
-- ·---------,.··---··-- - ---------- ·--- -- -- ····-- ------ - -- ------ -------- ---------- - ---- -- - J_ 
- I . 
' ye_ars; together they merely symbolized the job 'in the _bank . -- -----------.......--------- --- ------r t. 
. \ 
of .which he had been deprived before he ever got it'(.v (p. 382)~ 
~; 
Jason, realizing that Caddy is stronger than he and fearing 













lost job by attacking the weaker Quentin., the symbol of both . . I 
the lost job and of the irrational act that caused the losing · _ _ I 
--- - · 7 9 -- - - . - -· - -· - - -- --- - - -· · - ,,. - ~ 
' ~ 
-~---- ___ of the job·. · vlhen Quentin begins- ~o -follow in he·r---mot-he·r !s. --~-
. - - . 
···-----··--·•··--~----·------------------ - - - ---
- ' , 
--------··-- -- i 
. . ' 







· _·_· ----- , - c~nstantly of that defeat at the hands of an ·ti·tational woma~,~----~---- ~ - ,~ 
--~----=----~> .... · .. .!?:tit he fears the·power S6 such ·1rratlnnality and the chaos it_-·-~·"~ I 
' . - - . .. -. . . 
· can cause in his world.· Driving after the fleeing Q\lentln, · .· · .... ,__ I 
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. "I' 11 think of something else," he said, So, he . . 
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~t;riagin~d him_self in bed with her' or.ily he was. 
jµst lying beside her~ pleading.with her to5 help 
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' 
... ------- - L 
~~  
t 
--- -·-· --·- . --· --- . 
Bu~ ·to have been ~obbed of that which.was to have I 
~ 
• ·-··· -· -· •• J -· -. 
'cornpen·sated him for' the lost j·ob-,.~ ·which:~-h·e- -·had ac-
U---'--" -_-·_·"--_---~-..:_--·-_-~..:..._:.::___-=_·-__ :...____· --quir,ed through ,so much'efrort and· risk, by the very 
--. _-____ -. . . ! 











. ·\ ,; 
.. \, 
•. symbol of 'the lost j·ob itself, and worst of all,_by 
. I· ~ bitch of· a girl. ( PP• 383-384) 
I I . • 
. . ' 
-·--" - __ .--,..;;.-===-=-..~ ~-""---''"""--'""-----~-- # 
"l 
Jason feels ·e.~asculated by the affr.ont to his ·male vanity of· 
---~------------·--~------ - ----- ------------·--·-········- ---
_being robbed by his niece and imagines himself reduced'-to 
~---------- ---- -
.. :_ 
impot~ntly pleading with ar-woman (Lorra-ine) to help h-im. 
. ~ 
Having lost his material wealth and be-ing unable to solicit . 
any aid, Jason has .nothing to support· him except his belief 
.,, 
















···--··-· tain appearanc~s and that he must return, to Jefferson., wh~re, __________ · ------ _ ,. 
' 
,;!=-. -·····-··------- ·-- ~ ·.--= -




·w·tthout---Caddy and Quentin threatening disaster to his world, ----~-.C.-- ~· 
t 
- . - . -- ·-· - --- - . ' - . , i;' 
.:·, 
~)' -- - -- - -__ ----- -- ·----.,--.-·-,c·--,--_ ;\. . ' -·- -· ~ . ,• ·_ .. ·~--~---- . 
I 
1·~ 
,. his life will resume itself. By forcing Q~entin to run away, 
~ ··--------·-·--·- ... - - - . - - - . 
---- . - -----· 
Jason brings a gr~ater:security to his life. He has isolated . 
\\ 
' 
.-·--..C------··-hims-elf:--,·in his ·selfish, loveless world, and he is more lit _____ ·_· __ 
. 
. - . ., . 
ease. He has removed two threats to his way of life. 
" ' 
J·ason's greatest adversary~ ho-weve··r, still ·remains.· · 
lri ~he "Appendix"' Faulkner states that Jason f'eared and ·i;·espected . 
~ ' . 
_··, :"only the Negro· woman [D,ilsey], his sworn enemy· since his. 
' ' ' 
.:( 
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'bir.eh and ·h1.s mortal one s·ince that day in· 1911 -when she · 
~ 
.' ' '" ~· 
·~· -t-oo divined by,,~~imple clairvoyanc~ that he.was so.mehow using· 
,, 
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· --- -- ....................... __ .. _____ .. _____ _._·~----~ ---· J'.liS inf ant . n ie Ce '-·s - i 1 le·g it imacy t O bl ac krna il its mother - • : ; ·-~;~!~~--·: i~~~:_~-----~-~~---- :~ 
... "' ... '" -- .. ,. --,----.-·-···-- -
., 
Compson and.Jason are incapable of. She opposes the selfish· ,.:, 11 ' 
,ti 
.--:---~------'-----Js~it.ua.t_i_on__o£ ___ 1o:v_e_le.ssness that· Jason and his mother thrive ... ' . . : - _ .. _____ ~-- - - . -













--------- _ _,, __ --~-- -- - ~---~-------·----
----- ------ -- -- ----------~---~-~------------
I 
~~ -·---·------- __ J ' ~--. --------------·---- ---- ---- ---··11 --- ... ·- ---- .-· --
' 
' ' 
a Ct S as~· t·rre-- mo tne r · or-· the_ ... ".h OUS e no 1.a--a na·--t r;ie s·---t O -·-·-pr ot~·ct~-----~ -_:.. ~-:-- -- .~·:-"--' --------·--·-'. 
Quentin.and Benjy from Jason's villainy. When Jason threatens 




• •'--•-•· •·-,. ••· -- ., •• ; .•• ";C.'-0.~C~L.~".r,"-""'~"'=--· • _ _,__--, C 
---~_ays, "'_Hit me, den:, ••.• of. nothin else but hit tin· somebody 
' ' -
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-,, 
- - - -- -- - ·- -
. 
' . 
. ,., --------------- -
-
Jason, Dils~y · is willing _to .suffer his wrath and physical · 
-. 
abuse· in order to protect Quentin. Faced with he,r oppos i-
t ion, Jason is powerless. He_ is unable to understand her 
. . 
commitment to love:.or to oppose her spiritual strength. ,' 1There-
f o~·e, Jason is constantly aJltagonist ic toward _her without 
- ··- . - - -
being able to free~himself ~from her. It is not unt-il Mrs~ 
---· -- ... - -- -··· .. -·- ··---------- ----------------- .--------
\, 
Compson dies, ·and .Jason sends Benjy to J~ckson and sells the~ 
---·- .. ···.--~---.·. '--~---· Gprnp~on h9µ_$~ t'b._a~ .Jason_ can free himself from her. · In ·the. 
· ''Appendix" Fa·ulkner tell·s us that ~as-on g·loat_ed over his. 
·• -~. 
' ..... 
. ,', .. 
-· ~-. - - -· 
' . 
--~-----'---- ·-- . --
- .----· ----· -----'----;. ·;-~-----------~--------
emancipation, his rel~ase from the bonds of familial respon- · 
. sibilities: "'In 1865,' he would say, 'Abe Lincoln freed 'the 
. . . 
niggers from the Compsons. In 1933, Jason Compson·freed the 
,· 
Comp~ons from the_. nigge·i::s '" (p. 422). With Que11tin gone, 
. ·- .. -~ .::..: .:: - . __ --. : ~--
Mrs. Compson. dead, and B~njy at Jack~on, Jason no longer··. 
4T 
' 
-· --··- ·- .... -~·-·· ---·--- . ----· -·-
p 
. - ' 
....... 
,_, --··· 
.. ,, __ .. -- ... . . ' . 
-·.--~·--.. --~-.-··.:_~:-··:-:·•-.. -"" .. _ .. _---· ·-,·: . -;······.;;·:·· ,,..· ....... ' .... :· ,·-·- ·-·--' -- ·-··--~~-J ., ... -. ·--,···~ .... -.............. ,,-.·--
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' ' ' . 
' ......... , .. . 
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' 
. . I ,: . o •. 
. \ . 
"I' .,. ' 
fears Dil~ey·; he realizes that she has .. no further reason to 
- - - . -- __ _. ____ ---·. •- ·-· - .- ' 
!oppose him. ···· He is free to corriplete his isoLat ion, moving in-
__ . · ~----. == ·-- to· a patr~-crf- offtces above· ·the·supply-store···where he kept .hi.s----·.., -_ ~.::--:-:--· ---</-
-- ···-···----------:--~-~=~_---~~----~---·-··· ·, ·--- -·e., -----·~-·-··· _;_ ______ . ···-·-·····-----,- ·-··· -- -····------ .. -----···· ....... --·----· .. ·-······ ........................ _·_ - . - • . ' : . . . - - -- - .. -- - - .. . . . ........ ' ,. ... ···--······ -- , .. ... •· ··-~-----·-·········'··········· -- .. ---~----~-, ____ , ..... , . ._., ____ ., .........• -----····-~---·-~" :···------ ·-·---·-·-·,,····--· -~-, .... , ,. __ ......... -~~ ......... - . -·----~~ . --,-. .'..--.~~;!'~ 
...... · . e.oi:Eon=&-ampl-es--an-d---ie-Gge-r-S-,---aI'ld---1.-iv-ing- by·· hitliSelf except·· ort .· ·--"- --" 
... 
. -
. - - --- -·· -- - ~----·---- --
-- -~- ---- - ~-,___ -----
' 
. weekends, when he is visited by Lortail')e, the Memphis whore_ : 
(-p·. ···422). 
Having isolated himself fromhis Own family.through hi.s 
... 
- . -.---- .. --
self i.shness and bis lovelessness, Ja:son has no difficulty .. · 
.... ::.~·:~' ··c.,c -.-.temalning aloof Jrom society while using it, __ for his own pur-
poses. Unlike his brothers, who are restricted to their own · 
' 
. ---- -J - -------- - ~---- If 
private· wot'lds, Jason "is able to 'act effectively,· if 







. 1.,c .. 1·•., 
}Ji 
etn-rca.1ty~, -in·-a· -soc-t-al -si-tua·tion .• " Yet, he does not 
un-
becom.e 
-·----- -- ···-_-_.:.. ____ _ 
... ------ --------~-
integrated i-nto his society. He is able to compete with and - ...... , __ ...... . 
. ' ' 
·hold his own with the cold,. -r-apa-ci·ous Snopeses, who take over--· 
.......... ,: - .. 
. .,. . ··~..t ... . ·.,·. 
.. Jefferson in the twentieth century. Having broken from the 
· traditions of his past and having purged himself of all attri-
. - -
butes of honor, virtue, and kindness, Jason has become a 
- -- ---· ---'-'--· - , - ---- ·--· . - 8 2.. -
. . ' ' .. 
___ _:_~_--=v-=lcious materialist~ He has allowed the -Compson ,pride of 
·----·--·· ·-- ...... _ .. _·_:· _ --- - ---·---· -- --- · -- - --- -- --- - ---- ------ ----- - ------ -- - - ---- ---· 8 3 --- -- ---
· ·· _ .. ,.. -------- ·---- blood to degenerate into the pride of. possession, and he 
' .• -1 
• 





' I ---- -
• 
· uses money as .the common denominator in establishing his . -.. i l 
, .. , · 84 - ·. 
·,-------, __ , ____ ident i.t.yj.n :the mate rfalist ic soC iety. However, Jason 
. . ------- ................ ·- ----- ' 
t. 
. ' . . 
finds himself lac.king the sympathy and<.admiration of the 
- . ' -
older society and not quite on a le·vel with the newe~, Snope•-
/ . . 
. ~ . . 
·· . · ·. --- -. · _-------.--- · sean society. 
. -··-= -- ... ,.·--- ~- --~r~ ··-· ·-·--·--.-·----:·:·-·-··· ---·-· .. -·-··---- - .... ~- .. 
He is therefore -isolated from his so_c iety. 
. - - ~ .. 
'• 
. ,!ason' s alienation from society ls shown in his rel a- . 
& ' ; 
,· 
... 
. ..... ·-·- -- ... __ .\_ ···- ---·----·---· 
. , . 
I - ------ --- ---- • -· • - -- -- ---
• tions with 'Earl (his boss), Old Job, and the ·Sheriff. ··--~-------------- .-. 
- ----- - --
- ' .. . --·-----~--------
~ 
,, , I 
. . - . - - - . - •' -·--- ·-··' ---- -------- - .. , 
!!_ .... -_ -- . '. _·:_-:. --···-- ·-··-·· ·-- -···-- - .,_, ~ ........ -.-~-·-----, -- ' ---·- " ' ·. ____ , .. ___ ;__ ___ ~-_.__~ __ _._:: .• ~--·---------_:_· ---~--~--· . .'_ .. 
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~ ·-• -:::-~:~----'~--~~. -::: __ - ' - . ::_ ' ~t-.... ~- ' . 
· · out of the store during the busiest 'hours, 1 ies to -Ear.l -about - ----~---'.~~----~--~; _____ . __ f 
. ' ·- .-- - --- -
, 
I 
. . - - -
. . 
- . . 
·.. -..... -· ·----- . 
. . . . l 
- - . - - --· 
-' --·-----··· - --·-------·-.------ ' ---- __
_ ._ .. -- -- --
" , 
-~~--------~--===---==·:::-::::-=-::·:·:-=.'.-:::·-::-- ·-- -------------···-··-·-····· 
~ 
.c-:::.-~------~--~~--::~-::_-__ :=-~=~-h-is whereabouts' . and. then- ·tries to force Earl to fire him. - -·:, --:-·: __ --:~'-- j · 
·--. 
-~-----





-~ --~-~-c"--_·- c·c_;---~l 
Knowing·· that Earl is a man with a conscience who woura not 1 
. I -
' 
- - .. --- ,,_ ·--· - ---
.' 
~-'-:--,-,--------------,------1-1-t-:1f--i=--b- -M~ s--. , Comps on if he c ou 1 d a vo·i'd it , .. Jason takes adv ant ag~ 
L ___ -
-
of his gen-erosity. When Earl complains, Jason refers him to 
- --- - - . , .... --
) .. 
the. coricl it ions of--enetr-btrs tne-ss c-agreetne-n-t---:---~--~~-
't' ...... ' ..._., ............ ,.._ ' .. ' .......... ' ....... '.. .. . ... . .................. '-_;-
!1 .. , 
- . -) 
" 




yourself,· Jason," he [Earl]. says. I 
:::----- --:-· _:.,,_- ---- ~-.:.·-----·"-·c·=··---~~~---'------ -- ·-"----------------- -- - ---
..,_ 
- I 
· · \ "At least I can tend to my own business and let. ···· I 
"-··~t:her peoples I alone," I says. . .· : -,-. ····f 
t) 
"I don't know why you are trying to make me fire 
- . :' 
,. 
·, 
· you," he says. "You kriow you could quit· anytime and 
- - - -- -
there wouldn't-be any hard feelings between us.n 
. . ' 




long as I tend to my job, that's .what you are pay_i_ng ___ ., _·· ___ _ 
-····· 




. Ironically, Jason expects the protect ion of his ~g~~-e~Jt_t ___ ~~ 
with Earl even though he does not 'tend to his ,job.' He 
- --- ~ ---
' spend
0
s the aft·ernoon chas-ing after Miss Quentin and_ ch~~king 
.··. ''-, i 
. on the cotton market. Moreover, he ignores th~ fact that it 
fJ • ' 
--is Earl's generosity and sympathy· for Mrs. Compson that keep .· I ' 
. 
. : . . 
. .. . ,: . him from firing. Jason and not the restriction of the.ir 
..... .. • -• ----·-·----··· ··•-----' ---••·•
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: .. ~For Jason, g~nerosi~y · and sympathy do not exis~· • 
.... , 
. 
\ When Earl gives Jason two f r.ee passes . to the, show; Jason · . ' - --···. --·---·- ;-
- -----------·· . ------·- -·-·' --- ---··: ~-_::--... ::.: -:-::::~::.~: .::....--:-.·.:-:::. ·_;;·_::: __ --_-_-~ - : - . .:::._ ~ {}'· f~ . '. :__ . ~ .• 
-
- - ,,__ ··-::-·.- .... , ____ ---· _:-::-_-~~------ .. ----. ---
-·-· - . ;: - _:·c ~-~~-- --- _takes - .them home and burns them.r.at.her .. than give them to 
.. 
.• -·- • j_ -
-----~-~~~~--~--~--~- -Luster gratis .. ( ppo 317 -~718-)-. --.--Sa-dist ical ly, Jason makes --· . ·~---- -·· ·- -· ·-- --- . ·--- -- ·-·. ...... . - ----- .. 
. ' 
·· · - - , --~ . ·· - · . .. - . ·-------- ________ ,.·-----~--- .. ---····· -· k---·-.. --b·-·· ---···--·------··tn:--~---- -----Wne _____ D 11· se- asks- ·-· n,--.-A~in __ t - . _______ t_ __ _ 
-------~----~-.---·-----Lus.ter __ wa.t.c11 ____ as ____ 11.e __ ur11s ______ e_m __ • _____________ n ... ... .. .. y _ . _ , 
---·- ·-'-----·-~·--------·---·- ----·----- --· ··., ·------.... C_ - - ·- . . . .. - , ·- ·-·- - - ' ' -. -- . - . 
, 
. -···- - - -- . 
··· _ · .. ~--'-_-~you--s-ham·~-d-?-10--(--p-.:--3-1--a)-,--Jason--i-gno-re·s: her. For Jason, · .. 
- - ···:· r-··-·-·-- --- . -_::,-···-"'-c .. ,.J----" 
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Legalistic code -.of ethic.a., Jason feels that anything that 
85' 
--- -- --· -~-.~ ----- i.~ . . -- ---
he can g~taway with is acceptable. However, he. fools no 
one. Concerning the money that Jason uses to buy the auto-




-~-belit~ves t·hat,· thousand do·1--1.ars is in th is business'" -(-p·;- 2-s4-)-~------------- ---·--- · -~t·· 
-Jason has misused his mother's money but he has not fooled 
Ea~l. Moreover, when Jason go~s to the Sheriff to solicit his 
aid in apprehending Quentin and the stolen money, the Sheriff 
refuses to help him: 














' i.\ ., 
--·'1·--
,;'., 
. \ ,· -- --------- ~i---
~-·~~. -------- ....... . 
-; -- · ''Jou drove that girl into running ·of·f-;- J~son·,"" .s 'l 
" 
... 
~ - - -. -- -- --- -- -
- - - - - -- -
•. , ..• -·t-- :, .. -f\·-·· 
~-
. . . .. ~ ,. I _'~ ·, 
. : •.. . ' ·. ·.; .. 
. •, ·,. ~. 
.. . . 
. --· --- ---· ---- --
the sheriff said·. · 
"How I conduct· my family is no business of yours 1 " 
Jason said. ·~re yriu goirii t6 help me or not?" 
~'You drb·ve her away from-home," the sheriff said. 
"And I .have some suspicions about who that money 
. belongs to that I dent ~eckon I 1,11 ever know for 
. . 
. . . .. • I 
-', 
-- -- -·. -· . - -~ - -
' . . ' . . ,, :··---.. ··-· ··-.:·· -, · ·-----------. -. · · -,-.--. . ---. --· ·--·---··ce· rt a in · . · · - .. · ....... ·--~-·--·--·. . . . .,~ 
--------· ' . ' . --.. --------- . - . . . . 
:·:.1_' 
., ' ~;c=:cCcc=~c"=c,~ c°c=_.c= .· Jason stood; Slowly wtinging; ·the brim of his hat ~:':'":":"~ ~::~: . ~. 
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' . '. .... . 
. . .. ... _;. ·--,·-(-- ··- ......... :·:· . 
. , I 
... 
to make any effort to catch -tl1.em for me?"', .... :c ,· . . 'r . 
. - . 
- - - .. - ______ .. ..,.. -- ··---·--·- -·-- - -
•. - •.•. -.·, •••-. D 7•·- ~~- - - ; __ ···- ·-·.:--·--•·•:·:.:_;.:···-···:·-·····.:.:;,..~--,·::;:_·..:.: .. ~ . :~- . 
·---- . ___ : - -------------- - ·-'--· -- ---·· .. _.,_··-- __ , ----· -----
- .... , .. · __ :-1'-- ' - . --- ' -------------- . ·---·--.- --- .. 
···· .. ·.· .. ·.· .. ··.· .. ~· ··•···· .•·~. · . _ ~= h~d ally actual pro~J, I Id hive to act. · But without ' - f ·. ·. 
·-- ... --·---- --·--- -·- -------- ·······---·· ... --- -----·----·----, - . . . . . . --- ----- - ---·- ... ----- --·· -
' 
- - - - ·- -- -·- - .. ·----------·--- ··-·--- . •-·- •- -•• ·•·--••-·••• - -- • ·• •--• •"- ••-•••••••---••---------·--••••• .• :L. 
· ··· ···· ···· · ·· ,-- ·· --- · - · - ··· · ·. -that- -i d~~~t- £-i.gge r -itc-l s · an:Y~~f---my.~:t,ii~i'rliss ;1• (::Pp'.'- J?_:.9~380)_ - . 
- --------~-- - --------- -
'., 
. - -- --- - -- ,-,-
.. 
-- _ Jason,_ who f requent.ly boasts -of· his abi.lity to stana on his:. ---
.. ,., 
. ··• -
_own feet, cannot find anyone t,~ help ~ 1im 'recov~r- his money • 
·- - ~ ·- - .. - - -
-
' . . . 
Because the Shf.!;1~-reali~esthat Jason, as Quentin's legal . I 
/ ____ ,.,--- -
guardian,. has been stealing· money from the checks that· Caddy · -. ; · 
/ I 
sent each month fo_r ____ Quentin·! __ s suppo_rt __ ,_ _and that the ref ore th-e -, 
____ _:_ ____ ----_------------tl_loney belongs to Quentin.,-he refuses to·_get_ involved. Jason, _____________ _ 
because of his distrust of others and his self-induced iso-
lat ion, finds himself ~holly alone. His o_wn attempt at 
shrewdness has defeated him. _He proves to be too smart fo,; __ .. --
himself, as old man JQb points out: 
.. 
'·· . 
"You' s t OO---smart __ _f_o r me • A int a man - in dis t wn 
... ~ --,--------------· -- ---- - --· .,;.,.. 
- -- ------ - - -- - . --- - - . kin keep up wid you fer smartness. You fools a man . 
' 
~--~--------·-------·-··- . ----- ·-· --
--...: . 
. - -- --- . - . - - - . . --- . 
• c_- • -- : -=:'. -- • -- • •=:. ---'---C -- C-, 
.whut so srna,;t he cant· eve_n ~'keep up· wid hisself, 0 he 
r. 
. ' ' . . .. . -·.·- ... 
..... 
· ·- · · -:- '.·ts ·-· · ·· - - o,· -
j -
----~-_ J-J-o-bJ--says, getting in the wagon and unwrapping the. 
~ -.V'~- p' • • 







"Who's that?·" I says.· 
. . . - . . - - --· -· ··- - - -
. . 
·_ : 11Dat•·s Mr· Jason Compson," he ~ays. ·(_pp. 311-312). . . ·1 .' ... 




.. - - - .•••. c. •. ·-.---··· • 
· Being so smart he fools 'himself;, J:_asc;,TI __ is too deV'i.ous to· · 
---------- ------- ~------------ - -----------·-- ---·--- -----::---:;---~---
,,,·_,: :· associate with -society. . Th[ough his shrewdness .. and cold.:"'- --· " c . ..·. 
' . . . . ··-- .. 
f ' ' ' 
'- 15. 
. . I . ti . .-1 0. • I . 
,/ 
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. . , 1 -~ ' ' . -..... ~ . 
. ,A,, 
··togicality he isolates· himself' •. · ·However, ·Jasan .. i~¢_n(?t. so 
. ' ' 
.. 
~ .. :. · shrewd as' he thinks.· Not only has he lost the respect and, 
. .. , :\ 
I ) .. 47 ... 
·l 
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, ' 
. .. -----·------------------ ·~-------·--·- ~---· 
·r .. 
ness, but he al~o drives Quentin away, thus 'losii::ig the money . ~ 
" 
,• 
.. -··---·- - ---·--··· ·-·- -· -· . 
,· he; riske'd - jail t~o- acquire --and ·s-topping~~-thce~~~~r:,:-ow-of~· :monthi)' 
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... .. ·- ____ t 
. :· ...... ~~ving isolat-ed himself· in hi·s sanity, Jason 'hot orily_ · ·- · ·-· 4o' • ~ 
" ........ - ..... -.. 
rcrses -s:ight::_ o_f ____ e~ve--rytfiing '· sp .. fi~· ft:-iia1--and--h-uman but in the encF · .:.:_ ~; . 
loses even the m~terial gain for which he has sacrificed 
87 



















------ -- -- . - . :1:: 
. that he has impose·d- on h-imse-1-f- through h-is materialism "traps· 
. him not only triter.losing all of _his money (both his savings 
and his thievfngi) but also into having to suffer alone in 
88 
the outrage and impotence of his own fury." ·Unable to 
ven.t his fury on anyone ·else, Jason takes masochistic delight 
· in "imagining and even provoking episodes in which he is the 
. 89 















· · ___ and impotence feeding on its own sound" (p. 378), bu~ also 
he -thinl<s with- a ... s.or.t.--0-f-~--triumph -~-f hims.e.lf .being stalled -in----
\ 
..._, . 




.. -·~- .. 
to find a--team, and, fin.ding one in front· of a churcl1, havin·g · 
. 
. 
to knock_~he .. protesting ovmer to the ground _"~~,_()rde~ ~o tak:e 
-- - -- - -- - -- ----·---·- --- - - -- -- ---- ,- - -
' 









----,.'---~--·_and self= just if i,cat i,on, and having no one against who,m to . ;' . ·- . . - - ~--: ... - ,' ~; . ' ' ... : ~'.i 
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' fl ' 
. . . 'soldiers dragging the sher.if f from the courthouse' and then, 
"with the·manacled she~iff in the rear, dragging Omnipotence 
- · . - . 90 . - . . 
..---- -- ---- ----- -----·-------- ----
____ --~: ___ -__=-~-=--=:_:_~--- .down from His throne •.•• " (ppo. ·38lcs.382)~ - Ho~evetsi Jasotf_--:~--~~-~:;;·~~-:--.-~ : 
-------··----... -~~---·--""·'""""""''"·'"''''-· •,& .. ~~," ,on,.~~,.w.,.···-• _.,_ ,. -•• --·- •• • .... · •·• • •", · •••,-•···-·· •••• •• • • • ---.••···--·-······-- ·•·· •- • ••• •··- , . ., .• , _ _. ,,,..,--,-••-•••· ·•• ,. ••. ,.,,._ ... •-· •••·...,-,,·r·,·,, , . ., --.·-··• .. - • - -- - - · ~ "' ·• -• --~ 
-.. _. ·. 
-------- .... -· 
-----------------------· - -- ---- __ ,!._ ___ _ 
' q . , • 
--------------------~-~ _ --~~~=~;~ac:tt:fall-y~c~=f=at=1-s ~--vt'Cttm-t-o---a- --v-io l-e-n-t--l\e-a d-a-e-he (h av-i.-1:1g -f-o r- go.t.te.n~-
·'· 
\1~ 
• ' ''.1 
--------·----------___ --h~~i~s--ca.mph-a r-----rn- h-t s-·-has c e·J,--i:-s--re-s-c-ued with -d if f-i-eu-1:~y--~-~f-r--om---=-c.·· c.c====· ~,: 
. ' 
"' _ C · the old circus cook who tries to kilt him with a rusty hat-
p--· !::ft-r.:;;~ I r ~ -
-- - chet, and must be driven back to Jefferson by a Negro. Jason -
/ . ·" .. finds himself impo~ent· in ·his isolation ·and dependent ·o~ 
' 
- - ... "-- -_··-- ,._,-=-- - -_ .._ •.. 
. . __ >dthers. · Appropriately·, he is forced to pay foI' his dependen~_e_·-=--=-c-____ _ 
-·- -··--·· -·-- '_.·. ,· 
Bowling points out that_by cu~sing God Jason.commits 
91 
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. - -- "· 
\I 
' 
Lacking love and living selfishly, he is spiritually de·aa, · 
... -- ....... ; .
. 
. 
Moreover, he is unable to communicate. When Lorraine sends 
him a letter, Jason reads it, tears it up, and burns it over 
a spittoon.. -."The fact that Jason 'bu·rned • the love let tear 
suggests his spiritual sterility, and the furthe-r fact th-at--
.. 
he burned it 'over a _spittoo·n' suggest the level to which he 
------- - .. 9 2 '. 
~r ___ ::.......___c_ _ ___:___-_ reduc~~---l_QY~_!_,, _______ Lov~-'--~_f_or Jason, is not a vi~~-~f:; _it_ is a 














conunod ity·: to be bought for "forty dollar.a" and, enjoyed on a 
weekend. 
' ' 
. . ' 
- . -· ~ 
' Jason himself does not feel love or sympathy• He reacts 
-.--- ---'----·•---•--- • ~ • •--L••-·-•-- -
-· 
r 
,T~.-~ .. -..:.. 
,:1 
,>- .·· .. 
. . . 
. • t!ll:l 




. ' .. 
-- --~--.------
reproach. to __ his ".good name." 
. -· . 
He·cares only for the main- ' . ·. · .. , .-
. . -- -~~---
;·,;, 
~ .· 
.. r :. !?' .· tal.ning of soc-Lat-appearances. ... T1,us he ls angered. when MJs~ 
~:..! -··-····----·--- ' - ' -- ' .---- . - --- ·;·----- --- . 
Quentin tries to tear her dress on the way to school not be-
• _,j>? • 
cause she is defying him, but because "there was about a · · 
. - - I . , , 
' . ' 
. ·-----·~···-· -~-·'· .•----. ... : ' 
.. ; •'- ·:·. I' ' 
' ' ' : . ' . . 
' . f. 
,_. _______ ·--- --·--~-·-· 
' . 
\ 
. .... -: . 
'' ~· •' .. -- . ' 
. I 
• , I , 
"i 
' .•. q . ' 
' ' ' 
~·. . -
. ... . 
''' -~ .'' '-... ?, ' . • I 
' ' 
dozen· people looking"· (.P• ·233.). Likewise, - he· looks .. with 
, .• .!sh,. 
.. •' 
disf avo·r on Quentin's promiscuity not because she is not 
," 
















I ~ .. , ' 
- . - - --··-· - ---- 1 ·
care · · ----·-·---- . · 1 
. . - -- . - ------- ---------- .. -· - . - l 
. . 1 
· --·-···-~-·~~:·~:~-~~:::·~~-: ~----- _ -go_od ,· but because · she· is indiscreet. - Jason· does not 
··-·------·----··---~--,--~. 
I 
-- ·:_-~:=~-,:~-- --- _-.:what Mts_s _Qu~.n-~_in ____ doe~ __ a8-_l.0ng_ as she 'has_ cons iderat i-~~ -f-~-r ~----:~ __ , ~-~~: __ . I 
.- ---- --- - --- · - 93 ------- ------~~- -r 
• ' , I 









for .personal appearances. · His selfishness and cruelty are . · 
• - -, .• -·- "'- ----------- -
---------·-------- ~---·--
_;; ".l 
- - ~.---knuwn to ~veryone, yet he refers constantl.y t~ hi·s mother's 
94 
-i~--- - - _ _'._, . . 




" -- - . - ·----·- . 
'good n~me' and his family's 'position' in,"the community." 
He wants social acceptability_. However, Jason is not S) as _ 
. . ',/J 
Bur gum maintains, "ma.king some _ilttemp~ to. restore what they ___ .:_· · 
95 
---rtbe -compson -family]_ were -onc-e -proucf--o-f ---ii,- t:fie ___ pas·t:-,, ---- ----~-----~-
As has been pointed out, Jason breaks violently from the 
-p~st; he lives in and for the present. Moreover, he is too 
selfish to' be genuinely concerned for the f.eel ings of others~ 
His concern with the form of actions, with social appearances, 
9"6 
is.a reflection of his legali~tic morality. In Jason's 
--~-----
--\ ·mind, if. people can see nothing wrong with his actions,_ th~n ____ · ______ · __ _ 
- -~---~- --- -- --- ·-, ··----------- - ---- --\-
------- they will not know that he is acting immorally. Far" from· 
. ' .· ,.'. --. .)_ 
- :+l 
' .. 
···--._, . . ·~-·-
'.-'. 
! ... 
. . . -
trying to re.store a ·1ost honor to the Compson f·amily, · Jason_ 
is conc~rned with protectirtg h~s illegal activitie~. 
, Jason's legalistic morality is the result of his 
·· r·ational ism; it , is unemot ioriall and logical 1 ike the "'"~jlinkin·g- · 
,r · • ' • ' 97 - .. , 
, ---Of another· of Faulkner's .lov~less . cre~tures, · rlem ~no_pf!-s-• 
,, 
'--' 
--·•··· ----------··-- ------· ------·- --
• • , • c;i 
.. _L. _But Jason is not ·--in the ~ame lea.g-ue wi~h Flem, as is seen 
in The 11ans ion. In that novel Jason spreads· rumors ·that 4 . 
. . ' .. ' . . 
• .- , •:, - - - ··-·-···--~
1
-·-,.··•· ,-------····.··- • .- .•• «•·•·-·---···-·-·---•--···'~ ..... ' .. - ., ·. -··-··-'·- -~-»·--'·--·a•·-~, .. -.--..·r·,•;··r···,,·-·-··"-·"'"•-··•,-·--· ··' \ ·1 ,' . . ' . - ' -- -- -· ' 
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. . ' 
-..,'\ 
• I 
~.. · the Compson. land will be· ~sed for· training air£ ie1d in ~rder · 
-, . - ., .... -·· --··- ·-~--:···-··· ·-· / 
,., .. 
•--- ·-··-···-··-·---·-···-'··-····- --·- ·-. -"·-----
' 
. ··to. trick Snopes into pay·ing a .higher. pr:lce •.. Sndpe.s pays 
I . 
I 
I,. __ - ·--~----: - ··------- ·-·- -·-··--
-·--·---~~-'---·- _____ ; __ .. ________________ Jason° s price, -then turns the trick on Jason by usling the .. -__ -·--··----· . -· .. ---···-··--·- __ 
--·····-·--·- ---------···-·····-- ·- - ----------·---~--- - - --- ------------- ·- . ..r - . . --------------~---
- ,- -.- -, '·····------------·--------·---------------- --·-·· 
e.· · land to build low-cost housing on. Jason finds he ·has tricked --
-- . ··-··--------' . ------ ---------- ----. •t 
- -- ·-·--·-·-------------
himself out of his anc~stral lan~s with no legal loophole-;"·--
,• --
.,, .'., f·I 
·=----~-He feels: "a kind of co-ldly s~ething indefatigabie out-rage-~-----,---
like· that of a revivalist who finds that another. preacher -
··: .... ,_· -·-------. ~~-·--------·-··-----·--····-··---··--·-····--·········---·-· --·· 
- . ---·-·--·-····---·· .... --· - ··--
has stepped in behind his hack and conve·rted the client or 
... ________ .:._ ___________ :..........,-·-----=- ~- patient he had been working on all summer, or a liar or a 
98 - . -,~ --~. - • -.,i.··- .• _,..- --- .. -, ', - ·,~ -----. - -.- .- .. 
, 
thief who has been tricked. ·or robbed by another liar· or thief." 
·But his .outrage· does not help him •. ·Jason is unable to meet-
, 
--· ·--------~---.,..-----~-··---·-·--·······-·-·-····-·· - ------ .... ·---· - --···-··- -------- --· ·····-·--·- -- -




. ---·-~--""---'"· ...._i~-~ ' I 
"·.i 
.. l 
· Snopes head to head. - The re as-on he cannot match Snopes' 
' ' 
. 
· shrew4ness lies in the one thing he cannot·even hope to con-
. . J 
tr_ol--his ancestry. .As Swiggart po~nts out, "'Jason is a 
product of a decayed gentilit.y -'and not, like Flem Snopes . . . , 
a symbolic outsider devoid of any feeling. :.;or. morality and 
99 
jus_tice." Although J~son•s morality is _legalistic and his 
·. . 
..._ 
. --···----- -------.. 
_sense of justic is pervert~d, he is not devoid of feelings, 
------··· - ~----_---·---, ---~-·-_---- -;, ·even if they- are _ negative fee 1 ing s. .. Jason feels anger, frus-·-. 
' 
.... _ -··- . ---·- ----- ·-
' 
tration, .outrage, injustice, and hate, wh~reas Snopes operates_ 
as a machine, without any fee.ling~ or emotions. . Although 
Jason's feeling for morality and justice is perverted by his 
--- - ' --
--~. -:,~-... -_ .... -,·. ______ SE~tlf ishness and egotism, Jaso.n does feel. He is the product 
. a • " , • •· 
- -- .:---·--__:._>. ---. ·:.------.,~~ 
a I ~-rve.rted Compson. -·· .. 
--·---- ·, -----' -·~- . 
·' ~ .. ·., '• a--"----, ... • . , .... - .. . . - - -----~---------
A ~ain __ reason .f·or Jason's _pe-r.ver-s·ion~t-s·--t·he---1~-fluenc~ .· ·.···· · 
... ' .. :._!.-. 
.. .. - ·-· --·-, 
-
' , - - . ---·.. • ... L. ·---'- . -~ :: .. ~--
' ··-··-·-- ,--·-- • -------··. ------~---·----·--- .. -·-.-·._. _________ ·----··----·-··-·. ----·-----_. -------·----··-···-···------·-----,·---·-----·----· · ___ • ----- __ , __ .. ____ ---- - --- ~--.. _i_~---- .... -_-~'l'.~- "-----· .-- ' __ · --- ' _____ · ___________ .. . . "· ----. ------- ~-
. . ' . ·, 
- . " 
....... ,_. ... ,.1 
'·. 
. ' 
·•, ·-.•·-c--,.-, r -·--k •.,",.".-, , .. ,<'.·".'c'.' 'O'.T",Y • •_, .'-·', , --,.-:_-;; ~- ,.,•,;-·.;:•.•,;:....-.•,.-· .. .-.-...---.-~•-.··• ,--·-t- ••'.• ,••"•,..,.• - • · •- •:•··-~• .. , ,-.- , •• ., ''f.1"" -• ,·.··1 
. ,· . / :· . 
' .., .: ··.l •') .·... . ~ . . ... 
-- - . :_:·.~~~j~~i==~r::-:~=~:"_~-~·:··- -·_,"·. . :~ ~ .. -
1 
1 •• 1 pr-, 
' ., 
. ' ' . 
~ l . ' 
' . 
. . 
.. - ---- -------·-- --- - ------- -
- - . -- ----·--·- ----- -- -
. .· - ....::... 
-· -· .. ·--- ... -- -- ----
.. - . 
' 
~ .. 
. . ~. 
. .' . . ' .. · , .. 
.. 
.,.. ---·- -~- ... , ,,, '·.. ~., 
' . ' . 
. _. 
I • ' 
' ,,. 
. . 
''. I .';--: •--:' 
' . ' . 
a ... 
· of his mother. Frequently Mrs. Compson · tells him, "'Yci·u 
-- II, . 
. ·~ - ' ~ 







' J• .~I~' • ~ 
make Jason· into what .. ~l'l.~ __ E .. !~-~-!!~~---:-~-----~-~~l?-~~!1 ___ ~1-l.-~~f-~--~~--° . A_p~-~-r,---------------------··-------
---------·- ·-----·---·----·- - -- ...
 . - -· -· ······--- ....... ·-·-···




·------ . --- .. --
. 
. -------·~--- --
. --- --- --
---'-- ·-·-·· priately, in-- the only direct description of Jason that Faulkner ~ 
--- - - - .. 
------
··------· 
------·-·-·---· ··-- -~~- ----- - ---- ---------------- ------',---·---- --- ··-
-_glves-···-us ,-··JasonC ls· -linke:dLwith J:tis. ··mother: ---•·c • .·--:·. 
•• ... .. ---
.. -- .... , -., ... c.·~ • ·----=---~ ... =---..,~=-=----=··---· ~~--··









;;,..----· -- - ------- --· ------- ---' --- ---'---- ·-





----·- •. # mother appeared to wait across the-talbe from one 
another, in identical a~titudes; the one cold and . . 







--·· two stub.born hooks, one on eithe.r s id.e of his fore-
,.-.!.) 















· .. " "'· 
>~ ~---"'-' ·------, --------.-------;--;-; . - ·- -
with black-ringed irises like ma,rb·les, the other 
cold and querul9u~, with perfectly white hair and 
eye_$ po&ched and baff~ed ~nd so dark as to appear 





·-Not o~ly.do Jason and hi~: mother wait "in identical attitudes," 
but they are both described as· bei.ng"col.d. '' Mrs. Compson, I -- - ----,- -- ----- - -r' 
. "-r----·-·__...- - . then, is a majo_r influence in developing Jason's. cold, rapa- ~ ·- -- ·-------~--- ···· 
cious inJ1umanity. 
. , . 
- ---~---- - ' . 
-
' I , 
Perhaps the ·most obyious dramatic-links bet~en Jason 
-- - ·-.. -·-----·---·-----· ~ -- --·----'--·-
. 
. 
· . and· his. mother are Jason's headaches and his. use 9f camphor. 
. { . ' .. - ----;------- - -- . - - -· . -
) 
. . 
·~---:-·---- ---.-- ~-... ~-·-- -· 'Just· as Mrs. Compson uses her illness as a focal point for .. 
. " 
.;· .·_···~-~---·-:se-lf-pity- and.: .. as---an--excuse-... _to-igno.r.e._~her __ r_~spons __ ibil~tie_s,: __ ·_ .. ,__;. '__.c._.~ 
-. - .. ·:- ·~· ~ .. - - .: - . .. . . . : • . . ·- .. .. . - • . .· . .. . .. ~ .•. . . . ' .... ·_ .. - . . .. . ... •-4 . . . . \ ... •. .. ' --· .:__~:·-:....--=-: ----:==:-·--·---... 
. · Jason uses h-is headaches as an ~xcuse for -not being at work· 
- ·.:-:::··.::-.... · ... •. .. .. . .. '. . .. ,• . . . . . . . . . .... . . . . 







( l). 310) an.d· takes· masochist.ic·· delight ·in the .I belie·£\ -that .. --·-- .. ----·. 
. . ----.,.----,--------·.' 
------- -
-- ---
- ... _. ·~- ... 
.. · .' . 
. 
·c.a.~.• ... c .. ~..c···· ··.' •· ....... ·- '.·"-•c-.~ ~~~~~~ , ,-·-·~ .. ,- .. ,.;--:·-·r-···::;h·:"'.:~,-_•:,--,. 
; . 
' .. ,-,· ., __ , '.-.•_:,.--" -· ~·--- .,.,. ,., '-, -- .--· .. 
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~ 
his ·headache while chasing Quentin -t·s another pro6f that. 
, ' , ' 100 . C 
-Circumstance is against him (pp. 382-383). However, 
52 
' 
, ' r. .. 
, I 
. - - --- -----··- -·-------- ~ . - . . 
. .. -· . -·-·· .... 
( . 













_are ____ ~_elgned. In Jason, headaches· add to· his 
" 
-, I r -.- ----------- - frustration at being .unable to eliminate Circumstance fr·om 
-- -- - . ---- - . .-.-.,·,~·- 1 
--·-·-· 
------------ ------~-----_· -~· _h~i-s---li:€e-.- -~--Buring---these~-at-t-aek-s--,---das-on: at-tempts- -to- relieve-
' ' 
-- - l_. -
- ..... -"·----·--- .. ---- ---·-· .• --·...!..,....,·-- •' ... 
'J 
' . 
. his genuine pain by adopting his mother's remedy for her .. 
~ ·.·• 
imag-inea ailments. Both Jason and ·Mrs. Comps on em~loy cam-
phor as a remedy for their physical afflictions without rea~ 
lizing that these afflictions are, to a large extent, self~ 
induced--an outward manifestation of their internal sickness 
101 
of, character. However, Mrs. Compson causes her ailments. -
(~ich she believes exist~) directly, while Jason causes his 
I 
in~irectly by the ·angry_ tensio·n he creat~~ in himself and by 
his· mad chase after Quentin in which he forgets his camphor. 
-
Not only do his headaches, like Mrs. Compson's ailmertts, 











_increase .. his self-pity, but they a.lso add to the frustration----~- ____ .. ________ --
that underlies much_ of the humorous aspect of his character • 
. . 
---·------------·--------- ·-·-- Q • -- • •. • 
- - -
Having a choice between continuing after· Miss Quent-in or re- · · 
~ . 
turning to Jefferson for camphor to relieve his headache and 
. . -. 
~-- ---~- --- - -
. knowing that his head would be splitting with pa.in in either · 
' ' c,· ,., 
case, Jason decidss to·endure the pain in order to retrieve 
·- ·- ·.. -
~--- -, his stolen money. He sees himself mocked by Circumstance 
•I. 
. 
---,·. - --- ., ' ·c::,..----c-,,:. ..• _.=,···- .. , ---- for his imaginary t~iumphs over his -niece,_ ·the Sheriff, and:_-~~-.--:--~ :: _____ ... · . 
.. . -------· ·-·;,--~- -- -- . 
' ' 
. . It ,'.. · ___ - .. ,....... . .... Omnipotence. ·Feeling frus_trated by Circumstance;_ Jas·on· en_- · .. · .. · · .. 
• ~·;~ ... --···- ---··-·-··------------------ ----- (1'" ' 
- -,- ~."' -~. - ' .. 
dures· with a humorous_sel~.;.pity and_par.anoia~ . . . - - !. ...••.• --- ..... 
. ' 
.... --------· ··-· .. - .. ___ --···--·~- ···-··-- • , __ , ___ ._ .. _____ , - -·'·'·----- \' ·-. -- \.•-1-----------rl ___ --
,, - ..... 
. . ' . . . . 
... '·. --..... __ ,, ___ . . . .,. . ./-.--, --·----·-.--· .... _. .... ·,.- ,-·-'-•· -----·--·,··,---- ---- ..... -~-·;_: __ .... ~---. 
f • ' • 
,r 
' , . . 
' ' 
. ( - . -
~ .. - .... -.. , r•--~'"'"-""·-·~ , .......... "··,--,,,, .... . 
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from his mothero In believing that everyone is against him 
- - - ---~--------------- - ·- • • J..l. 
•-----~----·--·-----·-- -- ·•-·--- . 
J,1 iJ ,i .. 
II ,,: 
; .... .~·- · -~c .from the members of his family to the 11 damn eastern Jews," : =~:==-~:~-· ·; 
..,., .. -,·~•·""·-•-------·--------------. •----·••·--n•~-·-·-·•~·.,·-•••••·•·--···-···-----···• ····•-----··" ·•····· .. ,., .... - -·•••·••·•-········-··-··••- -• ••··-·····----~•·•• ·- - ·• '. ,,-,, -··· ---• ••••• • • ..... •···- •• •• • - -····-······••·•··· --···••·-········· ' 
. . - . . ~ . . -~-; 
• • • . . r 
\. · .... _: ____ ·~------ _J49.son mirrors.the attitude_of Mrse Compson, who·ima ines that--.---.-- ···i 
·',.. .. --.. ·---,-·--·-·--------------· __ ,,_ -,- - ._ .. . .... _ - ___ ,._ . .'. ...... , ........ ---·--- .. ··----·-··"' .... :_ .. c ··-- - • - . - ' - - -- .. - - -· . - - . . - - g_. -· . --------·- ----·-·-----·:_ ___ ..=: .. ---- -....... -· ·- : .. ·-- - .. __ .. 
·) - . - - _:_..=::=-:.:::__ _ _:_ - -. ... -i 
i~ 
'.·.\' 
-.... -~----· ·;,: 
ij -
·~·------ _________ ________.-t_~e __ i_t ~l_i ves _ a.11d __ CQ'R1.Spir~d t_ogether aga_inst ___ h_er_ anrl ___ J_ason 
Feeti.ng that' it is she arid Jason against the res~ ... qf the 
• 
--- .-· _• -- -_ · · ---:-~family, -Mrs.-.. Compson spoils Jason. 
• _.., .. ··, "' ... "J .. , ,,., ,, .. i "'1 ... , .... ,·A 1 .. ,-~, • .,.,.,..i'.,., J; r 
As a result, Jason is an 
. . ~. .. 
- -
arrogant tattler who not only · spies on Caddy and her boy- - -------
-- . - • •. ···- •. . .... ----- - -=··- ·- ~--t .. - --
-
- .. -- --- . 
• ~---~-- ·~· - ----t ------ ----·--
..... 
-·. - - -
. . 
···---·-- ·--· --· .. - -- .. ---------·--·--
friends but also whines and cries and threatens to tell on the 
. ,· .. -- . l O 2 
other childr.en if he does not get his ~way. In ·a short 
' 
story, "That· Evening Sun,'' ''Jason is already a wretched 1 ittle 
c.omplainefr.~--interested .ne~ther in Nancy ~ a . .l. Negro woman who 
believes that her husband will kill her for pro·st itut ing 
. -
herself·with a white man] nor in his brother and sister ex.; 
cept as ~~ may get his- --way _by.constan-tly threatening to 
. 103 . -
1 t.ell on' them." When Nancy tries to bribe Jason into 
" 
-----·------- - ----~ . .&. -- -~- - __ t:,,. __ 
~ 
staying with her by making popcorn, Jason says, "'I' 11 stay---- _ -: __ 
. . 
,, .. ,,{ . 
,_.,,-," 
•i .. 
. '. ,:., --
··-···· --- a while if I can do that (hol·;a the popper]. C_addy can't hold--
. . , _ _ _ _ --- _ _ _ _ _ _ . 104 
it. I'll want.to ~o home again ·if Caddy hoi~s the popper,'" 
Later in the story when Mr. Compson co~s to Nancy's cabin 
, 
.. . . . 
.. . ·-
Jason whines and cries: "'I didn't have fun,' Jason said • 
\\ - . . . 105' 
. 1" . , .. 









I - . -- •.. ··-·····-·· . ---,.·--·--------- ------'--··--·-~---•-- ' 
. . ' 
... . \. ~ 
·Unlike his b;other and ,sister, Jason has no compassion,; h@,.>_ . L-- -
- - ""··~- . L-
. . . . . . 
thinks only. of himself6 Followirtg th~ example ·of his mot~~r, · 
-;, 
·--·---- ---·--···-......,........-------·-· ···--
. - , __ - ·-·- ·-,· •· -· --- ··-·· . 
' Jason rej·ects, everything in the Compsons that· is .. worthwhile~· 
/ . . ·''' \ ' 
' . . ~ . . . . \ . 
----·-- __:_~_-:-:· ::-· __ :-: ,.. ··:--· •••••• -·-_:: ___ __:_-~:·::.:..:_·_·_::-::.:::.-_ _:_:_ .• _. __________ • ·- - .:::-.~_..::::-:- --·---~------ ·--.. :_·-··.- -·_-~·--·-····-:---.. : ..•. -.;_c·,""-'---- --.·-· •• . ; • ; ' ···--- ·- ~----·--·-·-·-···--···· _,_ _____ ·---- -.-· -· .. ·--------·-·----- -.- --· ,-··-- ·- ------ ---~------ ----·----- -·~ -- --· -···----'-·. ---- ------------- .---·-· -··-· .-------·------ • ' - -- ···-·· •. 
' ff "\ ' ' • . I • >t, , 
,.--- --•-·,,·-- ····'·--··---·- I 
.' 
. " . 
. .·:~ - . . . 
> ' 
. . 
-·- ··-··· . . ··) . 
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. ' And he· outdoes even his· mother ·in vicious· self·ishness. · ·· . - . 
v 
, : Jason'-s selfishness is clearly manifested in his ' . 
, 
--- ·----- ....... -------·-··---- ---
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- .. - - . ---·---- ---------- --··------·:·-·.-·-. --.---·----- ... . -· -···· ·-· - . 
,> 
'· 
. .... · .... ···~·~: cc~.::::childhood Q . Des iring to control his w.orld. and ~~-~ .. !¢1.~~.hlYC~--:~~~~~~~==~~~~==2~;--=~-~-:.=-.... ~1. .. : 
. .. ....... , ........... ' ···-~·-·---·· .. ·"· ... . . . ..... • ....... ' ............. - .......................... ",. - .... ..... . .. .... . . ....... . ,.,,-• ... . ' ... - . ......................... . ..... j ····-·-·········-··---------·- ---------·--·-·--·-···--· ·"---·-,--... -----~·-··-·-··-·"•·-····-···-·--•···---·"·'··-···-·· '' ' - ' ,. L- , 
· ..... -----~---------- __ .. rej .. ecting whatever he cannot control, .. Jaso~i( learns "·to be-----~_..... ··--···-"····'. ....... c.' l 
' 
' .. , .. ______ 1 
. . 
' ~ 
-~··_·--·_---~·-~-------~-po.cke-t.----T-h-a-t- alone coulcl be protected from chance and 
....... -······· 106 
l 
• 1 
change;''· Jason walks around with --his hands in his~. oocke-ts 
. 








..... ·---~---·· . .. . 




-- ---···--·-·-·-------- - ---- -----·--·------·"' 
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. . 
....... ---·---~-- -·-· -··"- ----
' 0 . . 
' . 
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' . I 
i ~ 
r 
" ()' ... 
............. ------ r 
~l 'm hun-gry. 11 ,.J..a-s-on.-- s-ai·d-~- -- -He pa-ssed us -~and-ran------ -- ~--,., ~- · · t·, 
I 
·f ~ ; 
i j' 
0 
on up the walk. He had his hands in -p.is pockets and 




' 'If you keep them hands oltt your pockets, you 
. / 
could stay on your feet." ·versh said. "You cant 
never get. the.m out in time ·to- catch yourself, fat 
• -r 
-----...--~--- ·---- - -













-. J . 
. ,. 
. ··-·-·-- -·-. -_· . . ---- ... --r-





In this example,· J~son's protection of his "fortune" is· 
- . - -- ·-
a ppr op r i ate 1 y linked w .. ith his __ physical ap·petite, hunger. A· 
r, .. , ... 
·man .living-qy bread alone, an material level, Jason symbo-· 
.. 
· older he ·does not. change._ In Quentin's section we find 
' 
role in dev~loping this sense: . t.. 
' ' ~ . 
·-· ---·-- -----·--- ----·-- ·-·----- --·-·--·--- -- ------···-- - -·· --------····----· -------··--·-------~-----··· 
. .. . --,···· ··- .... '··---·-----·, ... , ........... _ ·- .. . 
. . 
. l' 
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···•··. . ··- ' 
~ -- He~bert has· spoiled us all to-death ·Quen~j.n did 
---~----~ I Mt;9s. ·Compson write ·you that·he _is going to take ., ,---- \ 
' . l 
~~:~:-·- .· .. _. ___ : ________ :~~-~~-------------~-~ -__ .~-~ ---------~: __ ::~-·-Jason into his ·banl< when Jason f inishe~ high .scho.ol -- -_-----~~~~-~~~::·_~------ J 
. . . . . r ·-
----




Jason will ma·ke a splendid banker he i~· the only 01n~ · 
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-------- ~-~~---~- crf-- my·child re-n·- ·wit-h----·-a-ny·--pr act· ic-al- ----sense--·"you---c an __ : ___ , ___ : ______ c_ - --- ----· -- -- - - _ - - : ; 
. 




are all Compson Jason fu~nished th@_floy[L They.made . ------ ------- . ----- II-..-·---~ .. -· - -,-.. , ____ - '" 
. -~-
. -
.--.. - -- --· - -
kites on the back porch and sold them for·· a nickel a 
-·----
~-------~-.:~: __ -:~ __ :_~ _____________ -_p_~-~~~ '----?~-- ~lld the Patterson boy. Jason ivas treasurer.· 
"· 
. ,... .. - _, 
.. ' .. 
~·-- ··--
_ (p. 116) 
----•~ 
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• "l , 
• 
:J 
-Ag-iln we see-~ffiat- -·Jas-orf~-~rs-- a-·-produc1:--··--o-f----·n1·s-·moener--;---sne-nas--~----~- - .---,-
molded him int-o a "practical" person. Proud of the fact 
that' Jason takes after the Bascombs, Mrs. Compson "molds 
~ Jason to beco~ the exact opposite of everything that the 
-~-----,11-----~--~~------ ------------ ----------- . ------ --
-·•·,·-···-·--····-~-~---~--- -----·--·-· ·- --·· - . 
~· 
. 
Compsons represent to her. She 1 makes it impossible for Jason __ 
. " 
to establ·ish an affectionate relationship with the other 
- -- - ,_ --- --- - -
- . - .. -
• .-.I 
-----------~-· ------~-- --- -children, a1td- the·· -1ove that he might have .given them is 
. . 107 · 
-------·-
--=-------_--- :·_ ·turned inward.'' Being selfish and materialistic, Jason is 





- always alone. When the other children are playing together· 
-· . 
-•• ·- --- -·- - -• ~•c- --• 
. . 
...:.; . 
-- in the branch, Jason is playing "by himself further down the 
_ .... branch". -(p. 21)~ ~ Like his Uncle Maury, a Bascomb, Jason does--------:~~------------





:_· .•• 0.. ·_ not love the other members· of pis f·amily _but preys on; them __ _____________________ r 
_,, • ~ • • - . - • • . . . • • , • , .,-- , ; I • . . , • f. 
. _-, · parasitically~ Like Maury, who lives by drawing money fro7~.-; .· .. · [ 
--- ----~ ----.---·----·--- · · his sister.' s (Mrs. Compson' s )· bank ac:count, ~ason lives on · · ,· 
I ' 
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' ' - -, ' - ,--- - ··----- ' .. ------ - ----- - - ----- ,. --, '' -_' 
- ,- ' ' ' '' ' i 
-_. --_-·---~----·:_: ___ :_. ·------~------~---·-:-· -~~--ma-rlcet.,_. ____ Jas.on_ ____ ~has ___ no ___ jlt_h~j:-_____ ~QJ.1 r-~-~---·_Q_f ___ ~ __ -~!i~-ome • -Un l i 1,e his --- ---· ---~::-~-- --~-:-~:f~~~~~,:~:~-~::~--- ---' ·; 
. . . . 
., . 
' -- -- . ' ----·--·····------.. ·-···-····-······
·-·-···--·-·--·-------····· ......................... __________
____ -----·---··-···-------,--~- ____ .,.,,,: 
........ -· ... ···----·-
---- ·-·····- -- .. 
• 
- :. 4 ..•. ······,··· ---·-·-.-, - •.• ,--»········-····· .. 
· · · .. .· .. ·-~:-::~:---·· -brother Quent itl, Jason h.as no sense of Cornpson honOr. . -- ~== 
-----------·------------
-- --- - -------- --------
. - -· - -- -··· - . 
------ ·----------·-·---~------ - - ------------
- --------------------
------------·---- -- ----- -------
---·--···-··---·-·-
O· ; I 
• , 
I 
_-- --- ·- -------•---_--,-•-•-c~_-c-c~,~-~---~~ -b'tib~r---,,-f----a:-- pos-tt-:t-on----in----hi-s---b-anl<- (pp.-----13-2.-137-)-,-·--Ja-so-i,~-base-s,~~---=-.----·! I 
,· ' 
. 
.' .. -~- .- .. ' 
~> . ' 
( 
-:---- - -- .--. -~- ___.__.___ -~-- --· - his whole future on it---and-spends-,his----adult ___ lif_e_h_at __ i~g __ - - - ----- ---- -- --·- -. - ---·-- -
----·--·----------------
Ccfddy and Miss Quen~in >for its· loss. Thus,- he feels that 
it is only right thc\t he should receive retributio11 for the 
' 









··~lost _job .~ro·m Caddy through Miss Qu"entin. ~his parasitical i 
- -• ,.:...~ ' - L " • 
' '. attitude-of pEeying on Caddy-and Miss Quentin is a dramatic-
------------ ------





-- . I 
example of the Ba·scomb inf-luence on Jason.-- . ' - -- --- ---- --- -~--- _ _______!_ -
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-- ____ . _______________ so· e·xtensive.ly as---159---Hrs-.---compson.----~Mr. Compson· bel-teve---s~-~-·---=--·------"--+-· 
that he has the- answer to the rreaning of life. lOB But his .. . . ....... I 
~ ; 
·--· ----- ·--------· ---··-'"---- -
-----· - l ' 
-- -----·-- - -- - -




. r---- 1 
---..----------.---------'--- ----------------------- ' 
"1 I 
-- - --;--- ---- !'j I 
g I 
0 - • 
Jason also believes that he has an answer· to life 0 
---·--·····--· --
and how to live it. He is always, ready_to tell someone 
- --~: ___ :_-:~-~~:~~-~:-c~ .. ~something about_li.fe: -"These damn little_ slick haired s·qt.1.i~_;s,ii'.-






· thinking they ar··e rai~ing so much.hell, I'll show them some- -
· thing about hell, I says, and you [Quentin] too" (po ·301). 
When Earl threatens to tell Mrs."Cqtnpso~ __ _§lbout Jason's 
' ' ' -
-- ' - ' 
' - ------,--~ 
mis.appropriation of ,her thousand-dollar investment, Ja~on · 
mentally. berates Earl, for having a.conscience-that he must 
. . 
,_ 
1 nurse "like a sick puppy all.the time" (p. 284), ·and mentally 
. - ·- ,_ ---·--· . 
. . 
. - - ·; ··.--: ::··: -· --:--:-·-;-·--·_ .·. "'----~, :··· ...... .,.·-'" -,- . 
- ...... _: ___ ... - -,-•- ----·.---:-:-.---:.··. ·-·: -·-··· ----·· -- ·i. ---· ---~ ---· ·-. 
---'-···-·-- :~ -~-~~- ._..' . ····----- - ··-·---~-- --··-·- - ... .... . .. ,. --·. 
-·-· --·---·--·---~----•··-----···--- ., ____ · __ -· -- . ···- •, ··- .. . .. ·- :.. . 
', 'I 
' ' 
. -. ; - ----- -- ··'• 
- - . "" -·· .. ' ---· 
. . 
- -· -· -· ·-·-·------···-----~--· 
,, 
iJ I 
' ' ' 
' ' ., t ' i 
. . --:-·---------,-~-.. --~"~-·-_. _--. ' : .:-:·-·;,.-i:,7'·:''.-. ·. ' •. --- ·------ ------ ---- 't ,. 
~-. ' ' 
' " I: \ 
J. 
' ' 
I .I I,'· . 
·- .. " : ~''.",' -,- ·l . ,,_ ',"·' :·," ··~---~--·:;=- ·- ,.,-~ ,·~ ........ ---; •h.- -~- ·-· ... -.·--· •• _,,. ----· ....... - - •• ~-.- • ., - ... . , , ·- ... -, ........ -- .. ,,, ·- -----· ---- -·-- ··-~- .... _ ··- .. ····-. •-·:;··.;· 
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p.roposes', his own c·ode of ethics: . '"· . ..-:·'· .. 
• 
. 
·----·----~-----~==--=---~-;~-----;~-: :..-_:-'-__ ~--~. ___ -__ ··· __;:- --~-~---- ' __ ·_Like l_ ~ay· -i_f -~ thQUg~t every time a man did ,, 
~ ' ' 
- .: •• -·•• •• --------, -•- ,-•••:-•-••:·-·-•·•••-• .. • • -••---·-··-·-~------------•-•~•-••••• - -·:•·• •- ~ •------·----- _.,/ ~-~··-q·--·-····--WT~---· ----·-"·----·-·--·- flJ ,_. ...... - ---~----• --~--------··-'··-·---·-----·-·-----·--·--·-·---.. ---·-------•-·••.:.-,••--•--•-~~.____.,_~~-~---ii 
· ··:i~~=----~~~~---._ .... --~~~~----· --· ---som~thin'g I--did-n-tt -kno~ all about. he was bound1 1•• 1 
... - .. ·-· ·-,··-··- -----·---·····- ·-·-··-------------- ---------------- ------
---·--· -- ·---. -.--- ··-
. - ..... - .... - .................. _ ---------------- ----:c---- :__ - . - . . - - T - - - - ·- .. - - - - - . . - - ·---------'---------------- ··-· " 
-----·----- --- .. --------------··-· --- ----- -~-.. :. __ .____ _:__: "- -~--: __ f-o be-a---~k-, I-r-e-skon---I-~
0
-W8t1--l--d-n__Lt--h-a-ve.----an---t--r-01;1-ble·-----~-~==·- ------ -- -: 
------·------- . . ~ • . . . . . . - . -- - ------------------- - -- - - ' • - !- -----. 
---.·· · _:_ -:·:,-~:-~,._-~_'...· -~-----'-------.---. -~---~-f-inding someth~ing back there on those books that·-- ; · -t 
. ' ' 
- .-,_ .-.. ,\--,~.---.. -.. - ... -,::,~~'<:;-; .. ~---'-.:,e.:_~_--___ -__ -.,-..... ,-.-... -...... --..... -. ·- -
,_... . 
you wouldn't see any use for running and telling 
., 




__ ...... ·--·- - - --~------'------ •- - -
' . 
; ·, I 
l 
somebody I thought ought to know about it, when for_ -- ·-------. __ ,, ____ ,-=.-.. =-.. , .. _ ..______ ) 
,. 
all I. knelt ttiey might know a dam~ sight n,ore about 
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-----·------- ------------ ------ --- ------- - --- -- ----I---~__._ ___________ - -·-· --·--------- ---~-----
-------------------------~-~---..----. -----. 
Jason' with his legal ist.ic morality' believes that every 
man's busines·s is his own. · Therefore, · if he· has deceived 
· his mother,.: Jason maintains that it is something- -between h--i--s----~------:_ _____ --; 
mother and him and· that Earl \h-ould not interfere. Ill JasOn, 
' .\ 
-Mr. Comps on' s ·abs.tract speculations have· evolved into a for-
.. --.. --
fllUla;" of self-sufficiency' based on a legalistic._ moral.·:c9<3-~.-·wJ10.1~--~- -'. _______ , 
end is_the accumulation of material wealth. 
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Jason also inherits Mr.) Cornpsonvs ~ynicism. This_ 
attitude in Mr •. Con,p~on is esp~c ially evident when he speaks· 
_ of Uncle Maury: "' I admire Maury. He is -invaluable to· my 
r--
own --sense --of--~ rac ia.l superiority. · I wouldn't swap Maury I f or -
' ' 
.. ·('"' 
Jason also feels superior to .. Maury.; ·--
.. 
; ·r-~>1 :~i. , · he thinks· of ·Maury ·as ~ne of the burdens he JnUSt bear (pp. 279-
280)0 {\1oreover, J~son inherits his father's "sense o.,f racial 
·:-:.:_c-_ ----,----- .:-·supet.i:-ority.'\, In Quentin's s~c·tion, Quentin· recall~ an· 
, . ' . 
- . ' .... -
~. ' -- ... . 
' ,: ·-
. . .. 
. •. .. - •. --1-._, __________ ~~ ... .:... ______ .. I • -- -- ·-·-, • -·-.. -
. . . . .. .. . - .. . . --· .! 
"'' 
' ' 'A .. ',,, ... J 
-~ ·-··-·· -', ...... _ ... -···--- ... ,, - .... ~ -
. . 
. " 
' . . . . . . . . . 
. _,-:..._ ·.· ·---· ~-------·'··-···-· ' ___ ' ------------- ~,-'----· ----·_-·_· ______ ,' ·'-~--- ~ . . .. __ ' : --~-· . ___ ,. --'···-~-----·· 
' ... . . 
, ' ' ' '. -. '. 
' ,u .. ,. 
. ·.~ 




I ', . 
. '. ·• .•.. - - -~ ' ,.. .•... -·- '.,. . ~ ,',,.' '· . • ' ' ., f • •"•,< ' ,, 
. 
'J '' 0 C ~ 
'L 
example of· Mr~. · Comp'3on' s .cyn.ical · "serise of superiority: -. ' . . .- ·-~ ...... : ~ .... : ' 
,, 
. ~-~.. . ,., . 
' 
--'-~father said· why should ··Uncle_ Maury work if he [fat her·] 
. - --·- -.' - '-----.... · ' -- . -------------- · ___ -- . ---- - -- - 1. - - - -. - . - --- - - - -·- -- - -- _____ _! _____ _ 
,_ -- . --------------,------- - - ------- --- --- ---'-,----- --------- ·····. 
~i - ' 
- .----'- ~ "'"· :,.could suppoit. fJve 'Or six niggers that did nothing at ~11 . '·.~=~ _:·:=. · · 
- -- - --- --=·----- . ------·"·--:::~--=--~--_-=-:::_~------------------- . I 
__ ------------------------c--.. --------------- ])~~ sit with their feet in the ove·n • • - • " (po 218). - Like --------"-;~-- -=-.--------~ ·1 
.. . ---- .. •'- -·--·------- -
--------·---~---------"-----
----- his-·-----f-ath_e_r_~---~~-ason __ frequently complains o·f· his hav·irig-~· to ___ , _______ , ____ -----------




- -- ~-.. -- ---·-~-"--- -- having to sup·port "$ ix n-iggers that cant-even stand up out---,----·----·-------




--- t-o balance them •• , • " (p •. 223).- Feeling racially sup~rior . 
• 
-a --••• - c,. Y" 
and unjustifiably burdened, Jason accepts his.: father's 
) . - ' 
cyn:ictsm-. --,-----------_---'-----:--"-------- - ---·-------------------------'----'.---
- ---------- -· 
-·---- --, ·- - . --- - ·-. -· - -
l 
' -
. ' . 
However, Jason reacts \f'iolen~ly against his father's 
alcoholism. Feeling that his father's dipsomania was an 
----- --------- ---·------- -----···-- --------------- --------------------
• 
---·--------- i·ndi-rect --~~~~on for - the 1·ack o--f- funds to -serfa him -t_o ___ Rarvard,. 
. ' 
I • 
Jjlson ref.uses to drink. Always unsympathet_ic, llason ·thinks f 
scornfully of his father '·s weakness: 
-
- .. - .. - ----- - --~ -- - . - ',l 
--- I could see the bottom of his nightshirt and his - ------ - --------
. . 
---·-. - --- -·---··-·-- ~ ••·-' --- .. ----- ... -· ---,--·-;----·- ···-· ------~·- - - - - - ---- ··- - ·- - --
. 
. . bare legs and hear the decant.er clinking unti,l 
\:. 
,i ·, 
' .· .. 
- - ---- ---·---·- - --·--- - . ---- . -- . - ----- --- finally T.P. had to pour it for him and she Mrs •. 
' -
~.~ . ''• 









_ • ", _ • memory-· and I says I dont know why not it sure is 
- ,_ .. ·-· .... ;. -- ' •. ---~·; _: -,-----:-- ·~··---~· - . - - ' .,. --- .. - i•t> 
preserved well enough to last only if I'm crazy too 
. 
. God knows what I·'ll do about it nust to look at 
··"'····- .: ·::·,· ~-\ ... ~~> .. ~- ··-:·~·;·.~· :-·- ~~ ... -
1 
--- ' - - . --- •-, - -- - -
' ' - . . -
' 
' ' 
water makes me sick apd, I'd, just as ·soon swallow . 
' . . . . 
.. -'. . 
. ' ' 
·. ·gasoline as. a gl,ass of whi_s~ey and Lorrain.e ,~elling · 
- ' 
.. -- ,.• . ··--- . ··----------.,-" - ... : .. : .. __ -., __ 
'• 
,, 
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them he ~ay not drink but if you dont believe he's 
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':'', 
------------------- ... ---- ····------·---- -- --·· -- \':''. 
,,•J 
--,----~~-'-----"t=c_=-he effects· of alconol. __ Jas_0n__-=rl_o__es not_unde_r_s_tand the str ...... ·a .... n_ge ___ · ·_-_·"_· ,_; ·------""i(t'. 
. - t':"~\ 
... --------- ·. 
-
' . 
emotional tie that could cause Mr. Compsqn to turn to drink··· 
whe~ Caddy is barred from· the house. To Jason, such a tie 
is insane. However, since· he does not drink, Jason fe.els 
1. 
the need to prove his ma~culinity,whi~h he does with Lorraine. 
Jason does not understand that, like· his loveless relation- . 
--·- ... - --- -· . 
---< 
ship with Lorraine, his inability to· drink is a r.esult of 
110 




t,~sh Mr. Compson into alcohol ism are incomprehens i.ble to Jason-i 
Influenced by his parents' worst characteristics, Jason is.a 
selfish, loveless, moral degenerate. 
---···--
- - .. .t --- -• -------··---··- -
.. , 
- - - - - - ----- - -- ----- ·--· --.,._.,c "·· .. -- : -· ---
_-,_.-:.· __ _____ ..::;:_,..;:_ _ __ :-__ .._ ___ _ ~ lt hough Jason is a monster, we -have conflicting feel~ 
. . . 
;-- ··-. -· -- ·- .......• -~ .~. --- ·-· ... --· - . 
-.ings toward him; we see that hi~ self-pity is not entirely 
' 
unwar~anted~, burdened as he is with a hypochondriac mo-ther, 
· a promiscuous niece, an idiot brother, and sever<al worthless ) .. 
Negroes. Moreover, Jason has a sarcastic, cynical approach 




· to human act ioils that al lows him to see through mahy mean~g- : . ·. 






·-w, ·-~ /t ••." ·:-'---,·-~-:--~~------: .. 1e s s activities and. which, therefore, ·appeals to the reader. 
--·· ----~----------··---··-- . --- . ·.~ . ' 
. ,· . 
' 
~... . ! ·--'·- -
.. 
··:.::.; :'We._ s~e him as a human .. c~aracter who· is .quite humorous as · 
- ' - ' . . -------
' . · ·_well 'as monstrous, and. therefore· we·· re~P.ond to h.is,·plight 
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J 111 r [: ' ... ' ( j • with arnus~ment, sa,tiSfaC::tion, and some degree of pity •. · ....... ·... ... I 
i; i 
! One aspect_of JasOn' s character that appeals. to us is l 1 . ----,,-·--· .,,-,--- ------- ·: 
~ --· . -- -- ------~--· -- --- t f ------~--:-~ .. -::-----_- h iS humor. Jell son.' s .... humor .dif.fere.nti.ates--b-im---f.I'i'>m--the-· other:--· . -. -. --·-____ -----~----~-~-!, __ -. --· .- -- - •.. -~-----·---=-=--=-~-~- --------- . --. 
' 
- - 1 
i 
t 
• ·• ' ~I 
--------------------------------~. characters in J'.he Soun.d {ind the. Fury; only ~ason makes fun ==="· l 
- . . . _:::::::_:_:_:__,------- ···-----------·~::_-_:: _ _::__-·_-:- --- - - ... -- ·-- --·- - . -- ------ ----------·-· -- --·-- t· 
\', 
proser ibed the worst for him. While looking through the_ 
•--"'-: ----------..'-,·· ______ ·_ - - -- .. -· ----,, 
. . 
/ . 




• -- ------ -- - • 1-- - - • brush and he stops: _ 
r 
/' 
. er . j 
---
--~:..----···--·------. -··--·' --------- . I had gotten _.beggar· lice and twigs a.nd ·stuff j 
- .. -. 
. ' 
-- --- . -- -- ---- ··- - -· . 
-----~-----all over me, inside my clothes and shoes and all,· 
. -- ----- --- ----- -- -- n----· ---·---· -
and then I happened.t~ look around and I had my 
hand right on a bunc.h of poison .oak. The only . . - - -. 
. - ,_ - : 
thing I couldn't understand was why it was just . 
poison oak and not a snake or something, So I . · 
) . . 

























. . i 
- .. ----- -- ------------until-the dog went·. away. 
o-a "·••------~--" ~-~ .. -, '-"'·" ___ ... _.___:_____ ·.- ~-~-- -- - --··-· I' Then· I ~ent on. · ( p. 300) -_ - ~- ": -- ... · 1 
-- --- ··-----·- ------ ------ ----·-··r--·-- ---- ---·· .. -~ 
- -.• ... ,_,---,-_,,-.-,·~*r.•c· . • - --·· 
.. 
In this example, Jaso~'s-~ardonic self-pity at not being· 
able to compete with Fate and his paranoid conception that 
'·" Fate proscribes the worst for him· in all situations comb-ine 
to bring out ·the humor in ·what could be a tragi_c ___ situation. 
We realize that such a situation could only happen to Jason, :'I . \ 
· because, for·. all his self ishnes,s and meanness, he is a comic . . ... , . 

























l,-; charactero ' . Only Jason with his,: cyn~cism an_~ self-pity· could· 
' 
--~- -- -~--- ~--~- -- - - --- ~ -- - -
· find h irnse.lf in such a· predicament and cout·d, · there inf) amuse · 
• )l 
r ~,' 
.... ___ ----------~- _____ :~~ the reader • 
.,., . ' , .. ., 
-
We r.ealize that· Jason· is actually -a :very foolish 
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man who ge·ts himself into -foolish situatt..·ons .. and who reacts 
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with futile wrath and wallawing·in self-pity. Yet· he e·ndures 
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each_new predicament with. a humo~ that can come only from his 
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e·,tasperat ion at being alone -agains.t insurmo\Jptable odHs. 
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·~ himself ~nd is unable to ~ee that.his failure is his sanity. ~ 
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approaches mad~ess, a madness paused by his blank state of , . m 
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soul. Having no spiritual support to re.ly· on, he lives ;il 
y.:~ 
·from.day to day, B:waiting the disaster that he fears approach-
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· __ looks upon it as the working_of Fate or Circumst~nce. · Lacking 
understanding, Jason is fotced to fall back on his belief in 
. ~ '---. \. 
___ :·_-~.:.-~-~~-.--' his ability ._t~ maintain control· and to- endure •. 'Phis ability 
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is attractive_even in a d~spicable charactet like Jason, 
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I one--only tn behavior " • • • • We 1 should recognize, 
.r 
-
' therefore, that Jason is a villain and that ,.any amount of 
f love involved in hts. creation is that. of a master creating 
. 
' 
the abominable creat(re he wishes to ·create. 
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Longley points out that Jason falls into the· category.~ 
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______ o_f~the_Faulknerian villain, "one who is full pf the sickness 
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__ of self_;--who is not committed to anything beyond himself, -· 
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and who oft.en is unable to a·pprehend what greatness or mag-116 
nitude is." Limited by his own sanity, Jason has no spiri-
-
· · tual. depth; he is unable· to· understand or attain· t·rue greatness. 
-- l 
.Moreo~er, J~son is .a selfish man; he wastes t·ime trying to 
"'· 
.accumulate the material goods that he loses to Quentin. He 
' is, as h'is name suggests~ the s-eeker of the golden fleece who, 
- 117 - ,. 
is "fleeqed" by his seventeen.year-old niece. And, as 
Edel says, -Jason "is the embod.iment of a kind of inst inc-.-118~1 
tual evil," . an evil that lurks in all of µs. But in Jason 
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.... l _ ,----.~----·-~-·~ -__ : Jiowt;!ver, · Jason' does.· appeal to us. . He _ 1-EJ comi,cal, . ,- ·:'~ , .. I 
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---·,~,=c,,·-·. an~ fre~s 'his hour upon the stage •.•.• full of sound and ... ' --~~~~=-~---
e m~rely endures, . but ~-aoes not p_revail. After giving 
-:~'. .. ---· .. _ up his pursuit of Quentin, Jason returns to Je.fferson to 
~-"'--~----- "_r;e~ume his- 1 ife in a familiar, controlled environment. He '/ 
. _sees Lust.er driving Be,n. to th_e left of the monument, thus 
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Jason jumps into action, resumes his role as h~ad of the 
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··Compton ··household, and brings order back to Ben's world: 






~---°'"c., Queenie moved again, her feet _began to clop-cl~p 
_steadily again, and a·t once Ben hushed. Luster 
t looked quickly back ov~r his shoulder, then he 
·' ,·  • 
drove on. The broken flower drooped over Ben's 
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_·_:__:i __ -: __ c----.--~~~:·=~~~--~~~--=:---~~--- -----£ is"t --and his ~yes were em_pty and~ blue and serene -- . 
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, . . . . doorway, and signboard, each in its ordered place~ 
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· :to the more socially _oriented consciousness. o-f Jason-,. and 
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-- f_inally to· the public worl-d ·of- the\ four'th sect-ion. In ~ I 
' 
---~--~_ -~ ___ =- _:_ -I 
. the fourth sect~on we see glimpses of Jason's· mind. as he . .,·· ~- ... - -~ ··--~:- __ .... ;. .. 
... 
reacts to experie-nce; but he is no longer a center of cons-
, ,. 
- -.-·--·------·-·· ---- --------~----- . 
- .. - '.. - ·- - -.. -- -· 
ciou·sness as he was in the third section. Moreover Jason 
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as well as the other members of the Compson f~mily, has 
I - -,....._ 
.. 
" . __________ very little ·influence outside his own narrow world of the· 
- - -- -- --------- - . 
- r - --- ---- ·-' -'. . . 
Comps on .mile; seen in the larger social cont_ext, the Comp-
. ,. ·122 
' . 
_____ ,, _________ ------------ . --------- ---
, -sons' sound and fury .signify nothing. 
However, symbolic~lly considered, the Compsons' sound 
I ' 
I I° .~ and, fury,. "their violence [~,] is a dirge for the pas_sing o_f. ·' - . . - - . -
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· ·-- ---------- __ integrity in a family which is .a microcosm of the South, of 
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-----------------------··· the commu1:1 ity of man o" Jason 9 . who within the compass of the·. 
. ' . 
' . ' . . . 
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Co~pson family tell~ the ·story of Caddy's adulthood, h~t, . 
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d.ivorce, and her relationship with her daughter, and gives 
a third f.ragmented view of the tragic history of the Compson 
125 
\,. , family, shows the ef feet of a selfish mater iali-sm on the 
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and perpetuate the condition of lovelessness that causes the 
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_.:_ __ ·----+- - individual instance of the dis integratiotl Of. traditiotlai 
>. ~ .. values in ·-the Sou.tho Be liev.ing himself a victim of Fate \: i . . I 
. .............. . . . '· 
.. .•. - .. ·- .. 
· while neglecting to realize that he is-the-cause of-h:i·s---own · .. 
. / ·.. . .. f -· ,: 
:::..·_-_____ :... _______ -- . ---·····---· -···- f 
-· 
- --- ----~ F' anc·e s ~nd ·:a'bandoning all tradit iona-1 human is tic values without 
. . .. - ---·1··27 - -· -- - - -· -'-·---~- -----·- - ----·- .. -.--·-·- __ , __ _ 
~ __ ··~~ · which life is meaningless. ---- - -~ . i: 
- -- •- _.. -- -- ----- ... - .. -------- ---------~--- .. . - if 
- --_------· ~ - As· several critics have pointed out, 'Jason is a repre-- - · ·· ·-- · . I I --~~= .. . ... .. ··- -·· -· -· -· ... ·- -·· . ·- __ ·. - ! 
f · · - sentative and a product of the ne:w commercial South: he is . ,c------- ~ j ----~):. . ,~ 
prejudiced, avaricious, self--centered, 4:ind_ i~o·lc;1ted from_his ____ ~· ~--~---------~ '.;/ 
- - - ' - " • ' I 
-- ·---~·------ ------ -·. 
--- - ---
. .. ' . 
. . 
fellow men. Moreover, he lives by a code tha:t. impinges on 




______ ---~-~-----_------~·····.·the rights of-Others by a-t-t-emptil'lg to control their lives lri ···-------~ 
. . 
--- ___________ ..., ____ ··· -a logical, unsympathetic manner •.. In the final scene of the 
vc•···----- _, 
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world. Ho~-ver, in restoring .or·der, Jason breaks Benjy's 
,. ,f-·- -
..... -• 
_flower, a narcissus, the same flow~!::' th_~t_ i.u~·ter had. broken 
,--.,,,, 
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......__ - ·-- -- -· . - - - ------- - ---- --_ - -::--~---. --- - ;-: 
_, __ --· - - - ~ ____ __.._ - -- =·-
earlier and .repaired with.a splint •. As Bowling notes; the 
. - ---- - .. -----;-'--·-...,__ -
. ' 
··- - - ,--- ·- ----- - --·--· 
. . ... 
-- -- fact that Benjy==whose birthday falls symbolically between 
-
· Good Friday and Easter Sunday, suggesting that he symbolizes 
- ·- ... ··--·--.---,-- -----· ------· -
... -- ...... -- ... 
the world's sin (the Crucifixion) as well as its 'possible 
.\ 
redemption (the Resurrection)==holds a narcissus, a flower'· .. 
. that represents -both the youth of Greek myth who died of 
. . ' .. 
. self =love and the "rose Ii of the Bible symbolizing Christ, 
' . . 
points to the interpretation that Luster (as a representative 
'O, 
. of the ancient world) and Jason (as a represent;at.ive of the 
_l i' .... 
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modeJ:n. WOrld), _by combini_ng to bre.ak the flower twice,.· 
, - ---- · · ·-------·------·· · 128 - ------·- · --- -- - --· .. 
. share the guilt_· for Christ's _Crucifix ion<) Jason, ·. through _ ·· (, .,· )'.~' 
',i 
' ~ ~ 
his loveless sanity 9 is spiritually dead,andci_pposes th.e _··.:;"_·--:~'-"~~:-----· ~'·-----l 
- d '. ~ • • '. 
:, 
,. 
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~----,-------'-~~--Alt.hough ~.aa-Son--r-e--pr-e-sent--s-th-e---s-p-i-r i~ua-H-y--de-a-d---ma-te-r~~~--~--~-.. -~--·· -~--- ~-~~t, I . . . ~ 
ia""listic society, the .new Sou-th, he is ironically linked ,._·· __ 
" I 
I: l 
_-c ------·---~)~-~~-~---with Christ in several ways • .. Jason's day, "April Sixth 1928~" 1 . 129 · -
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~---_J_as_on _ '~ s pe nds_-----1110 s_t_~_of __ h is--day-- i-n.--a---rage because-- -he, fee ls 
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of his family, but the rea~er is more likely to notice that l 
f I 
~ 
what remains of the family ·1s. more nearly crucified by 
- -------- - - 130 •, . . · 6 ' 1 1 
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.Dilsey., b.el ittl ing Mrs. ·Compson and his father's memory, and 
J -
g_loating over his apparent victory over· Caddyo However, 
_/ l ~ I ' . l 
. · · · -. there are certain parallels bet~en Jason and Christ on ! 
.___,_ 
-
------------· -··----·------·-·---~-- ·-·-··- --- . --- .. - .. - . --· - -----~: .... -_:- -~ -.. - - - -- _: :::·~.-::-=::::::-: ___ - - - ----l-
---------------------·--------- . Good Friday : ----- --
. I 
. ---· .. __ ,. . ---~--. -- -- ------ --.- - i 
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- -· -- --···-- -·-----~-·- __ ...... - .. ---·----- -,··· ·-·--. 
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----------· -~ --···-- ·-~-----·- -- - . 
Good Fr_ iday is a day on which Christ's mother 
. ··- - . .. . .,. 
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which also has its Magdalen in Jason's Memphis·friend. 
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· been said to relate him to the seeker of the Golden 
· .. Fleece it· was also used.for "Jesus'r . by Hellen~zed 
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Jews. Christ :went upon the Cr6ss at· noon of this.· 
' day and died there at three o'clock: Jason 9 being· 
. ~ 
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::::._:_==~-~-:~· -~-----~ _____-__>_:_at-noon and. is sold. out of the market b:9' his- Jewi$fr- --~c: -=--~-' 
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·Although -there are several parallels between Christ's day 
··. of crucifixion and Jason's, we not.ice th~t wbereas Christ!s 
ctucifixion h~s spiritual significance ·Jason's is appro-. 
- . --···-·· ·- - ··-· 
. . . ' . . 
---- --~------~~---·· 
. . 
------ ------~-------- -----·----- ---------- . 
. f 
-priately commercial or materialistic. Moreover, Christ on 
'· ' 
-a-ste-r~-sunday--rtse-s--f~om--the- de·a·d, while Jason descends . to 
.h_is _ sp_ir itual nadir, losing al 1 hope of redemption by -cu-r-s-i~ 
God •. But just as Christ is freed from the bonds of death, 
I 
Jason is freed -from the threat of imminent disaster ·to his 
·- ·- __ .. --·' .. ::..:...._._::.-. ~. - - ·- - ~-----·- . -
world, the threat of Caddy's irrationality. His spiritual 
er death frees him to endure, which he does, but· it also con~ 
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: __ -~----~-~-------· --. --,-- .. --------~rucifier and .crucifie.!I, is the modern equivalent of the 
Savior, an an.tagonist of ·chrlst--the result . of not heeding 
. · . 132 . -· .. ,· - ·--4-• ,- :---.c-c· - ----- -· ···- -.- -
Christ •-s-·-message······or--tJj'i~i:ye-rs·a1·-1ove. ·-· ·· _, __ ----·-·- · ------'--- _______ .. - -- --···-·-- -------· ---------···--- - ' •' . . 
•.. ---~--:..: ______ _._ __ h-- __ • ----------~- Jason, .as·. the antagonist· of Christ-(the----~ymbo-l~o-t· ____ __:_· --~ ....... _, -----~---.· 
;_, . 
,, 
. ·universa-1 love), opposes love iri himself and others and stands 
• !,I • ri 
" 
' . 
up_ against Omnipotence Himself with all the determination of. . , 
13 3 ,. . .. , . ... . . _ ----- ----
' · Milton °s Satano Like Sat_an, Jason is the repres~ntat ive ·. 
I • : 
· ... of a new order of men who.fall through .an e~ces~iv~ pride· - -·,-·---'·-·. ······ 
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in thf!i.r _social .POSit~ons. 
- ------4 - '~·--- --
his isolation and lovelessness and stands him i,n opposition ' -\ . 
to Caddy l!) - the only: Compso_n ___ c __ apab .. le---~~o-f---~-s-e--1--f-l-ess-ne-s-s--·--···-an-d-~:=~:::=---=:.::=-~·-----·~--- _:_ ____ :~-- __ _ - · - - .. _. 134 . . 
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·~ 
_ .. _____ _ _ a_ condition of· fuming and -ranting .and self-justification, - ---- ~ 
. l 
~ and is, the result of t·he order he has attempted to impose on 
- J 
.. his life •... Through this order of lovelessness, Jason defeats. . . ·_J 
-- - ---------~~-i~s-e-1.f ,--_f-o-rc.ing~_hJ._rnself-_t_o-_li-ve a mor_g._lly_ ~nd______ghys ical=lYJ.----~-·---~-- ----- ·-·-t 
I 
· ---- - -- -- ---- - -- s-ter·11-e existence. 
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_________ _:_~--~~ ~~-ic:_s _ to evli!_llate his ~C?le_ in __ The Sound and the Fury ( in . 
terms of a,composite man. Hall sees Jason's -drive_ for con- - - .. -~ .-~-~ ··-·- -~~ 
--------~----:. _______ trol as the basis for -interpreting Jason as the rationalist 
component which, integrated with Benjy's good nature and 
___________________ !_~_ - Quentin's imagtnation and sensitivity, would unite to form · " 136 --- ----------- ----- . ---- . . . --···---. ------------'-~~~-- -------------------------------------------- ---------------------- - . 
----------------------
---------- - -~,----
__ ,_ ___ ~_ :·---'.·c·~,:-___ _: _-the ideal· man. . Carvel Collins interpre.ts Jason.' s drive 
for control in Freudian terms as the expression of the super-- - \___ 
. '-.. ''"" .. - --· i'., --=-··. --0" ·,·- -·. ~- s- . -•. -· .. -.--
~ 
------------ -~---"--~-'-:------
-~_gQ: ------ ------------~ ------ ---------- ------------------------
.. '.· 
--, - - ----k-----------'--_:___ --------- . . . . -- --- -~------
------- In Freud's concept.ion the super--ego- "represents 
the inhibitions of instinct,"" as the 1926 Britannica 
-put it, -- going· on to s~y t·hat there ·~'is a force in 





1{ the mind which ·exe·rc ises the functions of .a .censor-----~--~---~~------ J -
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-_. any influence u.pon act ion a1·1 ten·dencies which· 
.-displ~ase it." ~ . ' Freud said, ''The superego may bri~g 
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.. ' : '~ .... : 
' I. ' 
. ----- __ L -----~--"----. fresh needs to the fore' but 'its chief function remaitrs·--'' ---·-- . tr 
- ---- __________ ,,__ ---·--·- - --·--·- -- - ----------·--- --------- - ... --
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In addition~ Freud 
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., _ _. ___ ;_":_ __ . ____ -·--·- ·--- --- -~ - -- --· ,_, .. -- :~· an4_ in_ ~Qme_ wc1ys aloof, y_et _ conc~rn~d __ aJ;,o_u._t public_ ,---- -~--- -_ 
~ 
. -· ----- ------ -----·-- --- --- - - - - ; 
opinion and gradually taking over the role of the ----- ·-------
'\I*.' 
parents, being that part of the pei;sonality· most -
. 137 ·- ___ · ---~---------~-- --~--;-----
""~=-~~ ...... --. -------·- -_____ .:._ -':"__~---_:_~----~closely associ~ted with them. --- - ·- ·_:-_ 
·---------- . . : ;.-~ , 
#' "'; 
- - ---- ____________________ ... __ -- --------- -
-~- -----~~--·--··- -
, .. , 
As Collins ·demonstrates, Jason fulfills most of thes'e· re-
quirements: he is named for his father and ,very closely· 
• 
l 
associated·wtth his mother, and takes over as head of the 
household when Mr. Compson dies; he is independent (he·be-
. , . 
l!l • '. 
lieves), conscious of public op_inion, yet isolated; and he 
restricts other people's activities, trying to limit thetrt 
138 
~·-----~t·c:f---~the--o-rdered -world he ·attempts to create .for himself. 
C 
. 
- - ·-- ·------ -·-----·-··-------··-" . ----·---- ... - ··-----. - - ---
·'cc,,_ - - ~~---- - It appears ,that. Jason can be interpreted validly in Freudian 
. I) 
t~rms as- the super~ego. 
• 
At, ·the University of Virginia, Faulkner ·presented his 
·--~----- ---
v ewof·the· 6reakoown of the characters-'into the Freudian 
classifications of id, ego, and super-ego: 
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~nd ·of the writer ares~ ·~tmilar th~t-·a part ~f 
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---- --- -_ :-~~~--- -- --=--.~;-. -· ---- ----.~"--- =:-::_---~--know- F·reua··-to ·-have -wti tteri-· -th1.i~ig s wft-f.ciii ____ any-one· who 
. 
. 
-· --- __:_-:-_-:-··-···- .. -·. . -\ . 
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· ~, • • • J3ut I ·think the writer is pr.ima.ri ly con-
------------ - -- -·-
... ---··-·----------· -- -··· --
'" 
~-
cerned in telling about ,people, in the only terms 
- ~ ~ 
-
- ------ --- -- -
Although Faulkner admits t_hat he did not use the Freudian-
J 
- ... 
classifications consciously, he does not deny that_such an 
, 
inte~pretation is supportable. In Th.~ Sqµnq_ and tl,.e F.ury, 
. .-- - ----·--~--. -
·'·~ Faulkner has told the _story of a family, of _the South, and 
. - .. -- -------~--- ---- -- - -
. ~ -. . 
of man; he has written about the "problems of the human 
heart." 
------ - ---- . 
Therefore,- we are not surprised· to find symbolic 
' ... 
---------·----- -----'--,---,.-- ---par-alle--ls-. in-- the --wo-rk--t-o -th·e Chris.tian -belief· --tn -chr ist 's" · 
·- - -·· - --' -~----~-_~,. --~,------ Death and Resurrect ion or to Freud's analysis of the psy-. 
. . . 
-~--··---·--------------;-----~- . -
·chology of man. Faulkner has given man the record of the . 
. . I -· - ·:- ·-' 
. . -----~------------------~----- --
. glory of his past, one of the prop~ to help man to endure and -- c\ 
------ ----··--- ··--- ------- -------------·----~----------- ,. ----
- -- ·- ..... --···----·---- ___ _,________,_,__ to. preva.il-. - ---In-·Jason, Faulkner ha.s shown how base and sterile 
. "' 
-----:::--,- --.-.-
.endurance devoid of spiritual depth can be_. In eff~ct, Faulk-
_ner is saying that if a character like Jason--a selfish, love-
-·----- . --------- -- ,, 
less man who represents the ·new commercial South, the anti-
•·.. . ' . 
... 
. ' ' 
·ality--is able to endure, then the hope of mankind must be 
I • ' • 
' ··:r: , .. 
' ,, ... 
:..:· .. , ..... ;·,.----~. :_ _______ . 
0; - ... 
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- - . • ·- . ' .. • 
- . ' -
--- --·· -----·----. -- - - --- -----·- ···- -·- ---·-· .... ----- ---- .......... - -
-- ----·---- ------ --- ---------~ -- -- --- -· ..• - ----··· ··----- ---- - - ---··· .--- -- ' ---- - I·------------ - -
-- -·------··-- ·--- • 
-
----·-- ·----- . .. I 
·. -_ -'---·.-_ ..•. -..•... · - We ma1_ask oursetves li~w a-aesp~c-;b1;\har-acter iik;~-=~ -~-=)i 
• 
. i I ·-------" -·· -;·--------·----- ---- -· -
. . 
--- - __ ............... ----------------·-- -------------.. -·---~· 
-·------~-------~-~------ · · Jason can endure al)d, by the time of · the "Appendix," even ----;-: --·:·-f 
. . 
' 
. . - r 
-- • _j_ -seern to dominate: --- .After Jason gives up. his pursuit 4 of Miss . : ! 
_,. i 
Quentin, he returns to Jefferson and resumes.his role as 
-- . - I 
head of the Compson family by retutning order t~ Benjy's 
world. Afterwards, as we learn in the "Appendix.,". Jason 
-- ---------~-".._ .... ___ ,--·----------,--·-- ·} 









· becomes a self-employed cotton buyer and dea~_~_i:_,_ and, fo_ll~o.w- · 
ing .the death of' his mother, rids himself of the shackles 
,t-
'...------·--·----·--------·. 
-- - -- -
···- --- ' - -- ---
- -----
-- -- - --• -- -·-----·· --· - ··---·---------,-- - . -------·--------·--------· 
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·- . . ·- -
. ( 
· fore, we might ·think that Jason's belief in material· goods 




-,,- - - - .. 
-. 
• . . . - . . . . ' • .!:I 
i~ 
. I 
- ----- -~ -- -;-
~ 
.\; 
! justified a~ might even contain an element of knowledge or. . . · 1 
. . ---~ - - ,-,- ~ 





- - . ---· ··-- .. --_---- ·- -,..: . .,-::-; ----- - - ;,!. 
·longer opposes him. 
. 1J 
~- ·~- - ····-··---- - - ··- -~--~ --·=- _--: ·_ i:· .-
·---·.---,--.---:-c~c-,-c-,c--·---;-c--. --· - ·- . • - -_ -- - ____ ,--- -- - --
- - .... , 
. Throughout the work Jason and Dilsey have been at · !\' "1 i~ ~~ 
tl 
. . ~. i • , H~ 
. ~i ··-- --: · __ : ~ ,~.,~-·-'= opposite. extremes. According· to B:ackman, ''the struggle ·--·-----:_--~----------... - ·ii 
' . ., . ~~· ~'.! 
· . between Dilsey and Jason seems as · fundamental as that between [~ 
. 140 J I w 
... ··.•· ::. ; -... _.,. love and hate, good and evil." . Dilsey loves and Jason · ~ (___ 
.... . ' . . • . !i;i 
hates; yet they. both endure. 
. ( 
. . 
As we have seen, Jason endures 
':) ' 
-~:~:""-:---- ··- .. ---- through h-is belief in· mp.ney ar1d in· himself. Dilsey, on the . 
other h·and, endures through her belief· in God and, basea··on· 
. . . . 141 
·that .belief, ·her belief in man's goodness. Dilsey possess~s· 
. i~ 
·~ '.1W 
- . - -~·-- -7 .. . . ~ 
--·----~---- ------ - --- -- j:'1 
~J tt 
~3~~ 
~ . n 
·---···-- - . .....'.....-. ~--·- ." ,· .;_,. . • t:':" 
" . .. . . -------···-·---- 0'. 
·. . .. - I. ' • - ' -- ' -
ST 
. --·-·---· - -- ----~-- ---------
. . 
.. ____ ., __ .. 
. . . . -- . .. --
L ·• , -' 
- . ...:. . 
I ' r, ' 
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i ---of the Compson household, "only Dilsey poss~ssed a true . 
. ~ - . --·- --· --,-- ~--- .-
' ,~) 
• --· •. I", . 0 
• 
family tradition and a simple faith in God; only Dilsey, 
-~ 
-------· -.------·-____ --.,-.-,.---~---,-~-----·-- . t··· 
• .. ·--
, 
--·-·· _____ ,, ___ - . 
. -- -- - -------- - . ------- - r . .. - -
1 
-- ------ · · · on the East!~2 Sunday of 1928, experienced the reE.nJprectio~ ~---==-=~---:__-· ___ · L 




--- - .. , j • . 
_·· _ _c--+",-·"' _·_ --t--
~-----ftst-ron·g~-e-n·oug·h--to--ac--c-ep t as--werr1- a:s·--co-·res ist, - and-- t·here fore·, i 
'is stronger than Jason•so
143 




rancor and to learn through her suffering that man is capable 144 
of. good as well as of evi.1-. , And -s-he meets this knowledge 
145· 
simply, with courage, love, and endurance. 
. . .. :_. ____ .__ --'~ -, ----· ----------·-·-· . - - -- -- ----- . - - ---









I ! __ 
i 
. 14 6 ...... __ c 
-- - -- -----------------~- ·----- . • 1 .. --_-
--c-.-.. 
- -·--·-------··.suffering through bis sS.ffity. Unable to suffer, he caJtnot · i 
~ 
attain_ the knowledge that man is capabl,e of good, nor can 
. he understand the existence of goodness and selflessness in 

















--. life by disc~rdi~g all idealisms, illusions, and emotional ! 
., 
fa 




manages t.o come o~~- with a meanilf 7 of q,;, sort, but it is a ___ .. __ 
very thin and impoverished one.·,, · - ·The meaning Jason arrives 













-·· • .,J 
cJ 
~-------~-==--=--=-------:c-_.t-c __ is ... based .. on-- his belief in money and in himself~; he .. trusts-
• " . ' 
. - .. ~-" 








- nothing_ but what he can touch and hold in his hands, and no 
:~\ 
ti dominate others only if his · ~ J . / . if As we saw· B:bove, Dilsey '·s -------------------.-.-~."'- ~-
. 
-·----;··- . -- -f- ... :_ 
. " 1 . ~ . . ) 
How then do. we explain · : i~, 
' ' 
1,~ 
/ one but -himself. He is able to 
t 
-belief is stronger than theirs. 
belief is stroijger. than Jason's. 
• , I 
. H Jason's apparent 4omination ov~t Dilsey in .... 
. ,- . ---- --
--··. ·-· .. . 
----
. . 
Faulkner tells us that· Dilsey 'fendured,- ·u Must we believe · ~ 
. . . ' 
I :·:, .•. 
. ·-,., .. 
••·• • .,., •" e -- •• ,._ .,, - .. - .. • • ,- -•- • •- _, --·-• • ,•• 
,., ..... , .. ,'I ." 
•.. 
'- ·•• .. , .... _ ... -e., -.- .,. ,·, -· ····-'··:- ·•.~,,-·./., --·-.-_,,. ,-··---- -·· -·-··,··- • 





. ' . ., . •, 
~ ,'_~ . 
. ' . ' ' '"''}_ . ' .. 
't., • • 




' ,: \ •. 1' ' •• , 
,, • ' •• •I. 
. . '} . . 
j ' ' 
" 
,.,, 'therefore,' that we have been.'wrong about Jason ana that 
[\ 
. . 
.. , . · ... actually he preyails? Finding a magazine photo "in which i 
.- . ·-~·',:-.:'.'" __ -,_'. --~~----· ~-
qaddy is pictu~ed with a German staffgeneralp t~e librarian 
" -· ... 
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. . ..... :.: 
,,• 
·shows the pictu,:e to Jas·on ·an'd.'then to Dilsey: - . - __ ' ___ -· :------·--.,. --_· - -_· '· ' - ·--.------
. - --- - -- -- - -- ·-. 
- - . - . ·- - . -- ------------- .-·--------·---------------·-----·---·--···-----··-·-- ----- ---- -----·--·-
---,----------,.-~ ---·-----.- --. ------------·--------------··-----,--,-------·-----------:.._-------------:--~----~-------------,-·"·-···------------·-·-----· -------····---"'.::-:--___ :·---·-··--··- ····-·-·-··-·-- ............ ___________________ .,. ______ --------------·----·-- ---· ·. ..-:·:f 
·,rt•.s Cad-dy:' the ·1tbrarian said~ ·--=t=I=t-:~~ts·-: -~ ·=- - ,,·-~,- .• _____ " ___ _ 
r, . ··--- . . - -- . -------------------·-- --·------------ ----------- --- -~---------'--·-- ----- . 
. -----,.. -·--- -- .. 
-•-------·--·-----t---'-------'-----------"'-' ...:....:_-· I 
' ' 
. Dilsey: Dil~ey:' 
'• C ;•··--' 0 -. 
-- . - - ---· ·-- . --·· --------- - -···. ----·-·· -- --__ . ---------' - ' .. -- .---- - - . __ -----. ________ :; -- -·- ·- - .. ------ . -
"' . ' ' . 
. -
- - -·- -•-· ·- ------· -·- ... -- - - - ·-· . -- •·•· ·-·-·- - - - -- -- --
' .· - : -----·------.. ·-------:·_~· ·- -·- .. ---· -~-., . - --
. ,,,....... 
. . 
· the librarian knew whom she meant by 'he', nor did 
" . . " 
. ' 
-·.-. - ..... -... .' ..... -- -·~--"-::-... ,-._~----~- ·----·--·-----·-- . 









.. - . - ' ·-. -
know at once ,tha.t. she had already shown the picture 
to Jason·. 
b 
·_ ._ ..... ___ ··, - ·---·-- ------- --~------
.• --- ~--·•·· ··• •r· -
'Dont· ~you know what he said.? she cried.· fiWhen· 
- --- - - - -
. ~ he realised· she was· in danger, he said it was her, 
' . 
" ---- - - . - - ---- - - - - - - - --- ·----- - -- --'---· ----------~--------
~ven if I hadn't even had a picture to show him. 
• ~ 'J 
. ."""! •. • ~ . .. 
· ..--· ----r-- -· ·--- --. - ', . . : . -- - ~ 
But a~ soon:as--··ne ___ re·arrs·ea··--cna-i:··-someboay;---anyb-oay-;~ 
", ~- 0 :-~-,0 ~--·:~_0 ~~-~--- 0 --
1 
- ----~~, ~even just me' wanted· to save her' would try to save ..... - ---- ~ ---
··------ --------- --~-- - ·---·•--·-·-- ---- ---- - --- ~ -· -- ·-·-·- . . ., . . 
. ··-· - - . - ~-
he·r, he said it wasn't. But it is: Look at it:' 
. ' 
___ ,...,,....,_, .. :,--'----·:,-·- -~-- /-.--~-------
' . 
.. :..· '.,.., ,,, {. ' . ' 
.·.':-4'' 
·. ·.. . ·;'i .. . .· 
'Call Frony ·:.• the 'librarian crd.ed. · 'She wil.l 
,. ,. . ... ;. ··;" ., .. ,· .... 
. .-·. ·:·.-- ::::-· .. ~:).:7:;-:-:-,--:.- - ' . .---·-· .. ··---·· - ·-· -·;-
". . --;· __ ,,._·,-· ... : ... -.. -.... ~.··--:-~.-~·;._:·,-:~-----•-, _ . 
... . know her:' ,But already t~e old N~gress was folding,. ' , . 
' . 
·. the clippirig c~refully ~a~k into its old creases, 
. ' 
'', . -. -. .-;· 
· ·. --- -handing-·-it--b-ack.~-- . . . - . -----~------- ·----. 
I• . 
. I '. !?1 
-.----'~-'---~· '~· ·~· . i. ·~ - - \! 
. . 
.... : ' ~~­
'1~= 
- . 
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0
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-·- 'My eyes . a int .any good anymore,' she said. ', •. '.,1 
·. · -. · ·., .·· .· ... · 'I ,' t . '11: ' · ( 418) ., 
.. ··:·---····-··--·····--·--- ···-········-· can see. •. P• ·. 
,.,. 
·--~--~---------·-·------··~·-···---··----··------·~--· .. ----··--------·---
- . - - - -- ----··--- - - - . 
J;> - .. ~ 
' ' 
1. =~-:-.-,.~_ ..._:.-~~;:==;;::~Pi.tfleJ- d(')~s .not: want- to look a~ the picture; · she does not 
V 1'\., 
... . -- ---- ------L---- ------· 
' ' 
' ' ;.· . -- .- .. -~-- --- ---··------------·· want to know whether or not the woman is Caddy-. . It seems ·-- - ----·~~-. -~---~ C - ~ ~ ----- ---------- . ----·-·--·---·----·· ....................... -------·--·· .. ,. . ...... -·-·-.. .- ------ -~ .· - - -···-·····-··---·-----.. ·---· ____ .... _______ -·--·------··· __________ .. ___________ ---·----- - -- --· ----·' .................. ·- ·---······-- - .... -· ........ -·'··--· ····- --·· . . - - ···- ....... -- - .... - .. --·- ---------------·----··---··---- ---------··---------.-. ----------------· .. ·--·-·--··: 
- . . . - --- ·- ---··---,,-, ... _. __________________ ··--------- -· -- --- --·-- . -- . ..:. 
--- . 
. . '---- ----
••• -·• •.• - ·······-- ···-···-------~----····---·-·-···'-----·- ----------·-··-··------·------·---- ~ --·---- -----•-- I -) • • ---. ~ • • • • 
___ .. ·• __ -,, ··-----~----- ___ that Jason's will now dominates, th~t. o·ilsey does not look- ________ _:_,,--~~~~--
------------·-·---------------·---·---------·--·-----------------------·----·---·-------------- ·-----·------ -·---- - ----- -- ------ ------- -- ---- - ·------- ----- --- ·-·- -- ··--- --- -- ---- . -·-- --·- ·-------- -- --- --···--· - ---·---- . 
. ' 
at the picture. because she knows that Jason -v1ould not want 
-- - ----- - - ....,_ _____ - . :~ - -··---- ' -- -~---- - . 
'• 
. 
· , ·her to. Howevei;. we must realize that Dilsey does have her 
limitations. She does ·not understand why ·God allows the 
' . ' 
- --- ·---1 -
• -----·--·-- - -- •- -••-- T • • --- "' 
........... ...... ..,.,... .................................... "",'"~7. -»·--i"·--·~.-. ... .,,~ .. ,.-.. -·...-,..-T-' ., ... -···-~,- ">• ~ H• •,. ","','->'••' •• 0 ,,• • ·-·,.. , .. , ·-·~· -, . 
. - _·._: . - -:---· . ~-- ... 




,;] _. . 
,I . 
disintegration of the Compsori family to take place--she 
' ) merely endures its disintegration. Dilsey chooses simply 
to believe in God and to do the best she can within the 
. . 
_ 148 
scope of her limitationso Far from being dominated by 
- ... -- - -- . - ~, .... -·· ~-· - --
J 
.. 
-Jason,- she recognizes that ."Cadqy do,eS}l,. 0 t ie?arn'i;: .to be- saved 
- · hasn't anything .anymore worth bei)f}g s$19v~~ fQr nothing w9rt·h 
being lp~t = j:h~t- §lh~ can lo"~e 0i ( p. 420 )-. 
. her limit at ions and endures. 
Dilsey acknowledges 
,: 
" . ' ,, ' ... -,~-------·--'. 
Therefore, we. must not thin~ that Jason prevails or ._ ~·· 
even dominates. ~ ·He enaures, · but he is the last of his 1 ine, 
' ' .. ·, 






------ ,---------------··-···---- -· ·-·--·-·- ---· 
\. . 
.-_", .. -----~~~-~_who had something in them of decency and pride ev~n after 
they had begun to fail at integrity and the pride had become 
. mostly vanity and self pity • ~ • " - ( p. 415). In .Jason~ the 
family devolution from pride ,to self-pity and vanity ·is· com-
.. 
. pleted. J.ason . is a ·selfish, love~ess' sane .man;' a. man who- . '· . 
;·, 
,' 
- ------·-···"·····--· - . 
- ~ . •· ' ~ . 
1 ·-. ' .. 
. ; .... ' .- ' ' 




--~~······-·-",--·-·,.·.,·· ...... , 
.b, •.• 











sympathy. He ,is a man alone, opposing the irrational forces. 
of love and emot-ion, a man attempting to live an ordered, 
. -- . __ --· ... ··-..... ._ ____ ;····--· --·-·-· ... ·-,-·-···----· 
life in the face of the inexplicable 9 the absurd. 
stands •• ·1n defiance··of what he cannot uriderstarid, 
------ -------------- -'--· .~1-iev-i-n g--in-ma ter ia-1- -good s and-----in--- hims elf ~ =and-·-h-e 
But he does not prevail. Lacking spiritual ·depth 
-- --·-- ----- - ---· 
I. 
' . 
-~derstand ing of the qualities of soul, Jason 
who ·endu-res, no-thing more. 
-------- - - -- ----
·- ~ --~ ... - ----
- _·,, 
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